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Appendix XI: Prosody 
 

Like those of classical Europe the metres of Indian poetry are 

quantitative, based on the order of long and short syllables, and not, 

as in English, on stress. As in classical European languages a syllable 

was counted as long if it contained a long vowel (ā, ī, ū, , e, o, ai or 

au), or a short vowel followed by two consonants. The favourite 

stanza form at all times was of four lines or “quarters” (pāda), 

usually equal, and varying in length from eight to over twenty 

syllables each, with a full cæsura between the second and third 

quarters. Most of the metres of classical poetry were set in rigid 

patterns and not divided into feet, but broken only by one or two 

cæsuræ in each quarter. The metres of the Veda, however, and the 

epic śloka metre, allowed considerable variation. 

 

Though most of the Vedic hymns are in stanzas of four quarters 

there are some with three or five divisions. Of the former, one, 

called Gāyatrī, is common, and is that of the famous Gāyatrī verse:  

 
−⏑⏑−¦⏑−⏑− 

Tát Savitúr váreṇiam  
−−−−¦⏑−⏑− 

bhárgo devásya dhīmahi,  
⏑−−−¦⏑−⏑− 

dhíyo yó naḥ pracodáyāt.  

 

Let us think on the lovely splendour  

of the god Savitṛ,  

that he may inspire our minds.  
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It consists of three sections of eight syllables each, the first four of 

which are free, while the last four have the cadence ⏑−⏑⏓. 

 

The commonest Vedic stanza is Triṣṭubh, consisting of four quarters 

of eleven syllables each. The quarter normally has a cæsura after the 

fourth or fifth syllable, and is prevailingly iambic. The last four 

syllables of each quarter have the cadence −⏑−⏓.  

 

For example the first verse of the hymn to Indra (R.V. i. 32): 

 
−−⏑⏑−⏑−¦−⏑−− 

Í  
−⏑⏑−⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑−− 

 
⏑−⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑−− 

Áhann Áhim, anu apás tatarda, 
⏑−⏑−⏑⏑−¦−⏑−− 

pra vakṣáṇā abhinat párvatānām. 

 

Let me proclaim the valiant deeds of Indra,  

the first he did, the wielder of the thunder,  

when he slew the dragon and let loose the waters, 

and pierced the bellies of the mountains. 

 

Similar to this, but with an extra syllable in each quarter, was the 

twelve-syllabled Jagatī, with the cadence −⏑−⏑⏓. 

 

In the later hymns of the Ṛg Veda a stanza of four eight-syllable 

quarters, called Anuṣṭubh, became popular. This was much the same 

as Gāyatrī, with a fourth line added, but there was considerable 

variation in the final cadence. For example the first verse of the 

“Hymn of the Primeval Man” (R.V. x. 90) (not translated in the 

book): 

 
⏑−⏑−¦−⏑⏑− 

Sahásra-śīrṣā Púruṣaḥ,  
⏑−−−¦⏑−⏑− 

sahasrākṣáḥ, sahásrapāt.  
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⏑−−−¦⏑−−− 

 
−⏑−−¦⏑−⏑− 

áty atiṣṭhad daśāṅguláṁ. 

 

From the Anuṣṭubh of the Vedas developed the Śloka, the chief epic 

metre of later times. This consisted of four quarters of eight syllables 

each, the first and third normally ending with the cadence ⏑−−⏓, 

and the second and fourth with ⏑−⏑⏓. Certain specified variations 

were allowed. As an example we quote the first verse of the account 

of Damayantī’s svayaṁvara: 

 
⏑⏑−−¦⏑−−− 

Atha kāle śubhe prāpte, 
⏑−−−¦⏑−⏑− 

tithau puṇye kṣaṇe tathā, 
−⏑−⏑¦⏑−−− 

ājuhāva mahīpālān 
−−−−¦⏑−⏑− 

Bhīmo rājā svayaṁvare. 

 

Then, when the right time had come,  

at the auspicious day and hour,  

King Bhīma invited the lords of the earth  

to the bride-choice. 

 

The śloka metre was widely used for poetry of all kinds, especially 

for didactic and narrative verse. The courtly poets, however, 

favoured longer metres, with their quantities rigidly fixed in 

complicated rhythmic patterns, some with regular cæsuræ. 

Textbooks describe over 100 metres of this kind, many with fanciful 

names, but only some twenty or thirty were popular. Of these we 

mention a few of the most common. 

 

Indravajra (“Indra’s Thunderbolt”): 

 

4 × 11 −−⏑−−⏑⏑−⏑−⏓. 
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example: Kumāra Sambhava, I, 15 

 
−−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−− 

Bhāgīrathī-nirjhara-sīkarāṇāṁ 
−−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−− 

voḍhā muhuḥ kampita-devadāruḥ 
−−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−− 

yad vāyur anviṣṭamṛgaiḥ kirātair 
−−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−− 

āsevyate bhinna-śikhaṇḍi-barhaḥ. 

 

And the wind forever shaking the pines  

carries the spray from the torrents of the young Ganges  

and refreshes the hunting hillman,  

blowing among his peacock plumes. 

 

Upendravajra (Secondary Indravajra), a variant of the above, with 

the first syllable short: 

 

4 × 11 ⏑−⏑−−⏑⏑−⏑−⏓. 

 

Quarter lines of Indravajra and Upendravajra were often combined 

in mixed stanzas. Such stanzas of varying metres were called Upajāti. 

 

Vaṁśastha: 

 

4 × 12 ⏑−⏑−−⏑⏑−⏑−⏑⏓. 

 

Indravamśa: like Vaṁśastha, but with a long first syllable: 

 

4 × 12 −−⏑−−⏑⏑−⏑−⏑⏓. 

 

Vaṁśastha and Indravamśa were often combined in an Upajāti 

metre, e.g. the verses of Kālidāsa, Kumāra Sambhava:  

 
⏑−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

Nirghāta-ghoṣo giri-śṛṅga-śātano 
⏑−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

ghano ’mbarāśā-kuharodarambhariḥ 
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⏑−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

babhūva bhūmnā śruti-bhitti-bhedanaḥ, 
⏑−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

prakopi-Kāl’-ārjita-garji-tarjanaḥ. 

 

Like the thundered threat of the angry death-god 

a great crash broke the walls of the ears, 

a shattering sound, tearing the tops of the mountains,  

and wholly filling the belly of heaven. 

 
⏑−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

Skhalan-mahebhaṁ prapatat-turaṅgamaṁ 
⏑−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

parasparāśliṣṭa-janaṁ samantataḥ, 
−−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

prakṣubhyad-ambhodhi-vibhinna-bhūddharād 
⏑−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−− 

balaṁ dviṣo ’bhūd avani-prakampāt. 

 

The host of the foe was jostled together. 

The great elephants stumbled, the horses fell, 

and all the footmen clung together in fear, 

as the earth tremblem and the ocean rose to shake the mountains. 

 
−−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

Ūrdhvīkṛtāsyā ravi-datta-dṛṣṭayaḥ 
⏑−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

sametya sarve sura-vidviṣaḥ puraḥ, 
−−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

śvānaḥ svareṇa śravaṇānta-śātinā 
⏑−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

mitho rudantaḥ karuṇena niryayuḥ. 

 

And, before the host of the foes of the gods, 

dogs lifted their muzzles to gaze on the sun, 

then, howling together with cries that rent the eardrums, 

they wretchedly slunk away. 
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Vasantatilakā (“The Ornament of Spring”): 

 

4 × 14 −−⏑−⏑⏑⏑−⏑⏑−⏑−⏓. 

 

example: Bilhaṇa, Caurapañcāśikā, p. 45 

 
−−⏑−¦⏑⏑⏑−⏑⏑¦−⏑−− 

Adyāpi tām praṇayinīṁ mṛgaśāvakākṣiṁ 
−−⏑−¦⏑⏑⏑−⏑⏑¦−⏑−− 

pīyūṣa-varṇa-kuca-kumbha-yugaṁ vahantīm 
−−⏑−¦⏑⏑⏑−⏑⏑¦−⏑−− 

paśyāmy ahaṁ yadi punar divasāvasāne 
−−⏑−¦⏑⏑⏑−⏑⏑¦−⏑−− 

svargāpavarga-vara-rājya-sukhaṁ tyajāmi. 

 

Even today, if this evening  

I might see my beloved, with eyes like the eyes of a fawn,  

with the bowls of her breasts the colour of milk,  

I’d leave the joys of kingship and heaven and final bliss. 

 

Mālini (“The Girl wearing a Garland”) 

 

4 × 15 ⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−−¦−⏑−−⏑−⏓. 

 

example: Bhartṛhari, Śṛṅgāraśataka, 53 

 
⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−−¦−⏑−−⏑−− 

Kim iha bahubhir uktair yukti-śūnyaiḥ pralāpair? 
⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−−¦−⏑−−⏑−− 

Dvayam api puruṣānāṁ sarvadā sevanīyam —  
⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−−¦−⏑−−⏑−− 

abhinava-mada-līlā-lālasaṁ sundarīṇāṁ 
⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−−¦−⏑−−⏑−− 

stana-bhara-parikhinnaṁ yauvanaṁ vā vanaṁ vā. 

 

What is the use of many idle speeches!  

Only two things are worth a man’s attention —  

the youth of full-breasted women,  

prone to fresh pleasures, and the forest. 
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Pṛthvī (“The Earth”): 

 

4 × 17 ⏑−⏑⏑⏑−⏑−⏑⏑⏑−⏑−−⏑⏓. 

 

example: Bhartṛhari, Nītiśataka, 5 

 
⏑−⏑⏑⏑−⏑−⏑⏑⏑−⏑−−⏑− 

Labheta sikatāsu tailam api yatnataḥ pīḍayan 
⏑−⏑⏑⏑−⏑−⏑⏑⏑−⏑−−⏑− 

pibec ca mṛgatṛṣṇikāsu salilaṁ pipāsārditaḥ 
⏑−⏑⏑⏑−⏑−⏑⏑⏑−⏑−−⏑− 

kadācid api paryaṭañ chaśa-viṣāṇam āsādayen, 
⏑−⏑⏑⏑−⏑−⏑⏑⏑−⏑−−⏑− 

na tu pratiniviṣṭa-mūrkha-jana-cittam ārādhayet. 

 

You may if you squeeze hard enough, even get oil from sand,  

thirsty, you may succeed in drinking the waters of the mirage,  

perhaps, if you go far enough, you’ll find a rabbit’s horn,  

but you’ll never satisfy a fool who’s set in his opinions! 

 

Mandākrāntā (“The Slow-stepper”): 

 

4 × 17 −−−−¦⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−¦−⏑−−⏑−⏓. 

 

An example of this metre is from Kālidāsa’s Meghadhūta: 

 
−−−−¦⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−¦−⏑−−⏑−− 

Sthitvā tasmin vanacara-vadhū-bhukta-khuñje muhūrtaṁ, 
−−−−¦⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−¦−⏑−−⏑−− 

toyotsarga-drutatara-gatis tatparaṁ vartma tīrṇaḥ, 
−−−−¦⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−¦−⏑−−⏑−− 

Revām drakṣyasy upala-viṣame Vindhya-pāde viśīrṇām, 
−−−−¦⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−¦−⏑−−⏑−− 

bhakti-cchedair iva viracitāṁ bhūtim aṅge gajasya. 

 

Stay for a while over the thickets, haunted by the girls of the hill-

folk, then press on with faster pace, having shed your load of water,  

and you’ll see the Narmadā river, scattered in torrents, by the rugged 

rocks at the foot of the Vindhyas, looking like the plastered pattern 

of stripes on the flank of an elephant. 
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Śikhariṇī (“The Excellent Lady”): 
 

4 × 17 ⏑−−−−−¦⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−−⏑⏑⏑⏓. 
 

example: Bhartṛhari, Vairāgyaśataka, 82. 
 

⏑−⏑−−−¦⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−−⏑⏑⏑− 

Yad’ āsid ajñānaṁ smara-timira-saṁskāra-janitaṁ 
⏑−−−−−¦⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−−⏑⏑⏑− 

tadā dṛṣṭaṁ nārī-mayam idam aśeṣaṁ jagad api.  
⏑−−−−−¦⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−−⏑⏑⏑− 

Idānīṁ asmākaṁ paṭutara-vivekāñjana-juṣāṁ 
⏑−−−−−¦⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−−⏑⏑⏑− 

samībhūtā dṛṣṭis tribhuvanam api Brahma manute. 
 

When I was ignorant in the dark night of passion 

I thought the world completely made of women, 

but now my eyes are cleansed with the salve of wisdom, 

and my clear vision sees only God in everything. 
 

Hariṇī (“The Doe”): 
 

4 × 17 ⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−¦−−−−¦⏑−⏑⏑−⏑⏓. 
 

example: from a panegyric of King Pulakeśin II Cālukya in an 

inscription at Aihole, Hyderābād, composed by Ravikīrti and dated 

A.D. 634 (EI vi, 8ff.). 
 

⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−¦−−−−¦⏑−⏑⏑−⏑− 

Apara-jaladher Lakṣmīṁ yasmin Purīṁ Purabhit-prabhe  
⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−¦−−−−¦⏑−⏑⏑−⏑− 

mada-gaja-ghaṭākārair nāvāṁ śatair avamṛdnati 
⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−¦−−−−¦⏑−⏑⏑−⏑− 

jalada-paṭalānīkākīrṇaṁ navotpala-mecakaṁ 
⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−¦−−−−¦⏑−⏑⏑−⏑− 

jalanidhir iva vyoma vyomnaḥ samo ’bhavad ambudhiḥ. 
 

Radiant as the god Śiva, he besieged Purī, the fortune of the Western 

sea, with hundreds of ships, like elephants in rut, 

the dark blue sky, scattered with hosts of heavy clouds, 

looked like the sea, and the sea looked like the sky. 
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Śārdūla-vikrīḍita (“The Tiger’s Sport”): 

 

4 × 19 −−−⏑⏑−⏑−⏑⏑⏑−¦−−⏑−−⏑⏓. 

 

example: Bhartṛhari, Śṛṅgāraśataka, 12 

 
−−−⏑⏑−⏑−⏑⏑⏑−¦−−⏑−−⏑− 

Keśaḥ saṁyaminaḥ, śruter api paraṁ pāraṁgate locane, 
−−−⏑⏑−⏑−⏑⏑⏑−¦−−⏑−−⏑− 

cāntarvaktram api svabhāva-sucibhiḥ kīrṇaṁ dvijānāṁ gaṇaiḥ, 
−−−⏑⏑−⏑−⏑⏑⏑−¦−−⏑−−⏑− 

muktānāṁ satatādhivāsa-ruciraṁ vakṣoja-kumbhadvayaṁ 
−−−⏑⏑−⏑−⏑⏑⏑−¦−−⏑−−⏑− 

cetthaṁ tanvi vapuḥ praśāntam api te kṣobham karoty eva naḥ. 

 

Your hair well-combed, your eyes reaching to your ears, 

your mouth filled with ranks of teeth that are white by nature, 

your breasts charmingly adorned with a necklace of pearls, 

slim girl, your body, though at rest, disturbs me. 

 

Sragdharā (“The Girl with a Garland”): 

 

4 × 21 −−−−⏑−−¦⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−¦−⏑−−⏑−⏓. 

 

example: Bāṇa, The Deeds of Harṣa 

 
−−−−⏑−−¦⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−¦−⏑−−⏑−− 

Pascād aṅghriṁ prasārya, trika-nati-vitataṁ, drāghayitvāṅgam 

uccair, 
−−−−⏑−−¦⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−¦−⏑−−⏑−− 

āsajyābhugna-kaṇṭho mukham urasi, saṭā dhūli-dhūmrā vidhūya, 
−−−−⏑−−¦⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−¦−⏑−−⏑−− 

ghāsa-grāsābhilāṣād anavarata-calat-protha-tuṇḍas turaṅgo, 
−−−−⏑−−¦⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−¦−⏑−−⏑−− 

mandaṁ śabdāyamāno, vilikhati, śayanād utthitaḥ, kṣmāṁ 

khurena. 
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He stretches his hind-leg, and, bending his spine, extends his body 

upwards. 

Curving his neck, he rests his muzzle of his chest, and tosses his dust-

grey mane. 

The steed, his nostrils ceaselessly quivering with desire of fodder, 

rises from his bed, gently whinnies, and paws the earth with his hoof. 
 

−−−−⏑−−¦⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−¦−⏑−−⏑−− 

Kurvann ābhugna-pṛṣṭho mukha-nikaṭa-katiḥ khandarām ā 

tiraścīm 
−−−−⏑−−¦⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−¦−⏑−−⏑−− 

lolenāhanyamānaṁ tuhina-kaṇa-mucā cañcatā kesareṇa 
−−−−⏑−−¦⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−¦−⏑−−⏑−⏑ 

nidrā-kaṇḍū-kaṣāyaṁ kaṣati, niviḍita-śrota-śuktis, turaṅgas 
−−−−⏑−−¦⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−¦−−−−⏑−− 

tvaṅgat-pakṣmāgra-lagna-pratanu-busa-kaṇam koṇaṁ akṣṇaḥ 

khureṇa. 

 

He bends his back and turns his neck sideways, till his face touches 

his buttock, 

and then the horse, the curls matted about his ears, 

rubs with his hoof the red corner of his eye, itching from sleep, 

his eye, struck by his dewdrop-scattering mane, waving and tossing, 

his eye, to the point of whose quivering eyelash there clings a tiny 

fragment of chaff. 

 

In a few rather rare metres the first and third quarters differ in 

length from the second and fourth. The commonest of these was 

Puṣpitāgrā: 

 

2 × (12 + 13) ⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−⏑−⏑−⏓¦ 

       ⏑⏑⏑⏑−⏑⏑−⏑−⏑−⏓. 

 

example: introductory verse to the lyric of Jayadeva’s Gīta Govinda: 
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⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−⏑−⏑−− 

“Aham iha nivasāmi. Yāhi Rādhām, 
⏑⏑⏑⏑−⏑⏑−⏑−⏑−− 

anunaya madvacanena c’ ānayethāḥ”, 
⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−⏑−⏑−− 

Iti Madhuripuṇā sakhī niyuktā, 
⏑⏑⏑⏑−⏑⏑−⏑−⏑−− 

svayam idam etya punar jagāda Rādhām. 

 

“Here I am dwelling. Go now to Rādhā, 

console her with my message, and bring her to me.” 

Thus the foe of Madhu commissioned her friend, 

who went in person, and spoke to Rādhā thus... 

 

As well as metres of this type there are others, the scansion of which 

is based on the number of syllabic instants (mātrā) in each quarter-

verse. The most common of these is Āryā (“The Lady”). This is 

divided into feet, each containing four instants, counting a 

prosodically short syllable as one and a long syllable as two instants 

(i.e. −−, −⏑⏑, ⏑−⏑, ⏑⏑−, or ⏑⏑⏑⏑). The first quarter of the 

Āryā stanza contains three such feet; the second, four and a half; the 

third, three, and the fourth three and a half, with an extra short 

syllable after the second foot. The whole of Hāla’s Saptaśataka is 

written in this metre; for example: 

 
−−¦−⏑⏑¦−− 

Bhaṇḍantīa tanāiṁ 
−−¦−−¦⏑−⏑¦⏑⏑−¦− 

sottuṁ diṇṇāi jāi pahiassa.  
−−¦−⏑⏑¦−− 

Tāi ccea pahāe 
−−¦−−¦⏑¦⏑⏑−¦− 

ajjā āaḍḍhaï ruantī. 

 

Last night with scorn the lady gave the wanderer 

straw for his bed. 

This morning she gathers it together,  

weeping. 
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The metres employed by Jayadeva in his Gīta Govinda are 

exceptional, although imitated by later poets. They are no doubt 

borrowed from popular song. The stanzas of the (following) lyric, 

excluding the refrain, consist of four quarters of nine, eight, nine 

and ten syllables respectively, all of which are short except the last 

rhyming syllable in the first and third quarters and the penultimate 

in the second and fourth. 

 
⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−− 

Bhaṇati kavi-Jayadeve 
⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−⏑ 

virahi-vilasitena 
⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−− 

manasi rabhasa-vibhāve 
⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−⏑ 

Harir udayatu sukṛtena. 
⏑⏑⏑⏑−−−−⏑⏑−⏑− 

Tava virahe vanmālī sakhi sīdati. 

 

When the poet Jayadeva sings, through this pious description 

of the deeds of the parted lover, 

may Hari arise in the hearts full of zeal. 

He is grieved at seperation from you, decked with his forest garland. 

 

The prosody of Tamil poetry differs considerably from that of 

Sanskrit. In Tamil the basic unit is the “metrical syllable” (aśai), 

which may be a single syllable or a long syllable preceded by a short 

one. Two, three or four of these form a foot, of which a line of 

poetry may contain from two to six or occasionally more. 

Complicated rules, which cannot be discussed here, much restrict the 

order of syllables and feet in the line. 
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from 

A Vedic Grammar for Students 
by 

Arthur Anthony Macdonell 
 

[Ed: I have added in the metrical markings wherever they were 

lacking in Macdonell’s text, reformatted part of the text, and added 

some notes to clarify matters. All additions are placed in square 
brackets] 

 

Appendix II:  

Vedic Metre 
 

1. The main principle governing Vedic metre
1
 (the source of all later 

Indian versification) is measurement by number of syllables.
2
 The 

metrical unit here is not the foot in the sense of Greek prosody, but 

the foot (pāda) or quarter
3
 in the sense of the verse or line which is a 

constituent of the stanza. Such verses consist of eight, eleven, twelve, 

or (much less commonly) five syllables. The verse is further more or 

less regulated by a quantitative rhythm (unaffected by the musical 

accent) in which short and long syllables alternate. Nearly all metres 

have a general iambic rhythm inasmuch as they show a preference 

for the even syllables (second, fourth, and so on) in a verse being 

long rather than short. In every metre the rhythm of the latter part 

of the verse (the last four or five syllables), called the cadence, is 

more rigidly regulated than that of the earlier part. Verses of eleven 

and twelve syllables are characterized not only by their cadence, but 

                                                      
1
 Called chándas in the RV. itself. 

2
 Except the two metres Aryā and Vaitālīya which are measured by moræ. 

This seems to have been the only metrical principle in the Indo-Iranian 
period, because in the Avesta the character of a verse depends solely on 
the number of syllables it contains, there being no quantitative restriction 
in any part of it. 

3
 A figurative sense (derived from foot = quarter of a quadruped) applicable 

because the typical stanza has four lines. 
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by a cæsura after the fourth or the fifth syllable. While verses of five 

and eight syllables have no such metrical pause. 

 

Verses combine to form a stanza or ṛc, the unit of the hymn, which 

generally consists of not less than three or more than fifteen such 

units. The stanzas of common occurrence in the RV.
1
 range, by 

increments of four syllables, from twenty syllables (4 x 5) to forty-

eight (4 x12) syllables in length.
2
 A stanza may consist of a 

combination of metrically identical or of metrically different verses; 

and either two or three stanzas may further be combined to form a 

strophe. 

 

a. The following general rules of prosody are to be noted.  

 

1. The end of a verse regularly coincides with the end of a word
3
 

because each verse in a stanza is independent of the rest in 

structure.  

2. The quantity of the first and last syllables of a verse is 

indifferent.  

3. A vowel becomes long by position if followed by two 

consonants. One or both of these consonants may belong to the 

following word. The palatal aspirate ch and the cerebral 

aspirate ḷh (ḍh) count as double consonants.  

4. One vowel is shortened before another;
4
 e and o are also 

pronounced ĕ and ŏ before ă.  

5. The semivowels y and v, both within a word and in Sandhi, have 

often to be pronounced as i and u; e. g.  for ; súar 

                                                      
1
 [I.e. Ṛg Veda.] 

2
 There are also several longer stanzas formed by adding more verses and 

consisting of 52, 56, 60, 64, 68, and 72 syllables; but all these are rare: only 
two stanzas of 68 and one of 72 are found in the RV. 

3
 No infringement of this rule occurs in any metre of the RV. but the 

comparatively rare Dvipadā Virāj (4 x 5), in which three exceptions are 
met with. 

4
 The vowels ī, ū, e when Pragṛhya (25, 26), however, remain long before 

vowels. When a final long vowel is the result of Sandhi, it also remains 
long; tásmā adāt for tásmai adāt. 
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for svár;  for ; vidátheṣu añján for vidátheṣv 

añján.  

6. Contracted vowels (especially ī and ū) must often be restored; e. 

g. ca agnáye for cāgnáye; ví índraḥ for ; ávatu ūtáye for 

ávatūtáye;  for éndra.  

7. Initial a when dropped after e and o must nearly always be 

restored.  

8. The long vowel of the genetive p1ural ending ām, and of such 

words as , , and e (as jyá-iṣṭha for jyéṣṭha) or ai (as á-

ichas for áichas) must often be pronounced as equivalent to two 

short syllables.  

9. The spelling of a few words regularly misrepresents their 

metrical value; thus pāvaká must always be pronounced as 

pavāká, mṛḷaya as , and suvāná nearly always as svāná. 

 

I. Simple Stanzas. 
 

2. The Vedic hymns consist chiefly of simple stanzas, that is, of such 

as are formed of verses which are all metrically identical. Different 

stanzas are formed by combining three, four, five, or six identical 

verses. The following is an account of the various types of verse and 

of the different simple stanzas formed by them. 

 

A. Verse of eight syllables. This is a dimeter verse consisting of two 

equal members of four syllables each, the opening and the cadence. 

In the opening the first and third syllable are indifferent, while the 

second and fourth are preferably long. When the second is short, the 

third is almost invariably long. In the cadence the rhythm is typically 

iambic [⏑−], the first and third syllables being almost always short, 

while the second is usually long (though it is not infrequently short 

also). Thus the prevailing scheme of the whole verse is 

⏓−⏓−¦⏑−⏑⏓¦. 
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a. Even after every admissible vowel restoration a good many verses 

of this type exhibit the anomaly (which cannot be removed without 

doing violence to the text) of having one syllable too few; e. g. 

 
[−⏑−¦⏑−⏑−] 

táṁ tuā vayáṁ pito.  

 

There are also here a very few instances of one or even two syllables 

too many; e. g.  

 

[−⏑−−¦⏑−⏑−⏑]
1
 

 

 

and 

 
[⏑−⏑−⏑−¦⏑−⏑⏑] 

vayáṁ tád as ¦ ya sáṁbhṛtaṁ ¦ vásu. 

 

3. a. The Gāyatrī
2
 stanza consists of three

3
 octosyllabic verses;

4
 e.g. 

 

                                                      
1
 [I follow Macdonell in always marking the end syllable according to its 

natural weight. When placed in square brackets the metrical markings 
have been added in for clarity’s sake.] 

2
 Next to the Triṣṭubh this is the commonest metre in the RV., nearly one-

fourth of that Saṁhitā being composed in it; yet it has entirely 
disappeared in Classical Sanskrit. The Avesta has a parallel stanza of 8 × 
8 syllables. 

3
 The first two Pādas of the Gāyatrī are treated as a hemistich in the 

Saṁhitā text, probably in imitation of the hemistich of the Anuṣṭubh and 
the Triṣṭubh; but there is no reason to believe that in the original text the 
second verse was more sharply divided from the third than from the first. 

4
 By far the commonest variation from the normal type is that in which the 

second syllable of the cadence is short (⏑⏑⏑⏓). This occurs about as 
often in the first verse of Gāyatrīs as in the second and third combined. 
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−⏑−−¦⏑−⏑⏑¦ 

agnim īḷe ¦ puróhitam  
−−⏑−¦⏑−⏑⏑¦ 

yajñsásya de ¦ vám ṛtvijam  
−−−−¦⏑−⏑⏑ 

 

 

a. A comparatively rare but sufficiently definite variety of Gāyatrī
1
 

differs from the normal type by having a decided trochaic rhythm in 

the cadence,
2
 while the iambic rhythm of the opening is more 

pronounced than usual; e. g. 

 
⏑−⏑−¦−⏑−⏑ 

tuáṁ no ag ¦ ne máhobhiḥ
3
 

−⏑−−¦−⏑−− 

pāhi viśva ¦ syā árāteḥ 
⏑−⏑−¦−⏑−⏑ 

utá dviṣó ¦ mártiasya 

 

b. The Anuṣṭubh
4
 stanza consists of four octosyllabic verses, divided 

into two hemistichs; e. g. 

 
−−−−¦⏑−⏑− 

 
−−⏑−¦⏑−⏑− 

 

                                                      
1
 The only long series of such trochaic Gāyatrīs occurs in RV. viii. 2, 1-39. 

2
 The trochtaic Gāyatrī is commonest in Maṇḍalas i and viii, which 

taken together contain about two-thirds of the total number of examples in 
the RV. 

3
 [In Vedic visarjanīya (ḥ), counts as does one consonant, therefore if there 

is a short vowel preceeding it, and no consonant following it, the syllable 
is light/short. Cf. also the 3rd line in the next verse.] 

4
 The frequency of this metre is about one-third that of Gāyatrī in the RV., 

but in the post-Vedic period it has become the predominant metre. The 
Avesta has a parallel stanza of 4 x 8 syllables. 
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−−−⏑¦⏑−⏑⏑ 

áiṣu dyumnám ¦ utá śrávaḥ  
−−−−¦⏑−⏑− 

 

 

a. In the latest hymns of the RV. there begins a tendency to 

differentiate the first from the second verse of an Anuṣṭubh 

hemistich by making the end of the former trochaic [−⏑], while the 

cadence of the latter becomes more strictly iambic [⏑−]. Although 

in these hymns the iambic cadence of the first verse is still the most 

frequent (25 per cent.) of all varieties, it is already very nearly 

equalled by the next commonest (23 per cent.), which is identical 

with the normal and characteristic cadence of the first verse in the 

epic Anuṣṭubh
1
 (ś1oka). The scheme of the whole hemistich 

according to this innovation
2
 then is:  

 ⏓−⏓−¦⏑−−⏓¦¦⏓−⏓−¦⏑−⏑⏓¦¦ e.g. 

 
[−−⏑−¦⏑−−⏑¦¦−−−−¦⏑−⏑⏑] 

 

 

c. The Paṅkti stanza consists of five octosyllabic verses
3
 divided into 

two hemistichs of two and of three verses respectively. In origin it 

seems to be an extension of the Anuṣṭubh by the addition of a fifth 

verse. This is indicated by the fact that in hymns consisting entirely 

of Paṅktis the fifth verse of every stanza is (except in i. 81) regularly 

a refrain (e. g. in i. 80). The following is an example of a Paṅkti 

stanza:– 

 
[−−⏑−¦⏑−⏑−¦¦−−⏑−¦⏑−⏑⏑] 

 
[⏑−⏑−¦−−⏑−¦⏑−−⏑¦⏑−⏑⏑¦−−⏑−¦⏑−⏑⏑] 

 ¦ árcann ánu 

 

 

                                                      
1
 Where the iambic cadence in the first verse has entirely disappeared. 

2
 This is the regular type of the Anuṣṭubh in the AV. 

3
 The Avesta has a parallel stanza of 5 x 8 syllables. 
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d. In about fifty stanzas of the RV. the number of octosyllabic verses 

is increased to six and in about twenty others to seven, generally by 

adding a refrain of two verses to an Anuṣṭubh (e.g. viii. 47) or to a 

Paṅkti (e.g. x. 133, 1-3). The former is called Mahāpaṅkti (48 

[syllables]), the latter Śakvarī (56 [syllables]). 

 

4. B. Verses of eleven syllables differ from those of eight in 

consisting of three members (the opening, the break, and the 

cadence). They also contrast with the latter in two other respects: 

their cadence is trochaic
1
 (−⏑−⏓) and they have a cæsura, which 

follows either the fourth
2
 or the fifth syllable. The rhythm of the 

syllables preceding the cæsura is prevailingly iambic, being ⏓−⏓−
3
 

or ⏓−⏓−⏓.
4
 The rhythm of the break between the cæsura and the 

cadence is regularly ⏑⏑− or ⏑⏑
5
 Thus the scheme of the whole 

normal verse of eleven syllables is: 

 

(a) ⏓−⏓−,⏑⏑−¦−⏑−⏓¦    or 

(b) ⏓−⏓−⏓,⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏓¦ 

 

a. Apart from corruptions or only seeming irregularities (removable 

by restoration of vowels) several verses of this type have one syllable 

too many or too few;
6
 e.g.  

 

                                                      
1
 The only irregularity here is that time first syllable of the cadence may be 

short when it coincides with the end of a word. 
2
 This appears to have been the original position of the cæsura because the 

parallel verse of the Avesta has it there and never after the fifth syllable. 
3
 Identical with the opening of the octosyl1abic verse. 

4
 The fourth syllable here is sometimes short: the fifth is then always long. 

5
 The first of those two syllables is sometimes, but rarely, long in the old 

hymns of the RV., still more rarely in the later hymns, and hardly ever in 
B. 

6
 This anomaly also appears in the metre of later Vedic texts and of Pāli 

poetry. 
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[−−−−−,−⏑−¦−⏑−⏑] 
1
 (12);  

[⏑−⏑−⏑⏑¦−⏑−−] 

tam īṁ gíro, jána ¦ yo ná pátnīḥ
2
 (10).  

 

Occasionally two syllables are wanting after the cæsura or the verse 

is too long by a trochee added at the end; e. g.  

 
[⏑−⏑−[..]⏑¦−⏑−−] 

tá ū sú ṇo, [..] ma ¦ hó yajatrāḥ (9);  
[⏑−⏑−−[⏑⏑]−⏑−−] 

ayáṁ sá hótā [⏑⏑] yó dvijánmā. (9);  
[⏑−−−⏑−⏑¦−⏑−⏑¦−−] 

ráthebhir yāta, ṛṣṭi ¦ mádbhir áśva ¦ parṇaiḥ (13). 

 

5. The Triṣṭubh stanza, the commonest in the RV.,
3
 consists of four 

verses of eleven syllables
4
 divided into two hemistichs. The 

following are hemistichs of each type: 

 
[⏑−−−,⏑⏑−¦−⏑−⏑¦¦⏑−−−,⏑⏑−¦−⏑−−] 

dadhatu ¦ 

śróṣamāṇāḥ ¦¦ 
[−−−−⏑,⏑⏑¦−⏑−−¦¦⏑−⏑−⏑,⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑] 

se nŏ adyá ¦¦ 

 

                                                      
1
 The extra syllable in such cases is perhaps due to the verse being 

inadvertently continued after a fifth syllable cæsura as if it were a fourth 

syllable cæsura. 
2
 The deficiency of a syllable in such cases may have been partly due to the 

similarity of the decasyllabic Dvipadā Virāj (8) with which Triṣṭubh 
verses not infrequently interchange. 

3
 About two-fifths of the RV. are composed in this metre. 

4
 The Avesta has a parallel stanza of 4 x 11 syllables with cæsura after the 

fourth syllable. 
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a. A few Triṣṭubh stanzas of only two verses (dvipadā) occur (e.g. vii. 

17). Much commoner are those of three verses (virāj), the first two 

of which (as in the Gāyatrī stanza) are treated in the Saṁhitā text as 

a hemistich; the whole of some hymns is composed in this three-line 

metre (e. g. iii. 25). Fairly frequent are also Triṣṭubh stanzas of five 

verses
1
 divided into two hemistichs of two and three verses 

respectively. They are always of isolated occurrence, appearing 

generally at the end of (Triṣṭubh) hymns, but never forming an 

entire hymn. 

 

6. C. The verse of twelve syllables is probably an extension
2
 of the 

Triṣṭubh verse by one syllable which gives the trochaic [−⏑] 

cadence of the latter an iambic [⏑−] character.
3
 The rhythm of the 

last five syllables is therefore −⏑−⏑⏓. The added syllable being the 

only point of difference, the scheme of the whole verse is: 

 

(a) ⏓−⏓−,⏑⏑−¦−⏑−⏑⏓¦    or 

(b) ⏓−⏓−⏓,⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑⏓¦ 

 

a. Several examples occur of this type of verse (like the Triṣṭubh) 

having one, and occasionally two, syllables too many or too few; e.g. 

 
[−−−−⏑,⏑⏑−¦−⏑−⏑−] 

 
[−⏑−−,⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑−] 

ródasī  

                                                      
1
 These are accounted Atijagatī (52) or Śakvarī stanzas by the ancient 

metricians when the fifth verse is a repetition of the fourth. If it is not a 
repetition it is treated in the Saṁhitā text as a separate verse (as v. 41, 20; 
vi. 63, 11) and is called an ekapadā by the metricians. 

2
 It is probably not Indo-Iranian, because though a verse of 12 syllables 

occurs in the Avesta, it is there differently divided (7 +5). 
3
 As the Gayatrī verse is never normally found in combination with the 

Triṣṭubh, but often with the Jagatī verse, it seems likely that the iambic 

influence of the Gāyatrī led to the creation of the Jagatī, with which it 
could form a homogeneous combination. 
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[⏑−−⏑,⏑⏑⏑−⏑¦−⏑−⏑−] 

 
[⏑−−⏑,[⏑⏑]−¦−⏑−⏑−] 

 

 

7. The Jagatī stanza, the third in order of frequency in the RV., 

consists of four verses of twelve syllables divided into two 

hemistichs. The following hemistich gives an example of each of the 

two types of verse: 

 
[⏑−⏑−,⏑⏑−¦−⏑−⏑⏑] 

anānudó, vṛṣabhó ¦ dódhato vadháḥ ¦ 
[−−⏑−−,⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑⏑] 

gambhīrá ṛṣvó, ásam ¦ aṣṭakāviaḥ ¦¦ 

 

a. There is an eleven syllable variety of the Jagatī verse which is 

sufficiently definite in type to form entire stanzas in two hymns of 

the RV. (x. 77, 78). It has a cæsura after both the fifth and the 

seventh syllable, its scheme being ⏓−⏓−⏑,−−,⏑−⏑⏓¦. The 

following hemistich is an example: 

 

[−−⏑−⏑,−−,⏑−⏑⏑]
1
 

 
[⏑−−−⏑,−−,⏑−⏑⏑] 

 

 

8. D. The verse of five syllables resembles the last five syllables of 

the Triṣṭubh verse in rhythm, its commonest form being ⏑−⏑−⏓, 

and the one next to it in frequency −−⏑−⏓ ¦
2
 

 

The Dvipadā Virāj stanza
3
 consists of four such verses divided into 

two hemistichs;
 1

 e.g. 

                                                      
1
 [This further supports the theory that in verses with replacement, the 

light/short syllables that are replaced are the ones following the cæsura; 
see The Prosody of the Dhammapada for more on this phenomena.] 

2
 That is, its first syllable is less often long than short. 

3
 This stanza is somewhat rare, occurring in the RV. not much more than a 

hundred times. 

../../Buddhist-Texts/K2-Dhammapada-New/The-Prosody-of-the-Dhammapada.htm
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[⏑−⏑−⏑¦−−⏑−⏑] 

pári prá dhanva ¦ indrāya soma ¦ 
[−−−−⏑¦−−⏑−⏑] 

 

 

a. Owing to the identity of the cadence a Dvipadā hemistich
2
 not 

infrequently interchanges in the same stanza with a Triṣṭubh verse;
3
 

e.g. 

 
[⏑−−−⏑¦⏑−⏑−−    Dvipadā] 

4
  

[−−⏑−,⏑⏑−¦−⏑−−    Triṣṭubh] 

 

 

b. The mixture of Dvipadā hemistichs with Triṣṭubh verses led to an 

entire hymn (iv. 10) being composed in a peculiar metre consisting 

of three pentasyllabic verses
5
 followed by a Triṣṭubh; e.g. 

 
[−−⏑−⏑¦−−−−−¦⏑−⏑−⏑] 

ágne tám adyá ¦ áśvaṁ ná stómaiḥ ¦ krátuṁ ná bhadrám ¦  
[⏑−⏑⏑,⏑⏑−¦−⏑−−] 

6
 ta óhaiḥ ¦¦ 

 

                                                                                                                     
1
 The otherwise universal rule that the end of a verse must coincide with 

the end of a word is three times ignored in this metre (at this end of the 

first and third verses). 
2
 With this metre compare the defective Triṣṭubh verse of ten syllables (4 

a). 
3
 This interchange occurs especially in RV. vii. 34 and 56. 

4
 Here the verb, though the first word of the verse (App. III, 19 b), is 

unaccented. This is because the end of the first and the third verse in this 
metre has a tendency to be treated like a cæsura rather than a division of 
the stanza. Cp. note 2. 

5
 These three verses are treated as a hemistich, in the Saṁhitā text. 

6
 The verb is accented because in the Saṁhitā text it is treated as the first 

word of a separate verse. 
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II. Mixed Stanzas. 
 

9. The only different verses normally used in combination to form a 

stanza are the Gāyatrī and the Jagatī. The principal metres thus 

formed are the following: 

 

a. Stanzas of 28 syllables consisting of three verses, the first two of 

which are treated as a hemistich: 

 

I. Uṣṇih: 8 8 12; e.g. 

 
[−−−−¦⏑−⏑⏑] 

 
[−−−⏑¦⏑−⏑−] 

 
[−−−⏑,−⏑−¦−⏑−⏑⏑] 

asmé dhehi, jātave ¦ do máhi śrávaḥ ¦¦ 

 

2. Purauṣṇiḥ: 12 8 8; e.g. 

 
[−⏑−⏑,⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑⏑] 

 
[⏑−⏑−¦⏑−⏑−] 

 
[−−⏑⏑¦⏑−⏑⏑] 

dévā bhava ¦ ta vājínaḥ ¦¦ 

 

3. Kakubh: 8 12 8; e.g. 

 
[⏑−⏑−¦⏑−⏑⏑] 

ádhā hi in ¦ dra girvaṇaḥ ¦ 

[⏑−−−−,⏑⏑¦⏑−⏑−]
1
 

 
[⏑−⏑−¦⏑⏑⏑⏑] 

udéva yán ¦ ta udábhiḥ ¦¦ 

 

                                                      
1
 [This appears to be a Triṣṭubh line, rather than the required Jagatī.] 
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b. Stanzas of 36 syllables consisting of four verses divided into two 

hemistichs:  

 

Bṛhatī 8 8 12 8; e. g. 

 
[⏑−−−¦⏑−⏑−] 

śácībhir naḥ ¦ śacīvasū ¦ 
[−−−−¦⏑−⏑⏑] 

dévā náktaṁ ¦ daśasyatam ¦¦ 
[−−−⏑,⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑⏑] 

úpa da ¦ sat kádā caná ¦ 
[−−−⏑¦⏑−⏑⏑] 

asmád rātiḥ ¦ kádā caná ¦¦ 

 

c. Stanzas of 40 syllables consisting of four verses divided into two 

hemistichs: Satobṛhatī 12 8 12 8; e. g. 

 
[⏑−−−−,⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑⏑] 

 
[⏑−−−¦⏑−⏑−] 

haviṣmanto ¦ vidhema te ¦¦ 
[−−⏑−⏑,⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑−] 

 
[⏑−−−¦⏑−⏑⏑] 

 

 

10. There are besides two much longer mixed stanzas of seven 

verses,
1
 each of which is split up into three divisions of three, two, 

and two verses respectively in the Saṁhitā text. 

 

a. Stanzas of 60 syllables consisting of six Gāyatrī verses and one 

Jagatī:  

 

                                                      
1
 These are the compositions of a very few individual poets. 
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Atiśakvarī 8 8 8, 8 8, 12 8;
1
 e. g. 

 
[⏑⏑−−¦⏑−⏑⏑] 

 
[−−−−¦⏑−⏑−] 

 
[−−−−⏑−⏑−] 

imé ¦¦ 
[−−−−¦⏑−⏑−] 

 

[−−−−¦⏑⏑⏑⏑]
2
 

 
[⏑−−−−,⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑⏑] 

imé vāṁ mitrā, -varu ¦ ṇā gávāśiraḥ ¦  
[−−−−¦⏑−⏑⏑] 

 

 

b. Stanzas of 68 syllables consisting of four Gāyatrī and three Jagatī 

verses:  

 

Atyaṣṭi
3
 12 12 8, 8 8, 12 8; e. g. 

 
[⏑−−−−,⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑⏑] 

 
[−−−−⏑,⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑−] 

ágne devébhiḥ, sáca ¦ nāḥ sucetúnā ¦ 
[⏑−−−¦⏑−⏑−] 

mahó rāyáḥ ¦ sucetúnā ¦¦ 
[⏑⏑⏑−¦⏑−⏑⏑] 

máhi śavi ¦ ṣṭha nas kṛdhi ¦ 
[−−−⏑¦⏑⏑⏑−] 

saṁcákṣe bhu ¦ jé asiái ¦¦ 

                                                      
1
 Only about ten examples of this metre occur in the RV. 

2
 [Presumably we should read  but ú is written.] 

3
 This is the only comparatively common long metre (of more than 48 

syllables) in the RV., where more than 80 Atyaṣṭi stanzas occur. 
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[⏑−−−−,⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑⏑] 

 

[⏑−−−¦⏑⏑⏑−]
1
 

máthīr ugró ¦ ná śávasā ¦¦ 

 

a. Besides the above mixed metres various other but isolated 

combinations of Gāyatrī and Jagatī verses occur in the RV., chiefly 

in single hymns. There are stanzas of this kind containing 20 

syllables (12 8);
2
 32 syllables (12 8, 12);

3
 40 syllables (12 12, 8 8);

4
 44 

syllables (12 12, 12 8)
5
 52 syllables (12 12, 12 8 8).

6
 

 

b. 1. Triṣṭubh verses are quite often interspersed in Jagatī stanzas, 

but never in such a way as to form a fixed type of stanza or to make 

it doubtful whether a hymn is a Jagatī one.
7
 This practice probably 

arose from the interchange of entire Triṣṭubh and Jagatī stanzas in 

the same hymn bringing about a similar mixture within a single 

stanza.  

2. An occasional licence is the combination of a Triṣṭubh with a 

Gāyatrī verse in the same stanza. This combination appears as a 

regular mixed stanza (11 8, 8 8) in one entire hymn (RV. x. 22).
8
 

3. The combination of a Triṣṭubh verse with a Dvipadā Yirāj 

hemistich has already been noted (8 a). 

 

                                                      
1
 [Should we read āsiái in the 5th; and  in the last line?] 

2
 RV. viii. 29. 

3
 RV. ix. 110. 

4
 RV. x. 98. 

5
 RV. viii. 35. 

6
 RV. v. 87. 

7
 But the intrusion of Jagatī verses in a Triṣṭubh hymn is exceptional in the 

RV., though very common in the AV. and later. 
8
 Except stanzas 7 and 15, which are pure Anuṣṭubh and Triṣṭubh 

respectively. 
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III. Strophic Stanzas. 
 

11. Two or three stanzas are often found strophically combined in 

the RV., forming couplets or triplets. 

 

A. Three simple stanzas (called tṛca) in the same metre are often thus 

connected. Gāyatrī triplets are the commonest; less usual are Uṣṇiḥ, 

Bṛhatī, or Paṅkti triplets; while Triṣṭubh triplets are rare. A hymn 

consisting of several triplets often concludes with an additional 

stanza in a different metre. 

 

a. It is a typical practice to conclude a hymn composed in one metre 

with a stanza in another. A Triṣṭubh stanza at the end of a Jagatī 

hymn is the commonest; a final Anuṣṭubh stanza in Gāyatrī hymns is 

much less usual; but all the commoner metres are to some extent thus 

employed except the Gāyatrī, which is never used in this way. 

 

B. Two mixed stanzas in different metres are often combined, the 

RV. containing about 250 such strophes. This doubly mixed strophic 

metre, called Pragātha, is of two main types: 

 

1. The Kākubha Prāgatha is much the less common kind of strophe, 

occurring only slightly more than fifty times in the RV. It is formed 

by the combination of a Kakubh with a Satobṛhatī stanza: 8 12, 8 + 

12 8, 12 8; e. g. 

 
[−⏑−−¦⏑−⏑−] 

 
[−−−−−,⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑−] 

vartír yāsiṣṭaṁ, madhu ¦ pātamā narā ¦¦  
[−−−−¦⏑−⏑⏑] 

gómad dasrā ¦ hiraṇyavat ¦¦ 
[−−−−,⏑−−¦−⏑−⏑⏑] 

 
[⏑−−−¦−−⏑−] 

ánādhṛṣṭaṁ ¦ rakṣasvínā ¦¦ 
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[−−−−,−−−¦−⏑−⏑−] 

 
[−−−−¦⏑−⏑⏑] 

dhīmahi ¦¦ 

 

2. The Bārhata Pragātha is a common strophe, occurring nearly 

two hundred times in the RV. It is formed by the combination of a 

Bṛhatī with a Satobṛhatī stanza: 8 8, 12 8 + 12 8, 12 8; e.g. 

 
[−−−−¦⏑−⏑−] 

1
 

[⏑−⏑−¦⏑−⏑⏑] 

 
[−⏑⏑−⏑,⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑−] 

mádhvaḥ sutásya, sá di ¦ ví priyó nárā ¦¦ 
[−−−−¦⏑−⏑−] 

 
[⏑⏑−−−,⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑−] 

píbataṁ gharmáṁ, mádhu ¦ mantam aśvinā ¦ 
[−−⏑−¦⏑−⏑−] 

 
[−−⏑−−,⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑−] 

 
[⏑−−−¦⏑−⏑⏑] 

ní pātaṁ vé ¦ dasā váyaḥ ¦¦ 

 

a. Of these two types there are many variations occurring in 

individual hymns, chiefly by the addition of one (8), two (12 8), three 

(12 8 8), or once (vii. 96, 1-3) even four verses (12 12 8 8). 

                                                      
1
 [Macdonell places the division one syllable too early in this line.] 
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from  

A.K. Warder’s 

Introduction to Pali 
 

[pp. 354-361 and 368-372, with extracts from pp. 130, 280, 323, & 

342. Used with permission from the Author.] 
 

Verse 
 

So far [in Introduction to Pali] we have restricted ourselves (except 

for a few incidental verses in the reading passages) to the ordinary 

prose language of the Dīgha Nikāya, which is sufficiently typical of 

the Pāli prose in which most of the Canon is written. We must, 

however, to complete this introductory survey of Pāli, consider the 

main features of Pāli verse, which likewise are well exemplified in 

the Dīgha. The Canon contains probably 10,000—20,000 verses. 

These are mostly collected in books consisting entirely, or almost 

entirely, of verse, but some are scattered about in the prose texts as 

in the Dīgha Nikāya itself. The verses of the Dīgha Nikāya illustrate 

their most important linguistic and metrical characteristics. The 

linguistic features to remark are twofold: poetic licence and the use 

of archaic forms obsolete in everyday speech. The main 

characteristic of the metres is that they are quantitative, that is that 

the rhythm is determined purely by the lengths of the syllables, the 

effect of any stress (“accent”) being negligible. 

 

Poetic licence is most noticeable in the freedom of word order in 

verse. Since the inflections generally show the relations between the 

words in a sentence almost any deviation from the prose order is 

possible without serious change of meaning (the emphasis will be 

different, and indeed the metrical form provides special possibilities 

for emphasis by placing words in rhythmically prominent positions), 

though for beginners it adds [355] greatly to the difficulty of 

disentangling the meaning. Secondly, the need to fit the sentence to 

the metre influences the choice of vocabulary, so that unusual 

synonyms and rare words may be used. Thirdly, superfluous or 

redundant words may be inserted to fill up lines of verse, especially 
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indeclinables (nipāta) of merely emphatic or otherwise vague 

meaning. A prefix may be dropped or added where the meaning of 

the sentence will tolerate a slight change of nuance. Fourthly, the 

making of junction (sandhi) is more variable than in prose, and may 

be decided by metrical requirements rather than grammatical usage. 

Fifthly, certain syllables may be lengthened or shortened to suit the 

rhythm of the metre. Vowels linking suffixes to roots (less often 

prefixes) as well as final vowels are especially susceptible to this 

treatment, though this form of licence is not of very frequent 

occurrence. 

 

Examples of poetic licence:- 

 

Lengthened final: 

 

ramatī (3rd singular present of ram (I), “delight”)  

heṭhayī (aorist of heṭh (VII), “harass”) 

 

Shortened final: 

 

gihi (for gihī: gihin = “house-dwelling”) 

santŏ (perhaps we should write santa) 

Buddhāna (genitive plural, for Buddhānaṁ) 
kammăṁ (perhaps we should write kamma) 

chetva (for -chetvā, gerund of chid). 

 

Junction between root and suffix lengthened: 

 

satīmanto 
 

—shortened: 

 

jānahi 
 

Junction between prefix and root lengthened: 

 

sūgatitṁ. 
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Archaic forms are kept alive to a limited extent by being preserved 

in poems and songs handed down from past centuries. Though not 

acceptable in ordinary speech, they may be felt appropriate for 

poetic expression just because of their purely [356] poetic 

associations. They may also be felt to have greater dignity and power 

than everyday forms. The obscurity which may result is not always 

avoided by poets, on the contrary a certain mystification and 

portentousness may be deliberately sought. We thus meet in Pāli 

verse with a residue of ancient grammatical forms, among which we 

may note here some characteristic or frequent ones:- 

 

Nominative plural in āse: sāvakāse (= sāvakā) gatāse (= gatā) 

Imperative 1st plural in mu instead of ma: jānemu 

Optative 3rd singular in e instead of eyya: ādise (= ādiseyya; 

from ā-dis (I), “dedicate”) 

Optative 1st plural in mu instead of yyāma: pucchemu 

Use of root aorist, e.g. 3rd plural in uṁ: akaruṁ (for akaṁsu), 

āpāduṁ (for āpādiṁsu) 

Another unusual aorist: abhida (for abhindi) 

Future of hū: hessati (= bhavissati) 
Infinitive in tāye: dakkhitāye (= daṭṭhuṁ) 

Gerund in (t)vāna rare in prose: caritvāna, disvāna, katvāna, 

sutvāna 

 

Middle (attanopada) forms not current in prose:- 

 

Vande (= vandāmi) 
amhāse (= amhā) 

karomase (= karoma) 

ārabhavho (= ārabhatha, imperative) 
vademase (= vadeyyāma) 

āsīne (locative singular of the present participle middle of the 

verb as, “to sit,” itself almost extinct— replaced by ni-sid). 
 

We have noted in Lessons 28 and 29 and earlier in this lesson that 

the denominative, intensive, desiderative, and “root” aorist are more 

frequent in verse. 
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Where two parallel forms exist, one with assimilation and 

consequent obscurity and one with a clear articulation through a 

linking vowel between stem and suffix, the form with assimilation 

will usually be more frequent in verse and sometimes extinct in 

prose:- [357] 

 

dajjā (optative of dā, from the reduplicated stem dad + the 

ancient optative inflection yā(t), 3rd singular) 

jaññā (= jāneyya) 
kassāma (= karissāma). 

 

Other archaic forms:- 

 

diviyā (= dibbā, ablative) 
poso (= puriso) 

tuvaṁ (= tvaṁ) 

duve (= dve) 

addakkhiṁ (= addasaṁ) 

-bhi (= -hi, instrumental plural). 

 

Other poetic forms 

 

caviya (= cavitvā) 

ramma (= ramaṇīya). 

 

As examples of vocabulary not used in prose we may list a few 

words here. 

 

brū (I) brūhi (imperative 2nd singular) “say”, “call”  
ram (I) ramati (also present middle 1st singular rame) 

“delight”, “enjoy”  

vid (II) vindati “find” (for labh)  
ambujo fish (“water-born”)  

mahī the earth 

suro god 
have (ind.) truly, surely 

ye (ind.) surely. 
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In scanning Pāli verse the following two rules apply:- 

 

(1)  A syllable having its vowel short and followed by not more 

than one consonant is short (lahu). 

(2)  A syllabic having its vowel long, or followed by ṁ or by 

more than one consonant, is long (garu). 

 

There are also certain complications arising from minor 

discrepancies between the standard orthography and the original 

pronunciation. These arose over variant pronunciations [358] of the 

semi-vowels y, r, and v in some combinations (more rarely over the 

nasals). Some examples are:- 

 

-cariya = −⏑ (*-carya) 
iriyati −⏑⏑ (*iryati) 

sirīmant (“beautiful”, “fortunate”) = −− (*srīmant) (but , 

“beauty,” “fortune” = ⏑⏓ 

vya- =  ⏑⏑ (viya-, as sometimes written) 

veḷuriyo (“lapis lazuli”) = −⏑⏑− 

ariya usually −⏑ (*arya), sometimes = −⏑⏑ (*āriya) 
vīriya = sometimes −⏑ (*virya) but sometimes −⏑⏑ (vīriya, 

which is sometimes so written) 

suriyo = sometimes −− (*suryo) but sometimes −⏑− (sūriyo, 
which is sometimes so written). 

 

In the word brāhmaṇo, br- does not function as two consonants, 

hence a preceding syllable will be short if its vowel is short 

(*bamhaṇo ?). Occasionally other conjuncts also fail to “make 

position” (make a preceding syllable long). 

 

Though all Pāli metres are quantitative, a new style of poetry had 

come into fashion in the 5th or 4th century b.c. which may be called 

the “musical” style. In the metres of this style the opposition of long 

and short syllables, that one long equals two shorts, is exact and 

inflexible in the same way as a note and two notes of half its value in 

music. The new metres had in fact taken their rhythms from music. 

In the older metres, which remained in use, though not uninfluenced 

by the new, the opposition of quantities is approximate only, so that 
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the number of syllables in a line is still felt to be of decisive 

importance. 

 

A “verse” usually contains four lines (pādas), being a quatrain, much 

more rarely six lines. Rhyme is not used. 

 

Most important metres:- 

 

“Old” metres (number of syllables per line constant, with only rare 

“resolution” of a long into two shorts, giving an extra syllable, under 

the influence of the “new” metres):- 

 

v a t t a  (epic narrative metre: only approximately quantitative) 

eight syllables per line, the contrasting cadences of alternate lines 
giving a verse of two dissimilar lines repeated in the epic style; 

there is a tendency to use this [359] as a line of sixteen syllables 

not organized in verses, which is very appropriate and flexible for 

continuous narrative 

 

 ⏑ ⏔−⏓ ¦ ⏓⏓⏓⏓  ⏑−⏑⏓ × 2 

with  

these 

usually 

⏓−⏑− 

 

⏑ ⏑ ⏑ 

− ⏑ ⏑ 

− ⏔ − 

− ⏑ − 

⏑ ⏑ − 

− − ⏑ 

 

 

a n u ṭ ṭ h u b h a  (the archaic form of vatta, in which the alternate 
lines are not contrasted) 

 

⏓⏓⏓⏓  ⏑−⏑⏓ × 4 (the cadences of the prior vatta line are also 

admitted) 

 

t u ṭ ṭ h u b h a - j a g a t ī , normally eleven (t u ṭ ṭ h u b h a ) or twelve 

(j a g a t ī ) syllables per line; these two metres, which have 
different cadences, are freely mixed, though they may also be used 

separately; there is a caesura (slight pause) after either the fourth 

or the fifth syllable 
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 × 4 (t u ṭ ṭ h u b h a ) (caesura in one of 

the marked positions) 

 × 4 (j a g a t ī ) (caesura in one of the 

marked positions) 

 

by mixture of an opening with caesura at the fifth with a 

continuation as per caesura at the fourth we occasionally 

find a t u ṭ ṭ h u b h a  of twelve syllables or a j a g a t ī  of 

thirteen: 

 

⏓−⏑−−,⏓⏑⏓−⏑−⏓ (tu.) 

⏓−⏑−−,⏓⏑⏓−⏑−⏑⏓ (ja.). 

 

“New” metres (total quantity of each line constant, the unit in 

counting being the mattā = quantity of one short syllable; number of 

syllables variable):- 

 

m a t t ā c h a n d a s  (“measure-metre”), (cadence fixed, being the 
last five or six syllables, rest widely variable provided [360] the 

total quantity is constant; there are always two dissimilar lines 

repeated): 
 

v e t ā l ī y a  (lines one and three contain fourteen mattās, two and 

four contain sixteen; cadence −⏑−⏑⏓) 

 

⏔⏔⏔−⏑−⏑⏓ ¦ ⏔⏔⏔⏔−⏑−⏑⏓ × 2 
      ⏑−⏑ 
 

o p a c c h a n d a s a k a  (as v e t ā l ī y a , but with two extra mattās 

in each line resulting from the longer cadence −⏑−⏑−⏓) 

 

⏔⏔⏔−⏑−⏑−⏓ ¦ ⏔⏔⏔⏔−⏑−⏑−⏓ × 2 
      ⏑−⏑ 
 

(very rarely, v e t ā l ī y a  and o p a c c h a n d a s a k a  are mixed) 

(another metre originally of this class is the s v ā g a t ā , which 

being less flexible is usually classified under akkharacchandas, 

see below) 
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g a ṇ a c c h a n d a s  (“bar-metre”) (not found in the Dīgha 

Nikāya: strictly musical and exactly quantitative like musical 

rhythms): 

 

g ī t i  (two or three lines of thirty mattās each, each only 

theoretically divisible into two quarter verses; each of the two 

lines is organized in eight bars, called gaṇa, of four mattās each, 
there being a “rest” of two mattās at the end; the characteristic 

rhythm is ¦⏓−¦⏑−⏑¦ = 2 bars, though this is simply a base on 

which variation is very freely made) 
 

a r i y ā  (a line of thirty mattās, as in g ī t i , followed by a line of 
twenty-seven mattās, the cadence being syncopated). 

 

Derived metres (these represent a third phase, which subsequently 

became the dominant style in the literature, along with a somewhat 

restricted form of the v a t t a  for continuous narrative; the tendency 

is for both the quantity and the number of syllables to be fixed. In 

the Pāli Canon these metres still retain a good deal of flexibility, 

whilst in later Indian literature they are given forms absolutely fixed 

except for the last syllable of each line):- [360] 

 

a k k h a r a c c h a n d a s  (“syllable-metre”) 

 

s a m a v u t t a  (four similar lines):- 

 

u p a j ā t i  (a form of t u ṭ ṭ h u b h a , fixed) 

⏓−⏑−−⏑⏑−⏑−⏓ × 4 
 

r a t h o d d h a t ā  (a form of v e t ā l i y a  line, fixed) 

−⏑−⏑⏑⏑−⏑−⏑⏓ × 4 

 

v a ṁ s a ṭ ṭ h ā  (a form of j a g a t ī , fixed) 

⏓−⏑−−⏑⏑−⏑−⏑⏓ × 4 
 

p a m i t a k k h a r ā  (derived from g a ṇ a c c h a n d a s ) 

⏔−⏑−⏑  ⏑⏑−⏑⏑⏓ × 4 
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r u c i r ā  (derived from j a g a t ī  by resolution of fifth syllable) 

⏓−⏑−⏑⏑⏑⏑−⏑−⏑⏓ × 4 

 

a ḍ ḍ h a s a m a v u t t a  (two dissimilar lines, repeated) 

 

p u p p h i t a g g ā  (a particular form of o p a c c h a n d a s a k a , 

fixed) 

⏑⏑ ⏑⏑ ⏑⏑ −⏑−⏑−⏓ ¦ ⏑⏑ ⏑⏑ − ⏑⏑ −⏑−⏑−⏓ × 2 

 

s v ā g a t ā  

−⏑−⏑−−⏔⏓ ¦ −⏑−⏑−−⏑⏑−⏓ × 2 
   ⏑⏑−      ⏑⏑− 
 

v i s a m a v u t t a  (four dissimilar lines) 

 

u p a ṭ ṭ h i t a p p a c u p i t a  (probably derived from 

m a t t ā c h a n d a s ) 

−− −⏑⏑ −⏑ −⏑ −⏑⏑ −− ¦ ⏔− ⏑⏑⏑⏑ − ⏑−⏑ −−¦ 

⏑⏑ ⏑⏑ ⏑⏑ ⏑⏑ − ¦ ⏑⏑ ⏑⏑ ⏑⏑ ⏑⏑ ⏑⏑ − ⏑⏑ ⏓ × 1 

 

u g g a t ā  (derived from g a ṇ a c c h a n d a s ) 

⏑⏑− ⏑−⏑ ⏑⏑− ⏑ ¦ ⏑⏑⏑ ⏑⏑− ⏑−⏑ −¦ 

⏔ ⏑⏔⏑ ⏑⏑− ⏑⏑− ¦ ⏑⏑− ⏑−⏑ ⏑⏑− ⏑−⏑ ⏓ × 1 

 

[368] 

 

[Examples from] Exercise 30 
 

Passages for reading:- 

 

(v a t t a , or a n u ṭ ṭ h u b h a  in transition to v a t t a )
1
 

 
−⏑−⏑⏑¦⏑−−−¦¦⏑−−⏑¦⏑−⏑−  

yena Uttarakurū
2
 rammā, Mahā-Neru sudassano, 

                                                      
1
 [from Āṭānāṭiyasuttaṁ, DN 32. Ed. note: In what follows I have identified 

the passages; left out notes not relevant to a study of the verses; and 

included the metrical markers]. 
2
 In the first line there is resolution of fourth syllable, or read yen’.  
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⏑−−−¦⏑−−−¦¦⏑⏑−⏑¦⏑−⏑− 

manussā tattha jāyanti amamā apariggahā.  

 
⏑−−−¦⏑⏑−−¦¦⏑⏑−−¦⏑−⏑− 

na te bījaṁ pavapanti, na pi nīyanti naṅgalā, 
⏑−⏑−¦⏑−−−¦¦⏑⏑−−¦⏑−⏑− 

akaṭṭhapākimaṁ sāliṁ paribhuñjanti mānusā. 

 
⏑⏑−⏑¦⏑−−−¦¦⏑−−−¦⏑−⏑− 

akaṇaṁ athusaṁ suddhaṁ sugandhaṁ taṇḍulapphalaṁ, 
−⏑−−¦⏑−−−¦¦⏑−−−¦⏑−⏑− 

tuṇḍikīre pacitvāna, tato bhuñjanti bhojanaṁ. 

 

* * * * * * * * 

 
⏑−⏑¦⏑−−−¦¦−−⏑⏑¦⏑−⏑− 

tattha niccaphalā rukkhā, nānādijagaṇāyutā, 
⏑−⏑−¦−⏑⏑−¦¦−⏑−⏑¦⏑−⏑− 

mayūrakoñcābhirudā kokilābhi hi
1
 vaggubhi, 

 
−−−⏑¦⏑−−−¦¦⏑−−⏑¦⏑−⏑− 

jīvaṁjīvakasadd’ ettha atho oṭṭhavacittakā, 

 
⏑−⏑−¦⏑−⏑−¦¦⏑−−⏑¦⏑−⏑−    (anuṭṭhubha) 

kukkuṭakā kuḷīrakā vane pokkharasātakā. 
⏑⏑−⏑¦⏑−−−¦¦−⏑−⏑¦⏑−⏑− 

sukasālikasadd’ ettha daṇḍamānavakāni ca, 
−⏑⏑−¦⏑−−−¦¦⏑−⏑⏑¦⏑−⏑− 

sobhati sabbakālaṁ sā Kuveranalinī sadā, 

 
⏑−−−¦⏑−⏑−¦¦⏑⏑−−−¦⏑−⏑−    (anuṭṭhubha) 

ito sā uttarā disā iti naṁ ācikkhatī jano. 
−⏑−⏑¦⏑−−−¦¦⏑−−−¦⏑−⏑− 

yaṁ disaṁ abhipāleti, mahārājā yasassi so - 

 

                                                      
1
 An easier variant is -ādīhi, “etc.” There is a rare use of abhi as 

indeclinable with accusative, meaning “on”, “among” (the trees), but no 
accusative here. 
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−−−¦−⏑⏑−¦¦⏑−−⏑¦⏑−⏑−    (7 syllables, prior line) 

yakkhānaṁ ādhipati Kuvero iti nāma so 
⏑⏑⏑−¦⏑−−−¦¦−−⏑¦⏑−⏑−    (7 syllables, posterior line) 

ramati naccagītehi yakkhehi purakkhato.
1
 

 

[369] 

(v a t t a )
 2

 

 
−−−⏑⏑−−−¦¦−⏑−⏑⏑¦⏑−⏑− 

vande te pitaraṁ, bhadde, Timbaruṁ, Suriyavaccase, 
−⏑−−¦⏑−−−¦¦−−⏑⏑¦⏑−⏑− 

yena jātā ’si kalyāṇī, ānandajananī mama. 

 
−−⏑−¦⏑−−−¦¦−−−⏑¦⏑−⏑− 

vāto va sedakaṁ kanto pānīyaṁ va pipāsino 
−−⏑−¦⏑−−−¦¦−−⏑⏑¦⏑−⏑− 

aṅgīrasī piyā me ’si dhammo arahatām
3
 iva, 

 
−⏑−−¦⏑−−−¦¦−⏑−⏑¦⏑−⏑− 

āturass’ eva bhesajjaṁ, bhojanaṁ va jighacchato, 
⏑⏑−−¦⏑⏑−−¦¦⏑−⏑⏑¦⏑−⏑− 

parinibbāpaya bhadde jalantam iva vārinā. 

 
−−⏑−¦−⏑⏑−¦¦−−−−¦⏑−⏑− 

sītodakiṁ pokkharaṇiṁ yuttaṁ kiñjakkhareṇunā, 
−−−−¦⏑−−−¦¦−−−−¦⏑−⏑− 

nāgo ghammābhitatto va ogāhe te thanūdaraṁ. 

 
−−⏑−¦⏑−−−¦¦⏑−−−¦⏑−⏑− 

accaṁkuso va nāgo ca jitaṁ me tuttatomaraṁ, 
−⏑−−¦⏑−−−¦¦−−−−¦⏑−⏑− 

kāraṇaṁ na ppajānāmi sammatto lakkhaṇūruyā. 

                                                      
1
 Two lines of this verse are a syllable short, add emphatic particles? There 

are parallel verses with different gods, for the four directions, some of 

which fit the metre, so this may be a clumsy substitution of names. 
2
 [from DN 21, Sakkapañhasuttaṁ.] 

3
 This is a rare case of the lengthening of the vowel of a final am under 

stress of metre, a phenomenon of historical interest. Metrically aṁ would 

be equally satisfactory, and is found in some manuscripts. 
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⏑⏑⏑⏑¦⏑−−−¦¦−−⏑⏑¦⏑−⏑− 

tayi gathitacitto ’smi cittaṁ vipariṇāmitaṁ, 
⏑⏑−−¦⏑−−−¦¦−⏑−−¦⏑−⏑− 

paṭigantuṁ na sakkomi vaṅkaghasto va ambujo. 

 
−−⏑⏑¦⏑−−−¦¦⏑⏑−−¦⏑−⏑− 

vāmūru saja maṁ bhadde saja maṁ mandalocane, 
⏑−⏑⏑¦−−−−¦¦−−−⏑¦⏑−⏑− 

palissaja maṁ kalyāṇi etaṁ me abhipatthitaṁ. 

 
−⏑−⏑¦⏑−−−¦¦−−−⏑¦⏑−⏑− 

appako vata me santo kāmo vellitakesiyā, 
⏑−⏑−¦−−−−¦¦⏑⏑−−¦⏑−⏑− 

anekabhāgo sampādi arahante va dakkhiṇā. 

 
−−−⏑¦⏑−−−¦¦⏑⏑−−¦⏑−⏑− 

yam me atthi kataṁ puññaṁ arahantesu tādisu,  
−−−−¦⏑−−−¦¦⏑−−−¦⏑−⏑− 

tam me sabbaṅgakalyāṇi tayā saddhiṁ vipaccataṁ. 

 
−−−⏑¦⏑−−−¦¦−−⏑⏑¦⏑−⏑− 

yam me atthi kataṁ puññaṁ asmiṁ paṭhavimaṇḍale, 
−−−−¦⏑−−−¦¦⏑−−−¦⏑−⏑− 

tam me sabbaṅgakalyāṇi tayā saddhiṁ vipaccataṁ. 

 
−⏑−−¦⏑−−−¦¦−−⏑⏑¦⏑−⏑− 

Sakyaputto va jhānena ekodi nipako sato 
⏑⏑−⏑¦⏑⏑−−−⏑⏑¦−⏑⏑¦¦⏑−⏑− 

amataṁ muni jigiṁsāno tam ahaṁ Suriyavaccase. 

 

[370] 

 
⏑−⏑⏑¦⏑−−−¦¦−−−−¦⏑−⏑− 

yathā pi muni nandeyya patvā sambodhim uttamaṁ. 
−−−−¦−−−−¦¦−−−−¦⏑−⏑− 

evaṁ nandeyyaṁ kalyāṇi missībhāvaṁ gato tayā. 
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−−−−¦⏑−−−¦¦−⏑−−¦⏑−⏑− 

sakko ca me varaṁ dajjā Tāvatiṁsānam issaro, 
−−−−¦⏑−−−¦¦−−−−¦⏑−⏑− 

tāhaṁ
1
 bhadde vareyyāhe

2
 evaṁ kāmo daḷho mama. 

 
−−⏑⏑¦⏑−−−¦¦⏑⏑−−¦⏑−⏑− 

sālaṁ va na ciraṁ phullaṁ pitaraṁ te sumedhase 
−⏑−−¦⏑−−−¦¦−⏑−−¦⏑−⏑− 

vandamāno namassāmi yassa s’ etādisī pajā. 

 

(t u ṭ ṭ h u b h a )
 3

 

 
−−⏑−¦−−⏑¦−⏑−− 

pucchāmi brahmānaṁ sanaṅkumāraṁ 
−−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−− 

kaṅkhī akaṅkhiṁ paravediyesu, 
−−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−− 

kattha ṭṭhito kimhi ca sikkhamāno 
−−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−−⏑−−− 

pappoti macco amataṁ brahmalokan ti.
4
 

 
−−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−− 

hitvā mamattaṁ manujesu brahme 
−−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−− 

ekodibhūto karuṇādhimutto 
−−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−− 

ettha ṭṭhito ettha ca sikkhamāno 
−−⏑−¦−,⏑⏑−¦−⏑−− 

pappoti macco amataṁ brahmalokan ti. 

 

                                                      
1
 Unusual junction of taṁ + ahaṁ. 

2
 Unusual junction of vareyyaṁ + ahe. 

3
 [from DN 19, Mahāgovindasuttaṁ.] 

4
 This ti does not form part of the verse. 
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(v e t ā l ī y a )
1
 

 
−−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

littaṁ paramena tejasā 
⏑⏑−−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

gilam akkhaṁ puriso na bujjhati 
⏑⏑−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

gila re gila pāpadhuttaka  
−−−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

pacchā te kaṭukaṁ bhavissatī ti. 

 
−−⏑−¦⏑−−−¦¦⏑−⏑⏑¦⏑−⏑− 

sīlaṁ samādhi paññā ca vimutti ca anuttarā, 
⏑⏑−−¦⏑−−−¦¦−⏑−⏑¦⏑−⏑− 

anubuddhā ime dhammā Gotamena yasassinā. 
⏑⏑−−¦⏑−−⏑¦¦−⏑−−¦⏑−⏑− 

iti Buddho abhiññāya dhammam akkhāsi bhikkhŭnaṁ
2
 

−−−−¦⏑−−−¦¦−⏑−⏑¦⏑−⏑− 

Dukkhass’ antakaro satthā cakkhumā parinibbuto ti. 

 

(mixed v e t ā l ī y a  and o p a c c h a n d a s a k a )
3
 

 
−⏑−⏑¦−⏑−⏑−¦¦−−−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑−− 

ye taranti aṇṇavaṁ saraṁ; setuṁ katva
4
 visajja pallalāni, 

−−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑−¦¦−−−−¦−⏑−⏑−− 

kullaṁ hi jano pabandhati, nittiṇṇā medhāvino janā ti. 

                                                      
1
 [These examples are drawn from p. 130, quoting DN 23, Pāyāsisuttaṁ; 

and p. 323, DN 16, Mahāparinibbānasuttaṁ.]  
2
 Metrical shortening. 

3
 [This example is drawn from p. 280, quoting DN 16, 

Mahāparinibbānasuttaṁ. The prior lines are Vetālīya, the posterior are 

Opaccandasaka.] 
4
 Poetic form of katvā. 
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(o p a c c h a n d a s a k a )
 1

 

 
−−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑−−¦¦−−−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑−− 

khantī paramaṁ tapo titikkhā, nibbānaṁ paramaṁ vadanti 

Buddhā; 
⏑⏑−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑−−¦¦⏑⏑−−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑−− 

na hi pabbajito parūpaghāti samaṇo hoti paraṁ viheṭhayanto. 

 

(u p a j ā t i )
2
 

 
−−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−− 

ekūnatiṁso vayasā Subhadda, 
−−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−− 

yaṁ pabbajiṁ kiṁkusalānuesī,  
−−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−− 

vassāni paññāsasamādhikāni 
⏑−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−− 

yato ahaṁ pabbajito Subhadda 
−−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−− 

ñāyassa dhammassa padesavattī. 
⏑−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−− 

ito bahiddhā samaṇo pi n’ atthi. 

 

(r a t h o d d h a t ā )
 3

 

 
−⏑−⏑⏑⏑−⏑−⏑− 

geham āvasati ce tathāvidho 
−⏑−⏑⏑⏑−⏑−−− 

aggataṁ vajati kāmabhogĭnaṁ,  
−⏑−⏑⏑⏑−⏑−⏑− 

tena uttaritaro na vijjati,  
−⏑−⏑⏑⏑−⏑−⏑− 

Jambudīpam abhibhuyya iriyati. 

                                                      
1
 [from DN 14, Mahāpadānasuttaṁ.] 

2
 [This example is drawn from p. 342, quoting DN 16, 

Mahāparinibbānasuttaṁ.] 
3
 [All the examples from here on are drawn from DN 30, Lakkhaṇasuttaṁ.] 
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[371] 

 

(v a ṁ s a ṭ ṭ h ā ) 

 
−−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

sacce ca dhamme ca dame ca saṁyame 
−−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

soceyyasīlālayuposathesu ca, 
−−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

dāne ahiṁsāya asāhase rato 
−−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

daḷhaṁ samādāya samattam ācari. 

 
⏑−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

pure puratthā purimāsu jātisu, 
⏑−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

manussabhūto bahŭnaṁ sukhāvaho, 
−−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

ubbegauttāsabhayāpanūdano 
−−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

guttīsu rakkhāvaraṇesu ussuko.
1
 

 

(p a m i t a k k h a r ā ) 

 
−−⏑−¦⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑⏑− 

pubbaṅgamo sucaritesu ahu 
−−⏑−¦⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑⏑− 

dhammesu dhammacariyābhirato, 
−−⏑−¦⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑⏑− 

anvāyiko bahujan’ assa ahu, 
−−⏑−¦⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑⏑− 

saggesu vedayitha puññaphalaṁ. 

 

                                                      
1
 Note the alliteration in this verse - an ornament prominent in early Indian 

poetic theory. 
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(r u c i r ā ) 

 
⏑−⏑−¦⏑⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

na pāṇinā na ca pana daṇḍaleḍḍunā 
−−⏑−¦⏑⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

satthena vā maraṇavadhena vā puna, 
−−⏑−¦⏑⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

ubbādhanāya ca paritajjanāya vā 
⏑−⏑−¦⏑⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑− 

na heṭhayī janatam aheṭhako ahu. 

 

(p u p p h i t a g g ā ) 

 
⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑−− 

caviya punar idhāgato samāno 
⏑⏑⏑⏑−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑−− 

karacaraṇāmudutañ ca jālino ca, 
⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑−− 

atirucirasuvaggudassaneyyaṁ 
⏑⏑⏑⏑−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑−− 

paṭilabhatī daharo susūkumāro. 

 

(s v ā g a t ā ) 

 
−⏑−⏑−¦−⏑⏑−¦−⏑−⏑−¦−⏑⏑−− 

chetvă khīlăṁ chetvā palighaṁ | indakhīlam ūhaccamanejā
1
 | 

−⏑−⏑−¦−⏑⏑−¦−⏑⏑−−¦−⏑⏑−− 

te caranti suddhā vimalā | cakkhumatā dantā susunāgā || 

[372] 

(u p a ṭ ṭ h i t a p p a c u p i t a ) 

 
−−−⏑⏑−⏑−,⏑−⏑⏑−− 

akkodhañ ca adhiṭṭhahī adāsi ca dānaṁ | 
−−⏑⏑⏑⏑−⏑−⏑−− 

vatthāni ca sukhumāni succhavīnī | 

                                                      
1
 m here is junction consonant. 
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⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑,⏑⏑⏑− 

purimatarabhavaṭhito | 
⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑,⏑⏑⏑−⏑⏑−− 

abhivisaji mahim iva suro abhivassaṁ || 

 
−−−⏑⏑−⏑−,⏑−⏑⏑−− 

taṁ katvāna ito cuto divaṁ upapajja | 
⏑⏑−⏑⏑⏑⏑−⏑−⏑−− 

sukataṁ ca phalavipākam ānubhotvā | 
⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑− 

kanakatanunibhataco | 
⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑,⏑⏑⏑−⏑⏑−− 

idha bhavati suravarataroriva
1
 Indo || 

 

(u g g a t ā ) 

 
⏑⏑−⏑−⏑⏑⏑−⏑ 

na ca vīsaṭaṁ na ca visāci | 
⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−⏑−⏑− 

na ca pana viceyyapekkhitā | 
−⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−⏑⏑− 

ujju
2
 tatha pasaṭam ujjumano | 

⏑⏑−⏑−⏑⏑⏑−⏑−⏑− 

piyacakkhunā bahujanaṁ udikkhitā || 

 
⏑⏑−⏑−⏑⏑⏑−⏑ 

abhiyogino ca nipuṇā ca | 
⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−⏑−⏑− 

bahu pana nimittakovidā | 
⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−⏑⏑− 

sukhumanayanakusalā manujā | 
⏑⏑−⏑−⏑⏑⏑−⏑−⏑− 

piyadassano ti abhiniddisanti naṁ | 

 

                                                      
1
 The last r here is a junction consonant. 

2
 In u(j)ju the quantity of the first syllable is variable. [Ed. note: we need to 

read uju here, to correct the metre]. 
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⏑⏑−⏑−⏑⏑−⏑ 

piyadassano gihi pi santŏ | 
⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−⏑−⏑− 

bhavati bahŭnaṁ piyāyito | 
⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−⏑⏑− 

yadi ca na bhavati gihī, samaṇo | 
⏑⏑−⏑−⏑[⏑]⏑−⏑−⏑− 

bhavatī piyo bahŭnăṁ
1
 sokanāsano || 

 

                                                      
1
 [Ed. note: we need to read bahŭjanăṁ here, to correct the metre]. 
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from 

A Practical Grammar of the 

Pāli Language 
 

by  

Charles Duroiselle 
(2nd edition, Mandalay, 1915) 

 

(Editor’s note: the following is based of the Medieval Pāḷi prosody 

Vuttodaya, and should not be taken as a guide to Canonical prosody. 

There are a number of  mistakes in it, as the author doesn’t seem to 
have understood his source completely, these have been corrected in 

the text with the original cited in the notes.  

 
Despite various shortcomings the work presents a succinct account of 

Pāḷi prosody during the Medieval period. I have used the metrical 

markings that are standard on this website though Duroiselle 
occasionally used other marks to distinguish syllablic weight (or 

length as stated here). All footnotes in this article are by the present 

writer) 
 

Chapter 15:  

Prosody 
 

626. Prosody is that part of Grammar which treats of the laws of 

versification. 

 

A gāthā in Pāli poetry, is a stanza. 

A pāda is the fourth part of a stanza, called also a quarter verse. 

A vaṇṇa is a syllable in a pāda. 

A short syllable is termed lahu. 

A long syllable is called garu. 

A foot is termed gaṇa. 

 

627. The mark ⏑ represents a short syllable, and the mark − a long 

syllable. A foot containing two long syllables is termed gā, that is, ga 
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+ ga, the initial syllable ga of the word garu being used to represent a 

long syllable. A foot of two short syllables is termed lā, that is la + 

la, the initial syllable of the word lahu being employed to represent a 

short syllable. 

 

628. The following are the four varieties of a dis-syllabic foot. 

 

Syllables 

 

Pāli English 

⏑⏑ la la or lā Pyrrhic 

−− ga ga or gā Spondee 

⏑− la ga Iambus 

−⏑ ga la Trochee 

 

629. The eight tri-syllablic feet, known in Pāli as the aṭṭhagaṇa are as 

follows: 

 

Syllables 

 

Pāli English 

−−− ma Molossus 

⏑⏑⏑ na Tribach 

−⏑⏑ bha Dactyl 

⏑−− ya Bacchic 

⏑−⏑ ja Amphibrach 

⏑⏑− sa Anapæst 

−⏑− ra Cretic 

−−⏑ ta Antibacchic 

 

Short And Long Syllables. 

 

630. The short vowels in Pāli are a, i, u, the long vowels are ā, ī, ū, e, 

o. When a, i or u is followed by a double consonant, it is prosodically 

long. For instance, the first as well as the second a in cakkañca, is 

long because followed by kk and ñc respectively. Before niggahita 

(ṁ) a short vowel is also always prosodically long. Thus in saccaṁ, 

the a before ṁ is long. In poetry, a naturally short vowel is 

occasionally lengthened and a naturally long one shortened to meet 
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the exigencies of the metre. In order to make a short vowel long, the 

consonant following it is sometimes doubled.
1
 

 

Varieties Of Meters. 

 

631. There are three classes of metres, termed Sama, Addhasama, 

and Visama.
2
 When the syllables in all the pādas are exactly alike 

the metre is called Sama; when those in the first and third and those 

in the second and fourth pādas are alike it is Addhasama; and when 

all the pādas or verses are different, the metre is termed Visama. 

 

1. The Sama Class. 
 

632. In gāthas of this class, the syllables in each pāda may range 

from six up to twenty-two. The names of the seventeen kinds of 

metres
3
 are as follows: 

 

Gāyatti 6 syllables 

Uṇhi 7 syllables 

Anuṭṭhubhaṁ 8 syllables 

Brahati 9 syllables 

Panti 10 syllables 

Tuṭṭhubhaṁ 11 syllables 

Jagatī 12 syllables 

Atijagatī 13 syllables 

Sakkarī 14 syllables 

Atisakkarī 15 syllables 

Aṭṭhi 16 syllables 

                                                      
1
 Conjuncts are also sometimes simplified to comply with the needs of the 

metre. 
2
 Strictly speaking these are three classes of Akkharacchandas 

(syllabic) metres. Besides these there are also Mattāchandas and 

Gaṇacchandas metres, which are treated together later under the 

rubric Jāti (639). 
3
 That is, the 17 kinds listed by Vuttodaya. Normally 26 kinds of metres are 

listed in the prosodies, from 1 syllable up to 26; and then there are the 
Daṇḍaka class of metres, from 27 syllables upwards. 
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Atyaṭṭhi 17 syllables 

Dhuti 18 syllables 

Atidhuti 19 syllables 

Kati 20 syllables 

Pakati 21 syllables 

Akati 22 syllables 

 

633. These are again subdivided according to the kind of feet 

employed in each stanza; as the four pādas are similar, the scheme of 

only one pāda is given for each kind of metre: 

 

1. Gāyatti, having pādas of six syllables. There is one variety:
1
 

 

Tanumajjhā, −−⏑¦⏑−− 

 

2. Uṇhi having pādas of seven syllables. There is one variety: 

 

Kumāralalitā, ⏑−⏑¦⏑⏑−¦−  

 

3. Anuṭṭhubhaṁ having pādas of eight syllables. There are five 

varieties. 

 

(i) Citrapadā, −⏑⏑¦−⏑⏑¦−− 

(ii) Vijjummālā, −−−¦−−−¦−− 

(iii) Māṇavakaṁ, −⏑⏑¦−−⏑¦⏑− 

(iv) Sāmaṇikā, −⏑−¦⏑−⏑¦−⏑ 

(v) Pāmaṇikā, ⏑−⏑¦−⏑−¦_⏑− 

 

4. Brahati having pādas of nine syllables. There are two varieties. 

 

(i) Halamukhī, −⏑−¦⏑⏑⏑¦⏑⏑− 

(ii) Bhujagasusubhatā,
2
 ⏑⏑⏑¦⏑⏑⏑¦−−− 

 

                                                      
1
 Again these statements about the number of metres in each class only 

refer to what is found in Vuttodaya; in Vṛttnaratnākara, for instance, 
there are three metres in the Gāyatrī section, and in my edition of that 

text ten more are found among the variant readings. 
2
 Text: Bhujagasusu. 
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5. Panti having pādas of ten syllables. There are seven varieties. 

 

(i) Suddhavirājitaṁ, −−−¦⏑⏑−¦⏑−⏑¦− 

(ii) Paṇavo, −−−¦⏑⏑⏑¦⏑−−¦− 

(iii) Rummavati, −⏑⏑¦−−−¦⏑⏑−¦− 

(iv) Mattā, −−−¦−⏑⏑¦⏑⏑−¦− 

(v) Campakamālā,
 1

 −⏑⏑¦−−−¦⏑⏑−¦− 

(vi) Manoramā, ⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑−¦⏑−⏑¦− 

(vii) Ubbhāsakaṁ,
 2

 −−⏑¦−−−¦−⏑−¦⏑ 

 

6. Tuṭṭhubhaṁ having pādas of eleven syllables. There are eleven 

varieties. 

 

(i) Upaṭṭhitā,
3
 −−⏑¦⏑−⏑¦⏑−⏑¦−− 

(ii) Indavajirā, −−⏑¦−−⏑¦⏑−⏑¦−− 

(iii) Upindavajirā,
4
 ⏑−⏑¦−−⏑¦⏑−⏑¦−− 

Remark. When the quarter-verses of Indavajirā and Upavajirā 

are mixed together in a stanza in any order, the stanza is them 

called Upajāti. 

(iv) Sumukhī,
5
 ⏑⏑−¦⏑−⏑¦⏑−⏑¦⏑− 

(v) Dodhakaṁ, −⏑⏑¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑⏑¦−− 

(vi) Sālinī, −−−¦−−⏑¦−−⏑¦−− 

(vii) Vātummī,
6
 −−−¦−⏑⏑¦−−⏑¦−− 

Remark. There are pauses after the fourth and seventh (last) 

syllables. 

(viii) Sirī,
1
 −⏑⏑¦−−⏑¦⏑⏑⏑¦−− 

                                                      
1
 This description agrees with (iv) Rummavati above, as it does in 

Vuttodaya. According to the Sanskrit prosodies however, Campakamālā is 
distinguished from that metre by having a caesura after the 5th syllable. 

2
 Text describes the last syllable as being long (−), but Vuttodaya states to 

marā lca, (this metre has) tagaṇa, magaṇa, ragaṇa, and a short (light) 
syllable. 

3
 This is sometimes listed amongst the Panti class of metres, having the 

scheme −−⏑¦⏑−⏑¦⏑−⏑¦−. 
4
 Text: Upavajirā (cf. Sanskrit Upendravajrā). 

5
 Text: Sumukkī. 

6
 Text: Vātummissā. 
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(ix) Rathoddhatā, −⏑−¦⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑−¦⏑− 

(x) Svāgatā, −⏑−¦⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑⏑¦−− 

(xi) Bhaddikā, ⏑⏑⏑¦⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑−¦⏑− 

 

7. Jagatī
2
 having pādas of twelve syllables. There are fourteen 

varieties. 

 

(i) Vaṁsaṭṭhā, ⏑−⏑¦−−⏑¦⏑−⏑¦−⏑− 

(ii) Indavaṁsā, −−⏑¦−−⏑¦⏑−⏑¦−⏑− 

(iii) Toṭaka, ⏑⏑−¦⏑⏑−¦⏑⏑−¦⏑⏑− 

(iv) Dutavilaṁbita, ⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑− 

(v) Puṭa, ⏑⏑⏑¦⏑⏑⏑¦−−−¦⏑−− 

Remark. There are pauses after the fourth and twelfth (last) 

syllables. 

(vi) Kusumavicittā, ⏑⏑⏑¦⏑−−¦⏑⏑⏑¦⏑−− 

(vii) Bhujaṅgappayāta, ⏑−−¦⏑−−¦⏑−−¦⏑−− 

(viii) Piyaṁvadā, ⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑⏑¦⏑−⏑¦−⏑− 

(ix) Lalitā, −−⏑¦−⏑⏑¦⏑−⏑¦−⏑− 

(x) Pamitakkarā, ⏑⏑−¦⏑−⏑¦⏑⏑−¦⏑⏑− 

(xi) Ujjalā, ⏑⏑⏑¦⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑− 

(xii) Vessadevī, −−−¦−−−¦⏑−−¦⏑−− 

Remark. There are pauses after the fifth and twelfth (last) 

syllables. 

(xiii) Tāmarasaṁ, ⏑⏑⏑¦⏑−⏑¦⏑−⏑¦⏑−− 

(xiv) Kamalā, ⏑⏑−¦⏑−−¦⏑⏑−¦⏑−− 

 

8. Atijagatī having pādas of thirteen syllables. There are two 

varieties. 

 

(i) Pahāsinī, −−−¦⏑⏑⏑¦⏑−⏑¦−⏑−¦− 

Remark. There are pauses after the third and thirteenth (last) 

syllables. 

(ii) Rucirā, ⏑−⏑¦−⏑⏑¦⏑⏑−¦⏑−⏑¦− 

Remark. There are pauses after the fourth and thirteenth (last) 

syllables. 

                                                                                                                     
1
 Text: Surasasirī. 

2
 Spelt Jagati in the text against its earlier spelling Jagatī. Same with 

Atijagatī below. 
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9. Sakkarī having pādas of fourteen syllables. There are three 

varieties. 

 

(i) Aparājitā, ⏑⏑⏑¦⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑−¦⏑⏑−¦⏑− 

Remark. There are pauses after the seventh and fourteenth 

(last) syllables. 

(ii) Paharaṇakalikā, ⏑⏑⏑¦⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑⏑¦⏑⏑⏑¦⏑− 

Remark. There are pauses after the seventh and fourteenth 

(last) syllables. 
(iii) Vasantatilakā, −−⏑¦−⏑⏑¦⏑−⏑¦⏑−⏑¦−− 

 

10. Atisakkarī fifteen syllables. There are four varieties. 

 

(i) Sasikalā, ⏑⏑⏑¦⏑⏑⏑¦⏑⏑⏑¦⏑⏑⏑¦⏑⏑− 

(ii) Maṇigunānikaro, ⏑⏑⏑¦⏑⏑⏑¦⏑⏑⏑¦⏑⏑⏑¦⏑⏑− 

Remark. There are pauses after the eighth and fifteenth (last) 

syllables. 
(iii) Mālinī, ⏑⏑⏑¦⏑⏑⏑¦−−−¦⏑−−¦⏑−− 

Remark. There is a pause after the eighth syllable. 
(iv) Pabhaddakaṁ, ⏑⏑⏑¦⏑−⏑¦−⏑⏑¦⏑−⏑¦−⏑− 

 

11. Aṭṭhi having pādas of sixteen syllables. There is one variety. 

 

(i) Vāninī, ⏑⏑⏑¦⏑−⏑¦−⏑⏑¦⏑−⏑¦−⏑−¦− 

 

12. Atyaṭṭhi having pādas of seventeen syllables. There are three 

varieties. 

 

(i) Sikhariṇī, ⏑−−¦−−−¦⏑⏑⏑¦⏑⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦⏑− 

Remark. There are pauses after the sixth and seventeenth (last) 
syllables. 

(ii) Hariṇī, ⏑⏑⏑¦⏑⏑−¦−−−¦−⏑−¦⏑⏑−¦⏑− 

(iii) Mandakkantā, −−−¦−⏑⏑¦⏑⏑⏑¦−−⏑¦−−⏑¦−− 

Remark. There are pauses after the fourth, tenth and 

seventeenth (last) syllables. 
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13. Dhuti having pādas of eighteen syllables. There is one variety. 

 

(i) Kusumitalatāvellitā, −−−¦−−⏑¦⏑⏑⏑¦⏑−−¦⏑−−¦⏑−− 

 

14. Atidhuti having pādas of nineteen syllables. There are two 

varieties. 

 

(i) Meghavipphujjitā,
1
 ⏑−−¦−−−¦⏑⏑⏑¦⏑⏑−¦−−⏑¦−−⏑¦− 

Remark. There are pauses after the sixth and thirteenth, and 
(last) nineteenth syllables 

(ii) Saddūlavikkīlitī, −−−¦⏑⏑−¦⏑−⏑¦⏑⏑−¦−−⏑¦−−⏑¦− 

Remark. There are pauses after the twelfth and nineteenth 

(last) syllables. 

 

15. Kati having pādas of twenty syllables. There is one variety. 

 

(i) Vutta, −⏑−¦⏑−⏑¦−⏑−¦⏑−⏑¦−⏑−¦⏑−⏑¦−⏑ 

 

16. Pakati having pādas of twenty-one syllables. There is one 

variety. 

 

(i) Saddharā, −−−¦−⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦⏑⏑⏑¦⏑−−¦⏑−−¦⏑−− 

 

17. Akati having pādas of twenty-two syllables. There is one variety. 

 

(i) Bhaddaka, −⏑⏑¦−⏑−¦⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑−¦⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑−¦⏑⏑⏑¦− 

 

                                                      
1
 Accidently described as having 22 syllables in the text, through repetition 

of tagaṇa towards the end of the line. 
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2. The Addhasama Class 
 

634. In the addhasama class of metres, the first and the third, and the 

second and fourth pādas are similar. The following table shows 

eleven kinds of metres that come under this head: 

 

Name of Metre 

 

Odd quarter-verses  

1st-3rd 

Even quarter-verses  

2nd-4th 

Upacitta ⏑⏑−⏑⏑−⏑⏑−⏑− −⏑⏑−⏑⏑−⏑⏑−− 

Dutamajjhā −⏑⏑−⏑⏑−⏑⏑−− ⏑⏑⏑⏑−⏑⏑−⏑⏑−− 

Vegavatī ⏑⏑−⏑⏑−⏑⏑−− −⏑⏑−⏑⏑−⏑⏑−− 

Bhaddavirājaṁ −−⏑⏑−⏑−⏑−− −−−⏑⏑−⏑−⏑−− 

Ketumatī ⏑⏑−⏑−⏑⏑⏑−− −⏑⏑−⏑−⏑⏑⏑−− 

Akhyānikā −−⏑−−⏑⏑−⏑−− ⏑−⏑−−⏑⏑−⏑−− 

Viparitākhyānikā
1
 ⏑−⏑−−⏑⏑−⏑−− −−⏑−−⏑⏑−⏑−− 

Hariṇaplutā ⏑⏑−⏑⏑−⏑⏑−⏑− ⏑⏑⏑−⏑⏑−⏑⏑−⏑− 

Aparavutta
2
 ⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−⏑−⏑− ⏑⏑⏑⏑−⏑⏑−⏑−⏑− 

Pupphitaggā ⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑⏑−⏑−⏑−− ⏑⏑⏑⏑−⏑⏑−⏑−⏑−− 

Yavāmatī
3
 −⏑−⏑−⏑−⏑−⏑−⏑ ⏑−⏑−⏑−⏑−⏑−⏑−− 

 

3. The Visama Class 
 

635. The pādas in this division of verses are all dissimilar. Under this 

head comes the metre known as Vatta, the heroic measure of Pali 

literature, eight syllables being employed in each pāda, the first and 

last syllables therein being free, and this, a short or long syllable may 

be optionally used in those syllables. The syllables between the first 

and last, form two seat, having three syllables in each seat or foot. In 

the first seat in all the quarters, any foot may be employed except a 

Tribrach and an Anapaest, that is to say, three short syllables (⏑⏑⏑) 

or two short and one long (⏑⏑−) must not be used. In the second 

seat of the first and third quarters, any foot may be used, but in the 

                                                      
1
 Text: Viparitapubba. 

2
 Text has: Remark. The Aparavutta corresponds to the Vetāliya explained, 

referred to lower down (sic); but this is incorrect, Aparavatta is only one 

specific kind of Vetāliya, many other are possible. 
3
 Text: Yavādikāmatī. 
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second seat of the second and fourth quarters only ya (Bacchic) or ja 

(Amphibrach) (i.e., ⏑−− or ⏑−⏑) must be employed. It should be 

noted, however, that the Vatta proper has ja in the second seat of 

both the second and the fourth pādas. 

 

Remark. The sign ⏓ means that the syllable may be 

optionally be short or long. 
 

636. (i) Vatta Proper. 

 

 Free 1st seat 2nd seat Free 

1st pāda ⏓ ⏓⏓⏓ ⏓⏓⏓ ⏓ 

2nd pāda ⏓ ⏓⏓⏓ ⏑−− ⏓ 

3rd pāda ⏓ ⏓⏓⏓ ⏓⏓⏓ ⏓ 

4th pāda ⏓ ⏓⏓⏓ ⏑−−
1
 ⏓ 

 

637. Sometimes the Gāthā contains six pādas - the fifth following the 

rule for the first and third; the sixth that for the second and fourth. 

 

638. Besides the Vatta Proper above shown, there are six
2
 kinds of 

Vatta metres: 

 

(ii) Viparītapathyāvatta.  

 

Pādas 1 & 3: ⏓¦⏓⏑⏓¦⏑−⏑¦⏓
3
 

Pādas 2 & 4: ⏓¦⏓⏑⏓¦⏑−−¦⏓ 

 

(iii) Capalāvatta. 

 

Pādas 1 & 3: ⏓¦⏓⏓⏓¦⏑⏑⏑¦⏓ 

Pādas 2 & 4: ⏓¦⏓⏑⏓¦⏑−−¦⏓ 

 

                                                      
1
 Text describes the 2nd seat in the second and fourth pādas as being ⏑−⏑; 

but Vuttodaya states: yo ’ṇṇavā, yagaṇa (⏑−−) after four (syllables). 
2
 Text: eight, owing to a mistake in interpretation regarding numbers (v) & 

(vi). 
3
 Text describes the second seat as ⏑−⏓; but Vuttodaya: ojesu jena, jagaṇa 

(⏑−⏑) after four (syllables). 
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(iv) Na-Vipulā. 

 

Pādas 1 & 3: ⏓¦⏓⏓⏓¦⏑⏑⏑¦⏓ 

Pādas 2 & 4: ⏓¦⏓⏑⏓¦⏑−⏑¦⏓
1
 

 or 

All pādas: ⏓¦⏓⏓⏓¦⏑⏑⏑¦⏓  

 

(v) Vipulā of Setava. 

(vi) Vipulā of Piṅgala.
2
 

 

(vii) Bha-Vipulā. 

 

Pādas 1 & 3: ⏓¦⏓⏓⏓¦−⏑⏑¦⏓ 

Pādas 2 & 4: ⏓¦⏓⏑⏓¦⏑−⏑¦⏓ 

 or 

All pādas: ⏓¦⏓⏓⏓¦−⏑⏑¦⏓  

 

(viii) Ra-Vipulā. 

 

Pādas 1 & 3: ⏓¦⏓⏓⏓¦−⏑−¦⏓ 

Pādas 2 & 4: ⏓¦⏓⏑⏓¦⏑−⏑¦⏓ 

 or 

All pādas: ⏓¦⏓⏓⏓¦−⏑−¦⏓  

 

                                                      
1
 Text describes the second seat as ⏑−−, which would make it the same as 

Capalāvatta above; Vuttodaya makes it clear that the na-, bha-, ra-, and 
ta-vipulās have two forms according to whether we follow Setava or 

Piṅgala, Setava has the same scheme for these variations in all four lines; 
Piṅgala has it in the first and third pādas only (the second and fourth 
being ⏓¦⏓⏓⏓¦⏑−⏑¦⏓). 

2
 Both of these descriptions are omitted as they are mistaken in the original, 

where it states, quite erroneously that in the Vipulā of Setavā pādas 1 & 3 
should be ⏓¦⏓⏓⏓¦⏑−⏑¦⏓; and pādas 2 & 4 ⏓¦⏓⏓⏓¦⏑−⏓¦⏓. The Vipulā 
of Piṅgala is described as having pādas 1 & 3 ⏓¦⏓⏓⏓¦⏑−−¦⏓; 2 & 4 as 

being ⏓¦⏓⏓⏓¦⏑−⏑¦⏓; with the remark that “this metre (vi) is also called 
Pathyāvatta”. 
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(ix) Ta-Vipulā. 

 

Pādas 1 & 3: ⏓¦⏓⏓⏓¦−−⏑¦⏓ 

Pādas 2 & 4: ⏓¦⏓⏑⏓¦⏑−⏑¦⏓
1
 

 or 

All pādas: ⏓¦⏓⏓⏓¦−−⏑¦⏓  

 

Jāti Stanzas 
 

640. Besides the metres noted above, there are some that are 

regulated by time (kāla). Such metres are termed Jāti. They are of 

three kinds:- 

 

(a) Ariyā. 

(b) Vetāliya. 

and    (c) Mattāsamaka.
2
 

 

641. In the first of these, the Ariyā, the first two pādas of half a 

gāthā contain seven and a half feet; in the even, that is, in the 

second, fourth, and sixth feet, any of the following, namely, bha, ja, 

sa, gā, or four short syllables may be employed, but ja must not be 

used in the odd feet, that is, in the first, third, and fifth. The sixth 

foot may be la or four short syllables. The second-half stanza must 

fulfil the same conditions. It is necessary to observe that in the Jāti 

metre a foot consists of four syllabic instants, the time taken up in 

pronouncing a short syllable being taken as an instant of time; thus a 

long syllable being taken equal to two short ones, each foot used in 

the ariyā is equal to four syllabic instants. The following is an 

illustration of an Ariyā stanza:
3
 

 

                                                      
1
 Text describes this seat as ⏑−⏓; but Vuttodaya: To ’ṇṇavā, tagaṇa (−−⏑) 

after four (syllables). 
2
 The text omits to describe the Mattāsamaka metres, which consist of 

different varieties of metre with four gaṇas having four mattas to the 
gaṇa. It appears they do not exist in any extant Pāli texts. 

3
 It should be noted that this is simply an example, any other schemes are 

possible. 
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 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 

foot 

First half 

stanza 

−−, ⏑⏑⏑⏑, −−, ⏑⏑−, −−, ⏑−⏑, −⏑⏑, − 

Second half 

stanza 

⏑⏑−, ⏑⏑⏑⏑, −−, −−, −−, ⏑, −−, − 

 

642. The Vetāliya is so formed that it usually consists of fourteen 

syllabic instants in the odd quarters and sixteen in the even, while 

the Mattāsamaka consists of sixteen syllabic instants in each quarter. 

The metres of the Jāti class furnish many varieties, but it is not 

within the scope of this work to treat of them in detail. As, however, 

the Vetāliya is of rather frequent occurrence, we give below the 

scheme of it. Each pāda is divided into three seats; the first seat in 

the first and third pādas must have six syllabic instants; the first seat 

of the second and fourth pādas must contain eight syllabic instants; 

the second seat must be a cretic foot and the third a Iambic foot: 

 

Number of 

Syllabic Instants 

1st Seat 2nd 

Seat 

Cretic 

3rd 

Seat 

Iambus 

1st pāda     6 syllabic instants −⏑− ⏑− 

2nd pāda     8 syllabic instants −⏑− ⏑− 

3rd pāda     6 syllabic instants −⏑− ⏑− 

4th pāda     8 syllabic instants −⏑− ⏑− 

 

Remarks. (a) The above is a perfect Vetālīya.
1
 (b) the sign of the 

long syllable (−) must be counted as 2 since it is equal to two 
short syllables. 

 

FINIS 

                                                      
1
 Text here reads: In the third seat, the following feet may be found instead 

of the iambus: ⏑⏑ pyrrhic −− spondee ⏑−− bacchic ⏑−⏑ amphibrac. 

However, the spondee and amphibrac are, in fact, never found in any 
Vetāliya metre, except by corruption; the 1st pyrrhic never occurs as it the 

last syllable is always lengthened no matter what its natural weight is. The 
3rd variety listed is a seperate metre known as Opacchandasaka. 
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from 

A Sanskrit Grammar for Students 
by 

Arthur Anthony Macdonell 
 

Appendix II:  

Metre in Classical Sanskrit 
 

 

The versification of classical Sanskrit differs considerably from that 

of the Vedic hymns, being more artificial, more subject to strict 

rules, and showing a far greater number of varieties of metre. 

 

Classical Sanskrit metres are divided into— 

 

I. those measured by the number of syllables; 

II. those measured by the number of moræ they contain. 

 

Nearly all Sanskrit poetry is written in stanzas consisting of four 

metrical lines or quarter-verses (called pāda, ‘foot’ = quarter). These 

stanzas are regularly divided into hemistichs or half-verses. 

 

Quantity is measured as in Latin and Greek. Vowels are long by 

nature or by position. Two consonants make a preceding short vowel 

long by position, Anusvāra and Visarga counting as full consonants. 

A short vowel counts as one mora (mātrā), a long vowel (by nature 

or position) as two. 

 

I. Metres measured by Syllables 
(Akṣara-cchandaḥ) 

 

These consist of— 

 

A. two half-verses identical in structure, while the quarter-verses 

I and 3 differ from 2 and 4. 

B. four quarter-verses all identical in structure. 
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A. The Śloka. 
 

The Śloka (‘song,’ from śru, ‘hear’), developed from the Vedic 

Anuṣṭubh, is the Epic verse, and may be considered the Indian verse 

par excellence, occurring, as it does, far more frequently than any 

other metre in classical Sanskrit poetry. It consists of two half-verses 

of sixteen syllables or of four pādas of eight syllables. 

 

Dividing the half-verse into four feet of four syllables, we find that 

only the second and the fourth foot are determined as to quantity. 

The fourth is necessarily iambic (⏑−⏑⏓) while the second may 

assume four different forms. The first and the third foot are 

undetermined, except that ⏓⏑⏑⏓ is always excluded from them. By 

far the commonest form of the second foot is ⏑−−⏓ (in Nala 1442 

out of 1732 half-verses). 

 

The type of the Śloka may therefore be represented thus— 

 

· · · · ¦⏑−−⏓¦ · · · · ¦⏑−⏑⏓¦¦ 

 

E.g. 

 
[−−−−¦⏑−−⏑¦−⏑−⏑¦⏑−⏑−] 

Āsīd rājā Nălō nāmă ¦ Vīrăsēnăsŭtō bălī 
[⏑⏑−−¦⏑−−−¦−⏑−−¦⏑−⏑⏑] 

ŭpăpannō gŭṇair iṣṭai ¦ rūpăvān aśvăkōvĭdăḥ 

 

It is only when the second foot has ⏑−−⏓ that the first foot may 

assume all its admissible forms. When the second foot has any of the 

other three forms, the first foot is limited, as shown in the following 

table:— 

 

 I. II. III. IV. 

1. · · · · ¦ ⏑−− · ¦¦   

2a. · −⏑− ¦ ⏑⏑⏑ · ¦¦   

2b. · ⏑−− ¦ ⏑⏑⏑ · ¦¦ · · · · ¦ ⏑−⏑ · ¦¦ 

3. · −⏑− ¦ −⏑⏑ · ¦¦   

4. · −⏑− ¦ −,−− · ¦¦   
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The first (typical) form is called Pathyā the remaining three called 

Vipulā, are in the above table arranged in order of frequency of 

occurrence. Out of 2579 half-verses taken from Kālidāsa (Raghu-

vaṁśa and Kumāra-sambhava), Māgha, Bhāravi, and Bilhaṇa, each 

of the four admissible forms of the Śloka in the above order claims 

the following share: 2289, 116, 89, 85. 

 

In the table a dot indicates an undetermined syllable: a comma 

marks the cæsura. 

 

The end of a pāda coincides with the end of a word (sometimes only 

with the end of a word in a compound), and the whole Śloka 

contains a complete sentence. The construction does not run on into 

the next line. Occasionally three half-verses are found combined into 

a triplet. 

 

B. All Four Pādas identical in Form. 
 

1. Of the numerous varieties developed from the Vedic Triṣṭubh (11 

syllables to the pāda), the commonest are— 

 

a. Indravajrā: −−⏑¦−−⏑¦⏑−⏑¦−−¦¦ 

b. Upendravrā: ⏑−⏑¦−−⏑¦⏑−⏑¦−−¦¦ 

c. Upajāti (a mixture of the above two): ⏓−⏑¦−−⏑¦⏑−⏑¦−⏓¦¦ 

d. Śālinī: −−−¦−,−⏑¦−−⏑¦−−¦¦ 

e. Rathoddhatā: −⏑−¦⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑−¦−−¦¦ 

 

2. The commonest forms of Jagatī (12 syllables to the pāda) are— 

 

a. Vaṁśastha: ⏑−⏑¦−−⏑¦⏑−⏑¦−⏑−¦¦ 

b. Drutavilambita: ⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑⏑¦−⏑−¦¦ 

 

3. The commonest variety of Śakvarī (14 syllables to the pāda) is— 

 

Vasantatilakā: −−⏑¦−⏑⏑¦⏑−⏑¦⏑−⏑¦−⏓¦¦ 
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4. The commonest form of Atiśakvarī (15 syllables to the pāda) is— 

 

Mālinī: ⏑⏑⏑¦⏑⏑⏑¦−−,−¦⏑−−¦⏑−⏓¦¦ 

 

5. The commonest varieties of Atyaṣṭi (17 syllables to the pāda) 

are— 

 

a. Śikhariṇī: ⏑−−¦−−−,¦⏑⏑⏑¦⏑⏑−¦−⏑⏑¦⏑−¦¦ 

b. Hariṇī: ⏑⏑⏑¦⏑⏑−,¦−−−¦−,⏑−¦⏑⏑−¦⏑−¦¦ 

c. Mandākrāntā: −−−¦−,⏑⏑¦⏑⏑⏑¦−,−⏑¦−−⏑¦−⏓¦¦ 

 

6. The commonest form of Atidhṛti (19 syllables to the pāda) is— 

 

Śārdūlavikrīḍita: −−−¦⏑⏑−¦⏑−⏑¦⏑⏑−,¦−−⏑¦−−⏑¦⏓¦¦ 

 

7. The commonest variety of Prakṛti (21 syllables to the pāda) is— 

 

Sragdharā: −−−¦−⏑−¦−,⏑⏑¦⏑⏑⏑¦⏑−,−¦⏑−−¦⏑−−¦¦ 

 

II. Metres measured by Moræ. 
 

A. Metres in which the sum total only of the moræ is prescribed 

(Mātrā-chandhaḥ) 

 

The Vaitālīya contains 30 moræ in the half-verse, 14 in the first 

pāda, 16 in the second. Each pāda may be divided into three feet, the 

second always consisting of a choriambus, and the third of two 

iambics; while the first foot in the first pāda consists of a pyrrhic, in 

the second pāda of an anapæst. The half-verse thus contains 21 

syllables. The following is the scheme of the half-verse:— 

 

⏑⏑¦−⏑⏑−¦⏑−⏑⏓¦¦⏑⏑−¦−⏑⏑−¦⏑−⏑⏓¦¦ 

 

B. Metres in which the number of moræ in each foot (gaṇa) is 

specified (Gaṇa-cchandaḥ). 

 

Aryā or Gāthā has 71/2 feet to the half-verse, each foot containing 4 

moræ ( 30 moræ altogether). The 4 moræ may take the form 

⏑⏑⏑⏑,−−,−⏑⏑, or ⏑⏑−; in the 2nd and 4th they may also 
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become ⏑−⏑; in the 6th they appear as ⏑⏑⏑⏑ or ⏑−⏑. The 8th 

foot is always monosyllabic; the 6th of the second half-verse consists 

of a single short syllable. Hence the second half-verse contains only 

27 moræ. 
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from 

A History of Indian Literature 
(Volume III) 

by 

M. Winternitz 
(translated by V. Srinivasa Sarma and Subhadra Jha) 

 

[Indian Prosodic Literature] 
 

Prosody
1
 in India is as old as poetics. Its beginnings go back as far as 

the Vedic literature. Already in the Brāhmaṇas we find people busy 

with metres, the harmony of which seems to have [been considered] 

something mystic.
2
 A number of chapters are devoted to prosody in 

the Sānkhyāyanaśrautasūtra. The Ṛgveda Prātiśākhya and metrical 

portions of Kātyāyana’s Anukramaṇīs to the Ṛgveda and the 

Yajurveda already scientifically treat of the Chandas (that is to say, 

prosody) that is listed also among the six Vedāṅgas. The most 

important work of this Vedāṅga is the Chandassūtra of Piṁgala.
3
 

Although this work is called a Vedāṅga, it touches only a very small 

number of Vedic metres, its major part dealing with secular poetry. 

The names of his predecessors mentioned by Piṁgala exhibit a Vedic 

character; in any case he is a very old writer, a thing that is indicated 

also by the circumstance that he is a mythical personality and as such 

is also called “Nāga-Piṁgalanāga”. According to tradition he is 

identical with Patañjali; Ṣaḍguruśiṣya calls him a “younger brother 

of Pāṇini”, and it is probable that he is not too far away in time from 

Patañjali (about 150 B.C.). 

                                                      
1 Cf. Colebrooke, Misc. Essays II 63 ff.; Weber, Ind. Stud. Bd. 8; F.L. Pullé, 

F. Belloni-Filippie A. Ballini in SIFI VIII. 1912; H. Jacobi, Über die 

Entwicklung der indischen Metrik in nachvedischer Zeit, ZDMG 38, 
590ff., 40, 336ff. 

2 See Volume I, p. 56, 157 (trans. pp. 62, 180). 
3 See Volume I, p. 245 (trans. pp. 288-89). Text with the commentary 

Mṛtasaṁjīvanī of Halāyudha (2nd half of 10th century) published in Km. 
[i.e. Kavyā Mālā] 91, 1908. [The text  of this work is transcribed 

elsewhere on this website (without the commentary at the moment), see 
Śri Piṁgala’s Chandasśāstra]  

../Chandas-Sastra/index.htm
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The names and numbers of the metres treated by Piṁgala equally 

prove that there existed a highly developed secular literature before 

his time. Besides, the names of many metres prove the existence of 

extensive love-lyrics. Names of the metres like Kanakaprabhā 

“brilliance of gold”, Kuḍmaladantī “bud-toothed”, Cāruhāsinī 

“beautifully-smiling”, Vasantatilakā “Spring-crested”, and others, 

apparently go to explain that originally they were employed in love 

lyrics, in which beautiful women were praised.
1
  

 

Besides them, however, there are also metres that are named 

according to their form and nature, e.g. Mandākrāntā “slowly 

ascending”, Drutamadhyā “swift in the middle”, and others. Many of 

the names bear resemblance to the voice or habit of animals, e.g. 

Aśvalalita “horse-sport”, Kokilaka “voice of the cuckoo”, 

Śārdūlavikrīḍita “tiger-sport”, etc. 

 

In Vedic prosody metre exclusively depends upon the number of 

syllables, and to a very limited extent the quality [= quantity] of 

syllables too is taken into account. Of these metres, the śloka of the 

epics, derived from the Vedic Anuṣṭubh, is of the most frequent 

occurrence. Otherwise, prosody knows only the metres in which the 

number of syllables as well as their quantity too is strictly fixed. A 

large number of metres is formed according to the number of 

syllables and arrangement of metrical feet. The number of syllables 

in a quarter stanza (pāda) varies between 5 and 27, so that we have 

stanzas of syllables numbering from 20 to 108. But theoretically 

there exist a much greater number of metres that are, in fact, met 

with here and there. In addition there are a number of metres that 

are measured according to mora. They are found mainly in Prākrit 

poems and seem to have originally belonged to popular ballads. 

                                                      
1 This circumstance too speaks in support of the assumption that originally 

it was in the erotic lyrics that metres were used in India, since in this 
poetry the variety of metres is the greatest. Writers of epics use 

comparitively smaller number of metres. In the oldest dramas there occur 
approximately twenty metres. 
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Like Pāṇini in his grammar, Piṁgala uses algebraic expressions to 

indicate the feet of metres and for short [light] and long [heavy] 

syllables.
1
 A work of Prākrit prosody too is ascribed to Piṁgala.

2
 It 

is written in verse and contains a large number of recent prosodical 

expressions and, therefore, must be younger in age than his 

Chandassūtra. 

 

We do now know whether the authors of the works of ornate poetry 

that are before us were regulated according to Piṁgala or according 

to some later manual.
3
  Later than Piṁgala’s Chandassūtra is chapter 

XV of the Bhāratīya-Naṭyaśāstra which deals with prosody and gives 

numerous examples for individual metres.  

 

In addition to Piṁgala, Agnipurāṇa (chapters 328-334) also deals 

with prosody in considerably condensed memorial verses. Strangely 

enough, a chapter (304) of an astrological work, named 

Bṛhatsaṁhitā of Varāhamihira (6th century A.D.), also deals with 

prosody. Here metres have been associated with planets, and many 

of the verses convey two different meanings in such a way that they 

define metres and describe the movements of planets at the same 

time. Bhaṭṭotpala in his commentary, by way of explanation, has 

referred to a metrical text, of which the author is mentioned by him 

                                                      
1 For example la=laghu, i.e. “light, or short syllable”; ga=garu, i.e. “heavy 

or long syllable”; ma for −−−; ya for ⏑−−; ra for −⏑− etc. 
2 Prākṛta Piṁgala-sūtras (text with commentary) published in Km [i.e. 

Kavyā Mālā] 41, 1894. Cf. Weber, Ind. Stud. 8, 202 ff; Pischel, Prākrit 
Spachen (Gundriss) p. 30f; Keith, Catalogue of Prākrit MSS. in Bodl. c. 
48. According to Jacobi (Bhavisattakaha of Dhaṇavāla, p. 5*) the Prākṛta 

Piṁgala belongs to the 14th century A.D. at the earliest. 
3 According to Jacobi, Ind. Stud. 17, 442ff., [the] Chandoviciti, which is no 

more available, [is] a work of Daṇḍin, [that] had become a standard work 

for poets. P.V. Kane Ind. Ant. 40, 1911, 177 f.) has pointed out that by 
Chandoviciti (Kāvyādarśa I, 12) we should understand “prosody” in 
general and not the title of a work, and that neither Daṇḍin nor Vāmana 
had written a work on prosody. But it must not be taken to mean that 

when rhetoricians prescribe the study of prosody for poets they directly 
mean the work of Piṁgala as assumed by Kane. A Prākṛta-Piṁgalasūtra 
was published in the Bibl. Ind. 1902, too. Ratnasekhara’s Chandakośa a 

pendant to Prākṛta-Piṁgalasūtra has been dealt with by W. Schubring 
ZDMG 75, 1921, p. 97ff. 
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simply as “teacher”  (ācāryā). Here each metre is defined by means 

of a stanza composed in the same metre. 

 

Kedārabhaṭṭa’s Vṛttaratnākara “Ocean of Metres”,
1
 is a work on 

prosody that has had very wide circulation. This book deals with 

only non-Vedic metres and in fact describes their 136 types. The 

work is much quoted, and the large number of commentaries on it, 

both in print and in MSS. existing in India, prove that it has been 

very popular there. 

 

Another work, much quoted, is the Śrutabodha of Kālidāsa.
2
 But its 

authorship is now and then ascribed by scholars to Vararuci too. 

There are many extant commentaries written on it. The verses 

defining the metres serve also as their examples at the same time. 

 

Kśemendra too has written a work on prosody, the Suvṛttatilaka,
3
 

that is divided into three sections. Section one contains a description 

of the metres, for each of which the writer has provided as example 

a stanza composed by himself. Section two is on faults and merits of 

prosody; but here the quoted examples are not only from the 

writings of the author himself but also from elsewhere. We obtain 

much useful data for a history of literature from section three, which 

                                                      
1 Published with a commentary in Bombay, NSP 1908. An English 

translation of this work appeared in the Pandit, Vol. IX, 45 f., 91ff., 140 
ff. Kedārabhaṭṭa was the son of Pavyeka or Pabbeka. According to 

Krishnamacharya (167) he must have written the Vṛttaratnākara in the 
beginning of the 15th century. [But] since he is very often cited by 
Mallinātha, who lived in the 15th century, he must have been somewhat 
older. 

2 Cf. Colebrooke, Misc. Ess. II, 65; H. Ewald in the Zeitschrift für die 
Kunde des Morgenlandes, Bonn 1842, IV, 57ff; Aufrecht, CC. 1, 675; 
Eggeling, lnd. 0ff. Cat. II, 1082 ff. H. Brockhaus has published it in his 

book “Über den Druck sanskritischer Werke mit lateinischen Buchstaben” 

(Leipzig, 1841). It has been printed several times in India, also in 

Haeberlin 9-14. 
3 Published in Km., Part II, 1886, 29-54. 

../Vrttaratnakara/index.htm
../Srutabodha/index.htm
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is devoted to reputed poets of the past and their special fascination 

for one or the other of the metres.
1
 

 

Of the other works on prosody, Chandonuśāsana
2
 of Hemacandra, 

Vāṇibhūsaṇa of Dāmodara
3
 and Chandomañjarī of Gaṅgādāsa may 

be referred to briefly. 

 

                                                      
1 So, for example, Pāṇini liked Upajāti, Bhāravi, the Vaṁśastha, 

Bhavabhūti, the Śikhariṇī, Kālidāsa, the Mandākrāntā, etc. On the use of 
metres in Indian poets see also Kühnau, ZDMG. 1890, p. 1ff. 

2 Bühler, Hemacandra, p. 33, 82. 
3 Published in Km. 1895, Cf. Eggeling, Ind. Off. Cat. II, p. 301ff. 
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from 

Vedic Metre in its Historical 

Development 
by 

E.V. Arnold  
 

[p. 5] 

(I) The Text Of The Rigveda. 
 

13. Our single first-hand authority for the text of the Rigveda is the 

“Saṁhitā” recension, which has been preserved from an unknown 

antiquity without any variants of importance. The “Pada-pāṭha” text 

is now acknowledged to be an early commentary upon the Saṁhitā, 

and cannot be set in opposition to its authority. Other Vedic texts 

repeat the matter of many hymns of the Rigveda in slightly differing 

forms, but in such cases the Saṁhitā text generally appears to have 

the advantage, and it may be inferred with some confidence that the 

other texts were historically derived from it. 

The Saṁhitā text can therefore only be revised upon internal 

evidence, that of the metre being the most important. 

 

14. The following restorations are amongst those generally agreed 

upon:— 

 

(i) where the text, in accordance with the classical rules of Sandhi, 

combines the final vowel of one word with the initial vowel of the 

next, final a ā must occasionally, and final i ī u ū generally, be read 

as separate syllables. 

 

(ii) where the text omits initial a after final -aḥ or -e, the initial a 

must usually be restored as a separate syllable. 

 

(iii) in numerous words and endings the value of a separate syllable 

is, either necessarily or optionally, to be given to y v of the text: e.g. 

*náriyaḥ is to be read for náryaḥ, *tuvám for tvám. 
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(Arnold’s footnote: The technical spellings náriaḥ, tuám indicate 

the occasions on which such restorations are required. Though 

not in accordance with Indian practice, they have the advantage 

that they cannot be mistaken for Saṁhitā readings.) 

 

(iv) in a few words long vowels or diphthongs are optionally to be 

read as equivalent to two syllables: thus śréṣṭhaḥ as * śráyiṣṭhaḥ, 

 as gopáā. 

 

(v) A few words are regularly misrepresented: thus for pāvaká we 

must always read pavāká, for suvānáḥ almost always svānáḥ, for 

mṛlaya always laya. 

 

15. In other cases restoration is less certain, because the metre itself 

is open to doubt. The following are the most important:— 

[p. 6] 

(i) in numerous verses some part of the noun índra follows the 

cæsura, and the number of syllables in the verse appears to be ten, 

whereas most verses in the same hymn have eleven syllables. If we 

interpret índra metrically as a word of three syllables, e.g. índara, 

the verses in which the word occurs contain the normal number of 

syllables. But on the other hand índra is commonly a disyllabic, and 

verses of ten syllables are sufficiently common in the Rigveda to 

suggest a metrical solution of the difficulty. 

 

(ii) in numerous verses ending with some genitive plural form in -ām 

there appear to be only seven syllables, but if we read instead -aam 

the regular number of eight is obtained. But verses of seven syllables 

are in many such hymns fairly common, and these verses may be, 

and are by some critics, so interpreted. 

 

(iii) the final vowel of many flexional endings and of several 

adverbs is given by the text sometimes as short, sometimes as long. 

The distinction to a large extent follows the preferences of the 

metrical rhythm: and it is not easy to determine whether the quantity 

given represents the true value of the ending, or an artificial 

pronunciation by which a slight irregularity of metre is glozed 

[glossed] over. In these cases the Pada-pāṭha usually gives the short 
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value, but this is only evidence of pronunciation of the word at the 

time this commentary was composed. 

 

16. In the determination of the text of the Rigveda that of the 

metrical value of words and syllables is implicitly contained. The 

metrical value of a word depends solely upon the number and 

succession of the short and long syllables which it contains, without 

regard to the position of the accent. A syllable containing a long 

vowel or diphthong is necessarily long, the only doubt arising when 

the long vowel or diphthong is final and the next word in the same 

verse begins with a vowel. In such cases the quantity of a final 

diphthong is that of its prior element, as is shewn by a correct text in 

dáma á (for dáme á), tasmā adāt (for tāsmai adāt): but the quantity 

of a long final vowel when not combined by Sandhi is not always 

easy to determine. 

 

A syllable the vowel of which is followed by two consonants is long. 

One or both of these consonants may belong to a word following, 

provided that it belongs to the same verse. The sounds represented by 

ṁ ḥ are for this purpose recognized as full [p. 7] consonants: and the 

Vedic lh (also variously represented ḷh or ḍh) is equivalent to a 

double consonant. 

 

17. The following stanza will illustrate the general character of 

metrical restoration in the Rigveda:— 

 

(i) Saṁhitā text (following Aufrecht’s edition):— 

 

vayám adyéndrasya préṣṭhā vayáṁ śvó vocemahi samaryé ¦ vayám 
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(ii) Text metrically restored: 

 
[⏑⏑−−,−⏑−¦−⏑−−] 

 
[⏑−⏑−,−−⏑¦⏑⏑−−] 

vayáṁ śuó vocemahi samaryé ¦  
[⏑−⏑−,⏑⏑⏑¦⏑⏑−−] 

 
[−⏑⏑−−,⏑⏑¦⏑⏑−−] 

¦ 

i 167 10. 

 

(ii) The Metres. 
 

18. The units of Vedic metre are the ’ verse,’ the ’stanza,’ and the 

hymn.’ 

 

19. A verse consists most commonly either of eight syllables, when 

we distinguish it as a dimeter verse: or of eleven or twelve syllables, 

both of which varieties are included under the name trimeter verse. 

 

20. The number of syllables in a verse is not quite rigidly prescribed. 

Thus many dimeter verses contain seven syllables only: such verses, 

if they correspond in rhythm to an ordinary dimeter verse with loss, 

of the last syllable, we term catalectic dimeter verses: if otherwise, 

the more general name heptasyllabic may be used. 

 

21. Similarly, trimeter verses which contain only ten syllables are 

not uncommon, such verses being usually equivalent to the verse of 

eleven syllables with the loss of a syllable before or after the cæsura. 

These shorter verses may be termed decasyllbic. 

 

22. The most typical forms of the stanza are  

 

(i) the Anuṣṭubh, which consists of four dimeter verses, and 

 

(ii) the Triṣṭubh, which consists of four trimeter verses, each of 

eleven syllables.  
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Four trimeter verses, each of twelve syllables, form a Jagatī stanza. 

[p. 8] 

23. Stanzas may contain more or fewer verses than four. Thus the 

Gāyatrī consists of three dimeter verses, the Paṅkti of five, the 

Mahāpaṅkti of six: whilst three Triṣṭubh verses form the metre 

known as Virāj, and two decasyllabic verses that known as Dvipadā 

Virāj. 

 

24. Stanzas may also consist of combinations of dimeter and trimeter 

verses, the latter being then usually of twelve syllables: all metres of 

this type we group as lyric metres. Lyric metres may also include 

verses of four syllables, and even of sixteen, but these are 

comparatively rare. The most important lyric metres are Uṣṇiḥ (8. 8. 

12 or 8. 8. 8. 4), Kakubh (8. 12. 8). Bṛhatī (8. 8. 12. 8), Satobṛhatī 

(12. 8. 12. 8), and Atyaṣṭi (12. 12. 8, 8. 8, 12. 8). 

 

25. The strophe (pragātha) is comparatively rare in the Rigveda, and 

consists of the combination of a Kakubh or Bṛhatī stanza with a 

Satobṛhatī stanza. 

 

26. A few hymns are composed of lyric stanzas of very various 

structures: these we call hymns in mixed lyric metres. 

 

27. The rare combination of verses of eight and eleven syllables in 

one stanza gives uneven lyric metre. 

 

28. A hymn may contain any number of stanzas, but usually it 

consists of not less than three or more than fifteen stanzas, generally 

uniform in character, except in the case of strophic and mixed lyric 

hymns. It is also not uncommon for the last stanza of a hymn to 

contain, one or even two additional verses. 

  

29. Where the number of stanzas in a hymn is very large, or the 

metre suddenly changes, it becomes probable that we have a 

composite hymn, that is, two or more hymns combined in the 

Saṁhitā text. 

 

The number of such composite hymns in the Rigveda is very large: 

but the hymns thus combined are usually homogeneous in character, 
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and, if so, it is not necessary for the present purpose to separate 

them. If however, the suspicion arises that one of the hymns thus 

combined differs in date or character from another to which it is 

joined, it becomes at once expedient to treat them as separate hymns. 

 

30. The definitions just given may be said to determine the external 

form of the different metres, and describe their more [p. 9] obvious 

characteristics. In accordance with them the metres may be grouped 

as belonging respectively to (a) the lyric, (b) the Anuṣṭubh, (c) the 

Triṣṭubh-Jagatī families respectively. The lyric metres being 

practically unknown in later literature, may be presumed to belong 

to the more distinctively early parts of the Rigveda. 

 

31. We proceed to consider the internal form, or rhythm, of the 

different kinds of verse. The internal form is even less rigidly 

defined than the external, and is treated by native commentators as 

of comparatively small importance. There are few parts of the verse 

in which the poets do not consider themselves free at times to depart 

from the usual rhythms, so that it may perhaps be said that there are 

no ’rules’ of rhythm in the Rigveda. On the other hand, there is no 

considerable part of the verse in which certain rhythms are not 

steadily favoured, and others avoided: everywhere there exist 

metrical preferences. In consequence of the greater elasticity of the 

internal form, its study is more difficult, but at the same time yields 

results of greater historical importance than the study of external 

form. 

 

32. In all metres in the Rigveda the quantities of the first and last 

syllables of each verse are indifferent, and (with some exceptions) 

each verse is independent in structure. 

 

33. In almost all metres a general iambic rhythm may be noticed, in 

the sense that the even syllables, namely the second, fourth, and so 

on, are more often long than short. Hence it has been supposed that 

Vedic metres have arisen historically from some combination of 

iambic ’feet,’ such as is found in so many Greek metres. This 

supposition meets with many difficulties, and the use of the terms 

’dimeter’ and ’trimeter’ verse in this book is not intended to imply 

acceptance of any such historical theory.  
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34. In all metres the rhythm of the latter part of the verse is much 

more rigidly defined than that of the earlier part. Hence it has often, 

but incorrectly, been supposed that the earlier part of the verse is 

non-rhythmical. 

 

35. In the early part of the verse there is a general preference for 

long syllables, in the latter part of the verse for short syllables. These 

preferences modify considerably the general iambic rhythm 

prevailing in both parts. 

[p. 10] 

36. The dimeter verse falls naturally into two parts, or members, 

each consisting of four syllables. There is no cæsura. We distinguish 

the two parts as the opening and the cadence. 

 

37. In the opening the first syllable is indifferent, according to § 32. 

The second and fourth syllables are preferably long (§ 33), but often 

short (§ 34). As to the third syllable, the principles laid down in § 33, 

35 appear each to neutralise the other, so that the quantity of this 

syllable is indifferent. But if the second syllable is short, the third is 

almost invariably long. This fact seems to imply some principle of 

transfer of metrical weight, which may be described by the term 

syncopation, used in a somewhat similar way in modern music. 

 

38. In the cadence the fifth and seventh syllables are almost always 

short (§ 33-35), but it is not unusual to find a short syllable in the 

sixth place also (§ 35). 

 

39. The following stanza, in which the division into parts or 

members is marked by upright lines, is therefore fairly typical of 

Vedic dimeter verse:— 
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[⏑−⏑−¦⏑−⏑⏑] 

tuáṁ valá¦sya gómataḥ ¦ 
[⏑−⏑−¦⏑−⏑⏑] 

ápāvar ad¦rivo bílam ¦ 
[⏑−−−¦⏑−⏑⏑] 

 
[−⏑−−¦⏑−⏑⏑] 

tujyámānā¦sa āviṣuḥ ¦¦ 

i 11 5. 

 

[Ed: here and elsewhere I mark the end-syllable according to its 

natural weight.] 

 

40. In Gāyatrī stanzas preference is sometimes shewn for a trochaic 

rhythm in the cadence. Hymns in which such preference is fairly 

consistent are said to be in the Trochaic Gāyatrī metre. In the 

following stanza all the verses have a strict trochaic cadence:— 

 
[−−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑] 

uktháṁ caná ¦ śasyámānam ¦ 
[⏑−⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑] 

 
[⏑−−−¦−⏑−⏑] 

ná gāyatráṁ ¦ gīyámānam ¦¦ 

viii 2 14. 

 

41. An important variation of the Anuṣṭubh stanza is found in those 

parts of the Rigveda which have been already referred to (§ 10) as 

similar in character to the Atharvaveda, and is regular in the 

Atharvaveda itself. 

 

In this variation the verses are grouped in pairs, so that the stanza 

consists of two distichs, and each distich of two dimeter [p. 11] 

verses. In each distich the cadence of the first verse and the opening 

of the second are modified in the direction of lengthening the third 

syllable. 

 

In order to make clear the nature of this change, we give to the last 

part of the first and third verses of the stanza the special title semi-
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cadence, and to the opening of the second and fourth verses the title 

re-opening. The variation may then be defined as follows:— 

 

The seventh syllable, which in the cadence is regularly short, 

becomes in ’semi-cadence’ frequently long. 

 

The third syllable, of which the quantity in the opening is 

indifferent, becomes almost invariably long in the ’re-opening.’ 

 

To this metre the name of ‘later Anuṣṭubh’ has been given, on the 

ground that it is only found in the later additions to the Rigveda. 

Without questioning the truth of this view, it may be better to choose 

a more colourless epithet, and the name epic Anuṣṭubh is justified 

by the resemblance between this metre and that of the epic śloka. 

 

The following stanza shews a fully developed ’epic’ rhythm: but the 

Rigveda shews every gradation from the normal Anuṣṭubh rhythm to 

this. 

 
[−⏑−−¦⏑−−⏑] 

vāyúr asmā ¦ úpāmanthat ¦ 
[⏑−−−¦⏑−⏑⏑] 

pináṣṭi smā ¦ kunannamá ¦ 
[−−⏑−¦⏑−−⏑] 

 
[−−−⏑¦⏑−⏑⏑] 

yád rudréṇá ¦ pibat sahá ¦¦ 

x 136 7. 

 

42. Trimeter verse may be analyzed in two ways:— 

 

(i) into two parts, as separated by the cæsura which regularly follows 

either the fourth or the fifth syllable: or 

 

(ii) into three members, namely (a) the opening, which consists of the 

first four syllables; (b) the break, consisting of the fifth, sixth, and 

seventh syllables; and (c) the cadence, which includes the remaining 

syllables, beginning with the eighth. 
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43. In the case of Triṣṭubh verse, the two parts consist either of four 

and seven syllables, or of five and six syllables each, according as the 

cæsura is early (that is, after the fourth syllable), or late (that is, 

after the fifth syllable). If the cæsura is early, we have a short first 

part and a long second part: if late, we have a long first part and a 

short second part. 

 [p. 12] 

In the case of Jagatī verse, the second part is in each case longer by 

one syllable. 

 

In all cases the second part regularly begins with two short syllables. 

 

44. The ’opening’ of trimeter verse, if the cæsura is early, is identical 

in rhythm with that of dimeter verse. But if the cæsura is late, the 

iambic rhythm is much more strictly observed, and we have a further 

example of syncopation in the principle that if the fourth syllable is 

short, the fifth must be long. 

 

4. The middle member of trimeter verse is termed the ’break’ 

because the general iambic rhythm is broken at this point by the 

preference for two short syllables after the cæsura. The remaining 

syllable is usually long: so that the most regular forms are //⏑−⏑ or 

−//⏑⏑, where the symbol // marks the position of the cæsura. 

 

46. Sometimes the general iambic rhythm is not broken in the middle 

part of the verse, which therefore takes one of the forms //⏑−⏑ or 

⏑//−⏑. Hymns in which such rhythms are prevalent, as is the case in 

particular in the seventh Maṇḍala, may be said to be in Iambic 

Triṣṭubh (or Jagatī) metre. 

 

On the other hand, a still stronger contrast to the iambic rhythm is 

not uncommon, after an early cæsura, when the break takes the form 

of a cretic //−⏑−). Hymns in which this rhythm is favoured maybe 

said to be in Cretic Triṣṭubh (or Jagatī) metre.  
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The iambic and cretic variations are occasionally found in all parts 

of the Rigveda, but they are only to a small extent combined in the 

same hymns. Hymns in the lyric metres incline to the employment of 

iambic variations, which therefore appear to be characteristic of the 

more distinctively early parts of the Rigveda.  

 

47. The ‘cadence’ of trimeter verse shews the same general rhythm as 

that of dimeter verse. Thus the ninth syllable, and in Jagatī verse the 

eleventh, are regularly short: the eighth and the tenth are regularly 

long, but either or both are occasionally short. 

 

We are, however, able to trace a progressive tendency to eliminate 

the employment of short syllables in the eighth and tenth places. 

Thus it is only in a small part of the Rigveda that [p. 13] a short tenth 

syllable is at all common: whilst the short eighth syllable is chiefly 

found in the shape of a syllable containing a short final vowel. The 

employment of these final syllables in a position from which other 

short syllables are excluded requires careful investigation, and has 

evidently some connexion with the varying quantities which, as has 

been already noticed (§ 15 iii.), the Saṁhitā text assigns in many 

cases to final vowels. 

 

48. The following stanzas illustrate the most important forms of 

Trimeter verse, the division of the ’members’ being again shewn by 

perpendicular lines:— 

 

Normal Triṣṭubh stanza:— 

 
[⏑−⏑−,¦⏑⏑−¦−⏑−−] 

//  
[⏑−−⏑¦−,⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑] 

mahó jyóti¦ṣaḥ // para¦mé víoman ¦ 
[−−⏑−,¦⏑⏑−¦−⏑−⏑] 

// ¦ tuvijā¦tó ráveṇa ¦ 
[⏑−⏑−¦⏑,⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑] 

ví saptáraś¦mir // adha¦mat támāsi ¦¦ 

iv. 50 4. 
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Normal Jagatī stanza:— 

 
[⏑⏑−−¦−,⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑−] 

ádadā ár¦bhām // maha¦té vacasyáve ¦ 
[−−⏑−,¦⏑⏑−¦−⏑−⏑−] 

//  
[−−⏑−,¦⏑⏑−¦−⏑−⏑−] 

ménābhavo // ¦ vṛṣaṇaś¦vásya sukrato ¦ 
[−−⏑−,¦⏑⏑−¦−⏑−⏑−] 

víśvét tá te // ¦ sávane¦ṣ  

i 51 13. 

 

Triṣṭubh stanza with iambic variations:— 

 
[−−−−¦⏑,−⏑¦−⏑−−] 

agníṁ vo de¦vám // agní¦bhiḥ sajóṣāḥ ¦ 
[⏑−−−¦⏑,−⏑¦−⏑−⏑] 

yájiṣṭhaṁ dū¦tám // adhva¦ré kṛṇudhvam ¦ 
[−−⏑−¦⏑,−⏑¦⏑⏑−−] 

yó mártie¦ṣu //  
[⏑−−−,¦⏑⏑−¦−⏑−⏑] 

tapurmūrdhā // ¦ ghṛtá-an¦naḥ pavākáḥ ¦¦ 

vii 3 1. 

 

Jagatī stanza with cretic variations:— 

 
[⏑−−⏑,¦−⏑−¦−⏑−⏑−] 

imáṁ stómam // ¦ árhate ¦ jātávedase 
[⏑⏑⏑⏑,¦⏑⏑−¦−⏑−⏑−] 

rátham iva // ¦ sám mahe¦mā manīṣáyā ¦ 
[−⏑⏑−,¦⏑⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑⏑] 

bhadrá hí naḥ // ¦ prámatir ¦ asya saṁsádi 
[−−−−,¦−⏑−¦−⏑−⏑⏑] 

ágne sakhyé // ¦ má riṣā¦mā vayáṁ táva ¦¦ 

i 94 i. 

 

49. ’Decasyllabic’ verses correspond generally to Triṣṭubh verses 

with the omission of a syllable immediately before or after the 

cæsura: this omission we term a rest. Two types are used with 

sufficient regularity to have given special names to the [p. 14] metres 
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of the hymns which contain them: but these, as well as others, are 

frequently found in combination with Triṣṭubh verse. 

 

50. The Virāṭsthānā verse has a rest at the fifth place, followed by a 

trochee, as:— 

 
[−−⏑−¦ · −⏑¦−⏑−−] 

//  
[−⏑−⏑¦ · −⏑¦−⏑−⏑] 

//  
[⏑−⏑−¦ · −⏑¦−⏑−−] 

sajóṣaso //  
[⏑−⏑−¦ · −⏑¦−⏑−⏑] 

prá vāyávaḥ // ¦ · pānti ¦ ágraṇītim ¦¦ 

ii 11 14. 

 

51. The Dvipadā Virāj verse has a rest at the sixth place, the 

quantity of the seventh, syllable being indifferent: the two parts are 

then so similar in form that the stanza of two decasyllabic verses 

may also be described as containing four verses of five syllables, or 

pentads. 

 

Example:— 

 
[⏑−⏑−¦−,·−¦−⏑−⏑] 

//  
[⏑−⏑−¦−,·−¦−⏑−⏑] 

áyur ná prā¦ṇó // · nít¦yo ná sūnúḥ ¦¦ 

i 66 1. 

[alternatively if we follow Arnold’s suggestion in the last sentence 

we could (and probably should) scan the lines like this:] 

 
[⏑−⏑−−¦−−⏑−⏑] 

 
[⏑−⏑−−¦−−⏑−⏑] 

áyur ná prāṇó ¦ nítyo ná sūnúḥ ¦¦ 

 

Here the division into members is only of historic interest, shewing 

the relation of this metre to the Triṣṭubh. 
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52. In two hymns of the Rigveda a similar metre is based on the 

Jagatī verse, the ‘rest’ occupying the position of the syllable first 

following the cæsura, whether early or late. to this metre, following 

the traditional name of the author of the hymns, we may give the 

name Bhārgavā. If the rest be denoted by a point · ; the most 

common forms of the break in Bhārgavā verse are // · ⏑−¦ and ⏑ // · 

−¦ . 

 

The following stanza is entirely composed of Bhārgavā verses, the 

two types alternating:— 

 
[⏑−−−¦⏑, · −¦−⏑−⏑⏑] 

 
[⏑−⏑−,¦ · ⏑−¦−⏑−⏑⏑] 

 
[⏑−−−¦⏑, · −¦−⏑−⏑−] 

 
[−−−−,¦ · ⏑−¦−⏑−⏑⏑] 

 

x 77 2. 

 

53. It seems evident that the decasyllabic metres (amongst which we 

include the Bhārgavā) presuppose and are derived from the more 

common trimeter metres. Their precise relation [p. 15] to them is an 

important subject of investigation. As none of these metres are found 

in the Atharvaveda or later literature, there is a presumption that, 

like the lyric metres, they belong to the distinctively early parts of 

the Rigveda. 

 

54. An important feature in trimeter verse is contamination, or the 

combination in one verse, stanza, or hymn of parts that do not 

correspond. Contamination may be external or internal. 

 

55. External contamination is the combination of Triṣṭubh and Jagatī 

verses in the same stanza, and of Triṣṭubh and Jagatī stanzas in the 

same hymn. In hymns of which the general character is Jagatī it is 

quite usual for one or two Triṣṭubh stanzas or verses to appear 

towards the end of the hymn; consequently it is rather the absence of 

such variations that calls for notice, at least in hymns of any length. 
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But the contamination of a Triṣṭubh hymn by Jagatī is only 

exceptional in the Rigveda, though very common in the Atharvaveda 

and later verse, down to and including the epic period. It forms 

therefore a connecting link between the Rigveda and this later 

literature. 

 

56. Internal contamination is the combination of two parts of a 

Triṣṭubh verse which correspond to different positions of the cæsura. 

The combination of two parts consisting of four and six syllables 

respectively gives the equivalent of a decasyllabic verse with a rest 

at the cæsura; verses of this type, whatever their origin may be, are 

fairly common in all parts of the Rigveda, as for example  

 
[⏑−−−,¦ · ⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑] 

inó rājann // ¦ · ara¦tíḥ sámiddhaḥ ¦  

x 3 1a. 

 

The combination of two parts consisting of five and seven syllables 

respectively may be termed the hybrid verse. It is often found in the 

same hymn with external contamination the two features are 

exemplified in the first and third verses respectively of the following 

stanza 

 
[⏑−⏑−¦−,⏑⏑−¦−⏑−−] 

uruvyácā ¦ no // mahiṣáḥ ¦ śárma yasat ¦ 
[−−⏑−,¦⏑⏑−¦−⏑−⏑] 

asmín háve // ¦ puruhū¦táḥ purukṣúḥ ¦ 
[⏑−⏑−¦−,⏑⏑¦−⏑−⏑−] 

layā ¦ 
[−⏑−−,¦−⏑−¦−⏑−−] 

 

x 128 8. 

 

The ’hybrid’ verse is again a connecting link with the Atharvaveda 

and later literature. 
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[(iii) The Rearrangement Of The Rigveda - Omitted] 

 

(iv) The Historical Development 

Of The Art Of Versification. 
[p. 19] 

64. The time has perhaps hardly come when a fair estimate can he 

made of the literary and aesthetic powers of the Vedic bards: but it is 

important to examine the conditions of the mechanical problems 

presented to them, and to form some estimate of the skill shewn by 

them in handling their material. The sketch already given of the 

metrical contents of the Rigveda has shewn that each period, except 

the ’normal’ period, was inventive. The bards were occupied in 

constructing fresh metrical schemes, as well as in producing verse 

following established models. They frequently compare their craft to 

the highest kind of workmanship known to them, that displayed in 

the construction of a war-chariot: and they shew confidence that a 

‘new’ song will be more pleasing to the gods than one which is old-

fashioned. It is a common-place of Western criticism that in many of 

the mechanical arts the Hindu workman follows too submissively 

ancient rules and models. But no such statement can justly be made 

with regard to the poetic literature of India, either ancient or 

modern: rather the faculty of inventing and appreciating new and 

delicate variations of rhythm seems to be a special gift of the race. 

 

65. The comparison of the earlier parts of the Avesta indicates that 

the first Vedic poets were not far from the period when verse was 

measured solely by the number of syllables, without any regard to 

their quantity. We have already noticed (§ 32) that the quantity of 

initial and final syllables is always indifferent in [p. 20] the Rigveda, 

and we have every reason to suppose that this feature is inherited 

from the earlier period of purely syllabic measurement. But in all 

other parts of the verse we find rhythmical tendencies, which 

determine with varying regularity the quantity required in each 

position. 

 

66. The principle of alternation of short and long syllables is simple, 

and we may well believe that the Vedic bards could have carried it 

to mechanical perfection, had they so desired. But in addition they 

were guided by other metrical motives, some of which have been 
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described above (§ 34, 35). Above all, they were actuated by the 

desire to combine these motives, and thus give variety to their metre. 

We are not perhaps entitled to ascribe the ’break’ of trimeter verse to 

a deliberate design of interrupting the iambic rhythm, because it is 

quite possible that the cæsura and the two short syllables that follow 

it may have been earlier in date than any such rhythm. But the 

’cretic’ rhythm certainly suggests a deliberate aiming at variety of 

form: and if it be granted that the ’epic’ Anuṣṭubh is based upon the 

Anuṣṭubh of the Rigveda proper, the motive of the change seems 

evidently to be the same. 

 

67. ’Contamination’ readily suggests careless workmanship, and may 

in some cases have been due to this cause. But it is also a ready 

instrument of the inventive temper. The historical relation of 

Triṣṭubh and Jagatī verse has often been discussed: and if one of the 

two is historically the earlier, the Triṣṭubh has certainly the better 

claim to this position. Either then Jagatī has been derived from 

Triṣṭubh by contamination with dimeter cadence, or a dimeter verse 

added to a similar half-verse has been assimilated to the rhythm of 

the Triṣṭubh. By one method or the other a metre not without a 

beauty of its own has been constructed. The contamination at a later 

period of Triṣṭubh 

with Jagatī did not lead to the construction of any harmonious 

metre: but perhaps in principle it is not to be distinguished from that 

mingling of the lyric metres from which grew the Bṛhatī-Satobṛhatī 

strophe, which is probably generally recognized as the most beautiful 

metrical form of the Rigveda. 

 

68. The origin of the decasyllabic verse is a matter as to which a 

conjecture will be hazarded later (Ch. viii), but it is only [p. 21] 

through this stage that we can account at all for the existence of the 

Dvipadā Virāj or Pentad metre, which was actually brought to as 

polished a perfection as any metre of the Rigveda. 

 

69. In all these cases it is not hard to recognize that apparent 

irregularity is the result of the inventive spirit, sometimes leading to 

the construction of new and harmonious forms, sometimes 

apparently ending in failure. This observation cannot fail to suggest 

reserve and care before bringing forward any suggestions of 
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incompetence against the versifiers or of carelessness against the 

editors of our text. It is difficult to think that a professional bard 

should without motive have left his verse with an irregular rhythm, 

when any European scholar, without serious practice of the art of 

versification, can put it into order for him with hardly a perceptible 

alteration in the meaning. It is also difficult to think that 

professional reciters and their instructors could by mere accident 

have left stanzas in a shape which must make them a perpetual 

burden to the memory. In these ’irregularities’ there may be 

meanings not easily recognized, and for this reason they deserve to 

be carefully studied. 

 

70. To whatever conclusions we may further be led in detail, it must 

be plain that as works of mechanical art the metres of the Rigveda 

stand high above those of modern Europe in variety of motive and in 

flexibility of form. They seem indeed to bear the same relation to 

them as the rich harmonies of classical music to the simple melodies 

of the peasant. And in proportion as modern students come to 

appreciate the skill displayed by the Vedic poets, they will be glad to 

abandon the easy but untenable theory that the variety of form 

employed by them is due to chance, or the purely personal bias of 

individuals: and to recognize instead that we find all the signs of a 

genuine historical developement, that is of united efforts in which a 

whole society of men have taken part, creating an inheritance which 

has passed through the generations from father to son, and holding 

up an ideal which has led each in turn to seek rather to enrich his 

successors than to grasp at his own immediate enjoyment. If this was 

so, then the Vedic bards also are to be counted amongst ’great men, 

and.......such as sought out musical tunes, and set forth verses in 

writing.’ 
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The Metre of the Bṛhaddevatā 
by 

A. B. Keith, m.r.a.s.1
 

 

[Clarifying additions and titles by the present editor 

have been placed in square brackets] 
 

[p. 1] It is perhaps difficult to exaggerate the importance from the 

point of view of the literary history of India of the Bṛhaddevatā 

attributed to Śaunaka. That this has not hitherto received full 

recognition is due in part to the fact that it has been held, for 

example even by Dr. E. Sieg,
2
 that the Bṛhaddevatā is later in date 

than the Mahābhārata. This is, however, certainly not the case, as 

Professor A. A. Macdonell has shown conclusively in his edition
3
 of 

the former work. About 300 ślokas of the work are devoted to 

legends, and this must, it seems, be regarded as a conclusive proof 

that at the date of its composition there existed in Sanskrit an 

ākhyāna or itihāsa literature. Now the date of the Bṛhaddevatā is 

fixed by Professor Macdonell,
4
 on grounds which appear to me 

unassailable, at about 400 B.C., perhaps earlier. It follows, therefore, 

that a Sanskrit itihāsa literature can be proved to have existed in the 

fifth century B.C. 

 

[p. 2] This appears to me a most important result in view of the 

controversy over the date of the epics. Two competing opinions on 

this point are held at the present time. The one, represented by such 

scholars as Professor Jacobi, Professor Macdonell, Professor 

Rapson,
5
 and Mr. Thomas, ascribes the epics to an early date, say the 

sixth to the fourth century B.C., and considers that at the time of 

composition they were written for and were intelligible to a 

comparatively wide circle of the people; the other, which counts 

among its supporters in various degrees M. Barth, Professors 

                                                      
1
 from the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1906; pp. 1 -10. 

2
 Die Sagenstoffe des Ṛgveda, pp. 126, 127. 

3
 Bṛhaddevatā, vol. i, p. xxix. 

4
 Op. cit. Vol. 1, pp. xxii, xxiii. Cf. Victor Henry, Revue Critique. 

5
 Cf. the discussions in J.R.A.S., 1904, pp. 435-487. 
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Bergaigne, Lüders, and Rhys Davids, Dr. Senart, and Dr. Grierson, 

considers that the epics are comparatively late work, the result of the 

gradual growth of the influence of the literary language of the 

Brāhmaṇic schools, which still show in many traces evidence of their 

being translations or adaptations of Pāli or Prākrit originals. The 

question is of course intimately connected with the kindred question 

of the extent to which Sanskrit was ever a spoken language. It is not, 

I understand, ever now held that Sanskrit - in the sense of the 

language which was known as a bhāṣā to Pāṇinī - was a vernacular 

of all the people in any part of India, but it obviously makes a great 

difference in the view taken of the nature of Sanskrit whether we 

are to regard it as a mere priestly language applied in late times to 

secular purposes, or are to hold that there was a time when a heroic 

epic was written in a language approximating to that of the Kṣatriya 

class, and one which could be understood without great difficulty by 

the mass of the people. We cannot believe, I venture to think, that 

the early audiences to whom the epics were recited were satisfied to 

listen to what they did not pretend to understand. No doubt, as Dr. 

Grierson
1
 says, the Rāmāyana and Mahābhārata are nowadays 

recited to villagers who know nothing of Sanskrit, but that is the 

result (a) of the sacred character now attaching to the works as the 

result of centuries of fame, and (b) of [p. 3] the fact that the outlines 

of the story are familiar through vernacular translations and 

imitations. Neither of these features could be found in the primitive 

ākhyānas out of which the epic developed. It is really inconceivable 

that a man should compose works to appeal to the people - as the 

epics were beyond question intended to do - in a language 

unintelligible to them, whereas there is no difficulty in 

understanding how the epics soon became less and less generally 

understood, and yet retained their hold on the populace. 

 

Taken in this connection the Bṛhaddevatā appears to me to be 

decisive for the early date of the Sanskrit epic poetry, and against 

the theory of translation from Pāli or Prākrit. If there were Sanskrit 

epic legends in the fifth century B.C., it is unreasonable to look for 

the composition of the great epics in the first or second century A.D. 

 

                                                      
1
 J.R.A.S., 1904, p. 175. 
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Since the Bṛhaddevatā has the great merit of being preserved in a 

text which is in all probability free from serious interpolation or 

corruption, as is proved by the quotations in the Sarvānukramaṇī, I 

have thought it may be of interest to examine the metres of this early 

piece of quasi-epic literature. In the present state of the text of the 

two great epics no useful comparison of metre can be made, but it is 

not improbable that such a comparison may in course of time be 

rendered possible when critical text studies of the Mahābhārata and 

Rāmāyaṇa have proceeded further and some better criteria of old 

and new strata of text have come to light.  

 

The following remarks are based entirely on the text as constituted 

by Professor Macdonell, Rājendralāla Mitra’s edition being quite 

useless from this as from every other point of view. I use a comma to 

denote the cæsura, or rather diæresis, whenever it can be determined 

with fair certainty. It is assumed that for the purpose of the diæresis 

a prefix like saṁ in saṁbhūtaḥ counts as a separate word; this could 

easily be proved if necessary. I have omitted the references to save 

space, and there are very possibly some errors in the enunciation, but 

the main results [p. 4] will not be affected by such errors. In any case 

the numbers would be altered if readings other than those adopted 

by Professor Macdonell were accepted. Cha has, of course, been 

regarded as always making position. 

 

[Anuṣṭubh / Śloka] 
 

The anuṣṭubh in the Bṛhaddevatā is essentially of a later form than 

the anuṣṭubh, even in the latest portions, of the Ṛgveda. This is 

shown especially by the fact that the second pāda of each half-verse 

ends always
1
 in ⏑−⏑⏓.  

 

                                                      
1
 For an apparent exception see Macdonell, p. xxvi, n. 2. 
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[Pathyā] 

 

In the first pada the second half is ⏑−−⏓ in 2,002 cases out of a 

possible 2,382 [84%].
1
 On the other hand, the remaining 380 half-

verses show a much greater variety of form than is allowed in the 

kāvya śloka, and it seems fair to regard the śloka here as exhibiting a 

transition stage to the śloka of the later literature. 

 

[Mavipulā] 

 

Of the variant forms five half-lines have nine syllables in the first 

pāda, which begins with ⏑⏑ save in one case (IV, 102a). In 182 cases 

the first pāda ends in −−−⏓. Two forms only of the first four 

syllables occur frequently, viz., −−⏑−−,−−⏓ in 86 cases, and 

⏑−⏑−−,−−⏓ in 73 cases. In VIII, 79a occurs ⏑−⏑−−−,−⏓, but 

the reading may be incorrect for yathā ca gharmaḥ saṁbhūtaḥ. The 

other instances are distributed as follows:— 

 

−−−−−,−−⏓    x 4 

+ 2 with caesura after the 4th syllable  

[−−−−,−−−⏓ x 2] 

⏑−−−−,−−⏓    x 5 

+ 2 with caesura after the 4th syllable  

[⏑−−−,−−−⏓ x 2] 

−⏑−−−,−−⏓    x 2 

−−−⏑−,−−⏓    x 2 

−−⏑⏑−,−−⏓    x 2 

−⏑−⏑,−−−⏓    x 1 

⏑⏑−⏑−−,−⏓    x 1 

⏑⏑−,−−−−⏓    x 1 

 

[p. 5] 

 

                                                      
1
 In the first four syllables ⏑⏑⏑− and −⏑⏑− occur twice each, ⏑⏑⏑⏑ 

and −⏑⏑⏑ once each only. The other possible forms are all frequent. 
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[Bhavipulā] 

 

In 68 cases is found −⏑⏑⏓  as the end of the first pāda. As before 

only two forms occur frequently, viz., −−⏑−−,⏑⏑⏓ in 16 cases + 3 

with caesura after the fourth syllable [−−⏑−,−⏑⏑⏓], and 

⏑−⏑−−,⏑⏑⏓ in 34 cases + 1 with caesura after the fourth syllable 

[⏑−⏑−,−⏑⏑⏓]. 

 

There are ten other forms, as follows:— 

 

−−−−−,⏑⏑⏓    x 3 

⏑−−−−,⏑⏑⏓    x 1 

−⏑−−,−⏑⏑⏓    x 2 

−−−⏑−,⏑⏑⏓    x 1 

−−⏑⏑−,⏑⏑⏓    x 1 

⏑−⏑⏑−,⏑⏑⏓    x 1 

⏑⏑−⏑−,⏑⏑⏓    x 1 

−⏑⏑−,−⏑⏑⏓    x 1 

⏑⏑−−,−⏑⏑⏓    x 2 

⏑⏑⏑−−,⏑⏑⏓    x 1 

 

[Ravipulā] 

 

In 52 cases the first pāda ends in −⏑−⏓. There are seven forms, of 

which four are fairly common:— 

 

−−−−,−⏑−⏓    x 16 

+ 2 with caesura after the fifth syllable  

[−−−−−,⏑−⏓ x 2] 

+ 1 with caesura after the sixth syllable  

[−−−−−⏑,−⏓ x 1] 

⏑−−−,−⏑−⏓    x 7 

−⏑−−,−⏑−⏓    x 3 

+ 1 with caesura after the sixth syllable  

[−⏑−−−⏑,−⏓ x 1] 

−−⏑−,−⏑−⏓    x 9 

+ 1 with caesura after the sixth syllable  

[−−⏑−−⏑,−⏓ x 1] 

⏑−⏑−,−⏑−⏓    x 9 
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+ 1 with caesura after the sixth syllable  

[⏑−⏑−−⏑,−⏓ x 2] 

−⏑⏑−,−⏑−⏓    x 1 

⏑−−⏑,−⏑−⏓    x 1 

 

[Navipulā] 

 

In 43 cases the first pāda ends in ⏑⏑⏑⏓. There are seven forms 

distributed as follows:— 

 

[p. 6] 

 

−−−−⏑,⏑⏑⏓    x 9 

+ 2 with caesura after the fourth syllable  

[−−−−,⏑⏑⏑⏓ x 2] 

⏑−−−,⏑⏑⏑⏓    x 8 

+ 3 with caesura after the fifth syllable  

[⏑−−−⏑,⏑⏑⏓ x 3] 

+ 2 with caesura after the sixth syllable  

[⏑−−−⏑⏑,⏑⏓ x 2] 

−⏑−−⏑,⏑⏑⏓    x 3 

−−⏑−⏑,⏑⏑⏓    x 6 

+ 2 with caesura after the fourth syllable  

[−−⏑−,⏑⏑⏑⏓ x 2] 

−⏑−⏑,⏑⏑⏑⏓    x 1 

⏑−⏑−⏑,⏑⏑⏓    x 5 

⏑⏑−−,⏑⏑⏑⏓    x 1 

+ 1 with caesura after the fifth syllable [⏑⏑−−⏑,⏑⏑⏓ x 1] 

 

[Javipulā or Anuṣṭupvipulā] 

 

In 15 cases the first pāda ends in ⏑−⏑⏓. These cases are of special 

interest, as the later form avoids carefully the iambic ending. There 

are six forms:— 

 

−−−−⏑,−⏑⏓    x 1 

−⏑−−,⏑−⏑⏓    x 2 

−−⏑−⏑,−⏑⏓    x 4 
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+ 1 with caesura after the fourth syllable  

[−−⏑−,⏑−⏑⏓    x 1] 

−⏑−⏑,⏑−⏑⏓    x 1 

⏑−⏑−,⏑−⏑⏓    x 4 

a very remarkable form 

⏑−⏑⏑⏑,−⏑⏓    x 1 

+ 1 with caesura after the sixth syllable  

[⏑−⏑⏑⏑−,⏑⏓    x 1] 

 

[Savipulā] 

 

In 12 cases the first pāda ends in ⏑⏑−⏓. There are eight forms, but 

all the occurrences are sporodic:— 

 

−−−−,⏑⏑−⏓    x 2 

⏑−−−,⏑⏑−⏓    x 1 

−−⏑−,⏑⏑−⏓    x 3 

⏑−⏑−,⏑⏑−⏓    x 2 

−−⏑⏑⏑,⏑−⏓    x 1 

⏑−−⏑,⏑⏑−⏓    x 1 

⏑−⏑⏑⏑⏑,−⏓    x 1 

⏑⏑⏑⏑,⏑⏑−⏓    x 1 

 

[p. 7] 

 

[Tavipulā] 

 

There remain three cases of endings in −−⏑⏓, viz.:— 

 

−−⏑⏑−,−⏑⏓    x 1 

⏑−⏑−,−−⏑⏓    x 1 

−−⏑−−,−⏑⏓    x 1 

 

This large variety of forms appears consistent with and to support 

the date assigned on other grounds to the work by Professor 

Macdonell. It was most probably written at a time when the śloka 

had not yet received its final form, and when the verses which are 

irregular according to the later metre were still felt to be correct. It 

may, of course, be argued that some of the forms are the result of the 
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introduction of quotations from the Ṛgveda, but, even allowing this 

to be the case in some instances, the explanation cannot be applied in 

the majority of cases, and it would doubtless have been easy for the 

author to put them in another form, had they seemed to him 

unmetrical. 

 

Consistent also with the antiquity of the verse is the fact of the 

separation of the pādas. Hiatus is quite freely allowed between pādas 

in the same half-verse. There are, according to my reckoning, about 

112 cases of such hiatus. It is true that hiatus occurs also elsewhere, 

but these cases can nearly all be reduced to (1) Vedic quotations, e.g., 

te astu, I, 54a; ko adya, I, 57a; or (2) a or ā + ṛ, or i + ṛ, or u + ṛ — all 

special cases.
1
 Other exceptions are extremely rare (e.g. I, 111a). 

Between pādas, however, all sorts of hiatus occur freely. 

 

On the other hand, there are not lacking signs that the connection of 

the pādas was becoming closer than in the period of the Saṁhitās. 

The instances are of three kinds. 

 

(1) The break at the end of the first pāda occurs in the middle of a 

compound, or after a prefix to a verb, e.g., prātaḥ | savanam, I, 115a, 

or abhi | dīyate, I, 30a. There [p. 8] are seven other instances (II, 98a, 

lO3a; III, 86b; IV, 82b; V, 58c, 175b; VI, 88b). (2) There is elision at 

the end of the first pāda; the elision is almost always of i becoming 

y; of which there are eleven instances (II, 127b, where the verse 

should probably be divided after the ’py; III, 69b, 135a; IV, 144b; V, 

81b; VI, 63b, 68b; VII, 83a, 105b; VIII, 14b, 94b). There are three 

instances of the elision of initial a (I, 54b; IV, 139a; VI, 156a); and 

one instance of u becoming v (II, 115b). (3) Finally, in six cases the 

verse runs on irregularly: they are III, 83a, āṅgirasasyāsan; 134b, 

varuṇasyāryamṇaḥ. 9a, naktānakti; II, 141a, hīttham; IV, 116b, 

aṅgānyanaḍuhaḥ. VIII, 57a, tvantyānyāḥ. 

 

                                                      
1
 Śākalya, it may be noted, is cited in Pāṇini, VI, 1, 127, as permitting the 

absence of sandhi in the case of i, u, and ṛ followed by a dissimilar vowel, 
and Śaunaka is associated with Śākalya. The absence of sandhi between a 

or ā and ṛ is permitted by Pāṇini, VI, i, 128, also on the authority of 
Śākalya, according to the Kāśikā Vṛtti. 
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[Triṣtubh] 
 

The examples of hiatus taken together with these signs of the 

tendency to regard the pādas as united seem to be conclusive 

evidence of the transitional character of the verse. The same view 

follows from the treatment of the triṣṭubh. There are some 42 verses 

in this metre in the Bṛhaddevatā, and the details given below seem 

conclusively to show that the metre was still in an experimental 

stage. No one after the later metres had definitely formed 

themselves would have composed these curious forms, which, 

however find a natural explanation as transitional forms from the 

free triṣṭubh of the Saṁhitās, where the last four syllables are alone 

of importance, to the later verses, where all syllables are determined. 

 

Only one verse occurs where all the pādas are alike in metre, the 

indravajrā, IV, 2. Verses with mixed pādas of indravajrā and 

upendravajrā occur in I, 44 (u. + i. + u. + i.), 45 (u. + u. + i. + i.); IV, 1 

(u. + u. + i. + i.). In III, 154, the first, second, and fourth padas are 

indravajrā, the third is śālinī.
1
 In 155 the first two pādas are śālinī, 

the third and the fourth irregular. In IV, 95, the first and third pādas 

are upendravajrā and the second indravajrā, the fourth is irregular. 

In 96 the last two pādas are indravajrā, the first two are irregular. 

The second and third pādas of V, 8, are identical 

(⏑−−−−⏑−−⏑−⏓), and so in V, 46, and VIII, 127 

(⏑−⏑−,−⏑−−⏑−⏓), the first and fourth being irregular. In [p. 9] 

V, 113, the first two pādas are upendravajrā, the last two 

⏑−⏑−,−⏑−−⏑−⏓. In VIII, 101, the first two are indravajrā, the 

last irregular. In 125 the second and fourth are ⏑−−−,⏑⏑−−⏑−⏓, 

the others irregular. In IV, 99, the second and third are śālinī, the 

rest irregular. In all, 15 verses have two or more pādas alike. 

 

On the other hand, there are no less than 7 verses with four pādas of 

11 syllables all dissimilar (III, 156; IV, 5, 6, 7; V, 114; VIII, 128, 129); 

and 19 verses contain pādas of differing numbers of syllables. In five 

                                                      
1
 Editor’s note: these forms, and the similar ones listed below, are probably 

triṣṭubh with the Vedic opening ⏓−−−, and not the classical metre śālinī 

at all; the forms which show the break −⏑− are probably simply triṣṭubh 
with a ragaṇa break, which occurs quite often in the early triṣṭubh. 
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cases only is there any correspondence of pādas: in IV, 10, the verse 

consists of 12 + 11 + 11 + 11, the last two being −−−−−⏑⏑−⏑−⏓; 

in IV, 4, of 11 + 11 + 12 + 11, the second and fourth being 

−−−⏑⏑⏑−−⏑−⏓; in V, 7, of 11 + 12 + 11 + 12, the second and 

fourth being ⏑−−−⏑⏑−−⏑−⏑⏓; IV, 3, consists of an indravajrā 

+ upendravajrā + indravajrā + 12; and V, 11, consists of two śālinī 

pādas + 12 + 11. The other verses show different variations of pādas 

of 10, 11, and 12 syllables as follows: 

 

IV, 97: 10 + 11+ 11 + 11. 

V, 112: 10 + 11 + 12 + 12 (the first pāda may be read as 11 

with vyūha). 

V, 10: 11 + 11 + 10 + 10. 

III, 126, 127, VIII, 99, 100: 11 + 12 + 11 + 11. 

III, 128; V, 9: 11 + 11 + 11 + 12. 

IV 8: 12 + 11 + 11 + 11. 

IV, 9: 12 + 11 + 12 + 11. 

III, 129: 12 + 12 + 11 + 11. 

III, 130: 12 + 11 + 12 + 12. 

IV, 98: 11 + 11 + 12 + 12. 

 

There remains VIII, 130, which has 6 padas of 11 syllables, the 

fourth and fifth being upendravajrā, and the first and sixth 

indravajrā. 

 

[p. 10] 

 

[Jagatī] 
 

Of the 24 jagatī padas only 12 have the characteristic jagatī ending 

of −⏑−⏑⏓; 10 end in −⏑−⏓;
1
 2 in ⏑⏑−− and −−⏑− 

respectively. On the other hand, of the triṣṭubh pādas 2 end with the 

jagatī ending ⏑−⏑⏓,
 2

 and 1 with ⏑⏑−−. In four cases hiatus is 

permitted between the pādas of the half-verses, while in one case tu 

becomes tv. 

                                                      
1
 Editor’s note: i.e. are triṣṭubh pādas. 

2
 Editor’s note: i.e. are jagatī pādas. 
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[Comparison with Aitareya Brāhmaṇa] 
 

Confirmation of the view here taken that the metre of the 

Bṛhaddevatā represents a genuine stage of the historical 

development of the śloka may be derived from an examination of 

the 58 half-verses in the epic narrative in adhyāya 33 of the Aitareya 

Brāhmaṇa, which must date about 200 or 300 years before the 

Bṛhaddevatā. In 14 cases the first pāda ends in ⏑−−⏓; in 13 in 

−−−⏓; making 27 cases with the long syllable in the sixth and 

seventh places, the characteristic of the classic śloka. Of the rest 

there are 8 cases of ⏑−⏑− [javipulā]; 6 of −⏑−⏓ [ravipulā]; 5 of 

⏑⏑⏑⏓ [navipulā]; 5 of −⏑⏑⏓ [bhavipulā]; 4 of −−⏑⏓ [tavipulā]; 

and 3 of ⏑⏑−⏓ [savipulā]. In three cases the second pāda has not an 

iambic ending. The verse is undoubtedly of an older type than that of 

the Bṛhaddevatā but the line on which it will develop is clearly one 

which will naturally lead to the later metre, while its own history 

can be traced in the different strata of the Ṛgveda. 
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Metrical Analysis of the Pāli Iti-vuttaka 

A Collection of Discourses of Buddha. 
 

By Justin Hartley Moore, A.M.,  

Columbia University, New York.  
 

[editor’s note to the electronic edition: Moore’s discussion in this 

paper employs Classical terminology, which may not be familiar to 

readers of this website. I have therefore added explanatory material 
to elucidate the discussion. All such additions have been placed in 

square brackets[ ]. Further, I have corrected typing errors, like 

printing Ita-vuttaka twice near the beginning of the paper, without 
comment. Also note that Moore was working with the PTS edition of 

the text, which differs in places to the BJT edition published 

elsewhere on this website.] 
 

In working upon a translation of the Iti-vuttaka, sometimes called 

the Logia-book of Buddha, it occurred to me that a study of the 

meters of the metrical portions might perhaps yield something of 

value as regards both the age of the work and the authenticity of 

some of its doubtful passages. In this hope I was largely 

disappointed. But although no satisfactory clue as to the date of the 

work has been given by this metrical analysis, yet it is possible that 

further similar examination of other books of the Buddhist canon 

may permit us to assign to each its proper relative date.  

 

More definite and satisfactory results, however, were obtained, when 

it came to making a threefold comparison of the Pāli meters with 

those of the Veda, the epics, and the later classical forms. For 

comparison with the Vedic meters, I have made use of Arnold, Vedic 

Metre, Cambridge, 1905, and have employed such of his terminology 

as was needed; for the Sanskrit meters I have relied on Hopkins’ 

Great Epic of India, N. Y., 1901, pp. 191-362; and for Pāli upon the 

articles of Oldenberg and Simon mentioned below.  
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The text of the Iti-vuttaka which I have used is that of Windisch, 

published by the Pāli Text Society of London in 1890, and in 

comparison with this I have collated the King of Siam’s edition of 

the work in Siamese characters. The Iti-vuttaka is composed of one 

hundred and twelve sections, each of which consists of a poetical 

discourse or saying by Buddha (these poetical passages contain from 

four to thirty verses [Moore uses the term verse here to indicate 

what he elsewhere refers to as a line]) and of a prose introduction.  

 

Three meters are used, śloka, triṣṭubh, and jagatī. Of these I shall 

examine more particularly the first, the śloka, which is the most 

frequent and most important. The large Arabic numbers used in 

citing various lines of the work refer to the various sections, and the 

small letters, a, b, c, etc., to the verses of these sections.  

 

S 1 o k a . There are in Pāli, as in Sanskrit, two kinds of śloka-stanza: 

first, the śloka proper or distich, of four pādas (the [318] pāda being 

octosyllabic), and second, the much less common mahāpaṅkti or 

tristich of six pādas. As the same laws of caesura and rhythm apply 

to each, I include the two varieties in the metrical tables below.  

 

F e e t . Every distich stanza has a well-marked division or caesura at 

the end of the second pāda, so that the stanza falls naturally into two 

halves. Each pāda may be divided into two feet of four syllables 

each. As no metrical difference between the two halves of the stanza 

exists, there are really not eight different feet, but four. With regard 

to the six-line śloka, or mahāpaṅkti, the stanza is divided into three 

equal parts, mutually independent as to rhythm. The opening feet of 

the first, third and fifth pādas may be called first feet.  

 

S y n t a c t i c a l  u n i o n . Although there be this metrical isolation of 

successive verse-couplets, there is very frequently a syntactical union 

of each pāda with the one following. In fact, we occasionally find 

two stanzas forming a single sentence.  

 

C a e s u r a . The cadence of the śloka naturally depends largely on 

the sense. It is invariable in the Iti-vuttaka that there be a strong 

caesura at the end of the second pāda, and also caesuras, somewhat 

weaker, at the close of the first and third pādas, but still strong 
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enough to prevent the lines being run together. It is found, also, that 

when the second foot is of the form −−−⏓ there is usually a caesura 

within the pāda itself, after the fifth syllable. Out of twenty-four 

instances there are but two exceptions (51 i, 77 a). Hopkins notes the 

same rule in epic Sanskrit (op. cit., p. 221).  

 

R u n - o n  v e r s e s . In Sanskrit one pāda is sometimes merged with 

the following in such a manner that the two are inseparable at the 

end of a line. This is usually the case when a long list of objects is 

cited, as noted by Hopkins, page 196, but in the Iti-vuttaka such a 

running together of lines never occurs.  

 

H i a t u s  a n d  R h y m e . Hiatus is found everywhere. This is partly 

due to the absence of the application of such rules of sandhi as are 

carried through in Sanskrit; it is partly owing to the structure of the 

Pāli language, which is characterized by an avoidance of final 

consonants. Rhyme, which according to Hopkins (p. 200) is not 

uncommon in epic Sanskrit, is non-existent in the Iti-vuttaka. 

Alliteration is rare and is probably largely unconscious and 

accidental. A marked alliteration [319] effect is found in § 90, an 

interesting jingle, where in the course of sixteen lines the word agga 

is used eleven times, with more than one meaning.  

 

At this particular point in our investigation of the śloka, before 

going into the varieties of feet, I wish to acknowledge in a more 

especial way my indebtedness to two articles in ZDMG., the first by 

Oldenberg, vol. 35, pp. 181-188, entitled bermerkungen zur Theorie 

des Śloka, and the other by Simon, vol. 44, pp. 83-97, entitled Der 

Śloka in Pāli. While both papers are very suggestive, the latter was 

especially valuable for my purpose, based as it is upon a quantitative 

analysis of the 725 verses of the Dhammapada, 2622 from the Thera-

Therīgāthā, and 2430 chosen from the Jātakas. In analyzing the 

meters of the Iti-vuttaka I have followed Simon’s method in all 

respects, except that I have treated the eighth syllable of each line as 

anceps, since Simon’s tables themselves show an equal frequency of 

long and short syllables, and since this eighth has no effect on the 

character of the rhythm.  
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O d d  P ā d a . I append herewith an analytical table of the first and 

second feet of the odd pādas; in this table hypermetric feet are not 

included, but will be treated separately. The even pādas will be 

tabulated and described later.  

 

Forms of First and Second Feet, or varieties of Odd Pādas. 

 

 2nd foot: 

1st foot: 

⏑
−

−
⏓

 

−
−

−
⏓

 

−
⏑

⏑
⏓

 

⏑
⏑

⏑
⏓

 

−
⏑

−
⏓

 

⏑
⏑

−
⏓

 

⏑
−

⏑
⏓

 

−
−

⏑
⏓

  

−−⏑− 43 24 12 2 1 2 1  85 

−⏑−− 75 4 1 3 4 1 4  92 } 245 

−−−− 59 2 4  2 1   68 

⏑−⏑− 14 6 7  3    30 

⏑⏑−− 17        17 } 89 

⏑−−− 37  1 2 2    42 

−⏑−⏑ 33 2   1 3   39 

−−−⏑ 18 1    3   22 } 90 

−−⏑⏑ 25 1 2   1   29 

⏑−−⏑ 32    1 1   34 

⏑⏑−⏑ 13     1   14 } 74 

⏑−⏑⏑ 22 1   1  2  26 

−⏑⏑− 3       3 6 

−⏑⏑⏑ 1        1 

⏑⏑⏑− 1       1 2 

⏑⏑⏑⏑ 2        2 

 395 41 27 7 15 13 7 4 509 

 

[320] Some little explanation is necessary before making comment 

on this table. Two consonants, as well as a niggahīta (Skt. anusvāra) 

followed by a consonant, make a syllable heavy (Henry, Grammaire 

Palie, p. 3) or long by position. Wherever, in lines which at first 

glance appear hypermetric, a word containing an anaptyctic or 

svarabhaktic vowel occurs, this vowel is naturally disregarded in the 

analysis, and the line is treated as regular, e.g. ariya is analysed as a 
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trochee [−⏑]. No catalectic lines occur, and hypercatalectic lines 

will be found treated in another section of this paper.  

 

An examination of the foregoing table of different combinations of 

syllables in the odd pādas reveals many things of interest. There are 

sixteen possible combinations of the four syllables of the first foot, 

and eight of the second foot. Although there be this large number of 

possible combinations, it will, nevertheless, be seen that there is a 

marked preference for certain particular combinations of long and 

short syllables. Among the more marked of these peculiarities may 

be cited the following:— 

 

(a) If the fourth syllable is short, the fifth must usually be short also. 

In the Iti-vuttaka and Jātaka a short fifth is 16 times as common as a 

long, in the Thera-therī-gāthā, 23 times, and in the Dhammapada, 40 

times as common.  

 

(b) A succession of four iambs [⏑−⏑−⏑−⏑−] is very rare, there 

being no instances in Dhammapada, 3 in Iti-vuttaka, 4 in Thera-

Therīgāthā, and 6 in Jātaka.  

 

(c) Even three iambs [⏑−⏑−⏑−] are uncommon in proportion to 

the number of lines, since there is only about 3% of such succession 

in the Iti-vuttaka, and only 4% in the other works.  

 

(d) A succession of four trochees [−⏑−⏑−⏑−⏑] is very rare, there 

being none in Dhammapada or Thera-Therīgāthā, one in Iti-vuttaka, 

and two in Jātaka A succession of three trochees [−⏑−⏑−⏑] is 

almost equally uncommon; the Iti-vuttaka and Thera-Therīgāthā 

have each one instance; the Dhammapada has none; the Jātaka eight.  

 

(e) It appears from the table, furthermore, that if the sixth and 

seventh syllables of a verse are either both long or both short, the 

fifth syllable is then usually of a different quantity. In this respect 

the four works stand in a regular sequence as regards the 

proportionate frequency of a different quantity in the fifth foot. In 

the Iti-vuttaka the fifth syllable as a different quantity from the sixth 

and seventh, whether both of those syllables be long or whether they 

be short, is nine times as frequent; in [321] the other works the 
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proportions are respectively Dhammapada 8-1, Thera-Therīgāthā 7-

1, Jātaka 6-1. The Iti-vuttaka, therefore, has the strongest proneness 

thus to differentiate the fifth syllable, the Jātaka the weakest.  

 

R a r e  V i p u l ā s . As to the vipulās, or second feet, we may first 

dismiss briefly the least common ones of the odd pādas, viz., the 

third pæon or ionic a minore, ⏑⏑−⏓ [savipulā], the second pæon or 

diiambus, ⏑−⏑⏓ javipulā], and the ionic a maiore or third epitrite, 

−−⏑⏓ [tavipulā]. In Sanskrit, for example, the first of these occurs 

sporadically in all parts of the Mahābhārata, but is not found in the 

Rāmāyaṇa. The same foot forms about 2% of the second feet in the 

Iti-vuttaka. The next close ⏑−⏑⏓ does not often occur in the epic 

śloka, and in Pāli it is very rare. The use of this vipulā more than 

anything else separates and distinguishes Pāli meter from the 

anuṣṭubh of the Veda, and the meter of the later Rig-Veda, which 

Arnold calls the epic anuṣṭubh. In anuṣṭubh it is the most common 

foot, forming the ending of the first and second pādas indifferently. 

Its use as a close to the first (or third) pāda sinks in epic anuṣṭubh to 

one-half the frequency, and in Pāli and epic Sanskrit its employment 

is sporadic. With reference to the next vipulā, −−⏑⏓, we find that 

in the Pāli śloka it has an average occurrence of one-half of a per 

cent., about the same frequency in anuṣṭubh, is sporadic in the epic 

śloka, but in epic anuṣṭubh it forms 8% of the second feet.  

 

T h e  m o s t  c o m m o n  v i p u l ā . The most frequently used second 

foot in Pāli is ⏑−−⏓ [pathyā]. It forms in the Iti-vuttaka, 

Dhammapada and Thera-Therīgāthā about 80%, in the Jātaka about 

70% of the endings of the first pāda. In the epic Sanskrit, it is also 

the prevalent ending, but in anuṣṭubh has but a frequency of one per 

cent. In all four Pāli works this vipulā is used oftenest with the first 

group of openings, or first feet, as shown in the table. The 

percentages of the use of this particular vipulā with the first group 

are Iti-vuttaka 40%, Dhammapada 41%, Thera-Therīgāthā 40%, 

Jātaka 36%.  

 

O t h e r  v i p u l ā s . The next popular vipulā is the form −−−⏓, 

which most commonly follows a third epitrite −−⏑−, in the first 

foot. It is slightly more than half as common as ⏑−−⏓ after this 

opening, in the Iti-vuttaka, and slightly less than half as common in 
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Thera-Therīgāthā and Jātaka, but in the Dhammapada only one-fifth 

as common. This vipulā forms less than one per cent. of the [322] 

second feet in anuṣṭubh, about five per cent. in epic anuṣṭubh, but in 

epic śloka is fairly frequent. As to the vipulā −⏑⏑⏓, it is usually 

preceded by a diiambic or third epitritic opening ⏓−⏑−. The third 

epitrite [−−⏑−] is the more common.  

 

O p e n i n g  f e e t . With regard next to the first feet of the odd 

pādas, there exists much greater freedom than in the second feet. As 

said before, there are sixteen variations, and it is noteworthy that at 

least one example of each is found in the comparatively small 

compass of the Iti-vuttaka. The foot ⏑⏑⏑⏑ does not occur at all in 

the other works, and the varieties −⏑⏑⏑ and ⏑⏑⏑− are not in the 

Dhammapada. 

 

The most common group of first feet in all four works is the first 

group, −−⏑−, −⏑−−, −−−−. Insignificant are differences in the 

four works as to which one of these is the favorite. Thus in Iti-

vuttaka and Thera-Therīgāthā the second epitrite, −⏑−−, is of 

slightly greater frequency, while in Dhammapada and Jātaka the 

third epitrite, −−⏑−, is a little in excess.  

 

The second group of opening feet, ⏑−⏑−, ⏑⏑−−, ⏑−−−, differs 

from the former group in having the initial syllable short, and we 

notice that this difference has a marked effect on the frequency of 

the opening, as is shown by the figures in the table. This preference 

for a long first syllable is much stronger in Iti-vuttaka than in the 

other three works. An interesting contrast may be made here 

between the Pāli śloka and the Vedic anuṣṭubh. In the latter the first 

syllable is anceps, whereas in Pāli, on examining all the sixteen 

varieties of openings, we find that a long first syllable is about twice 

as common as a short.  

 

The next two groups of opening feet agree in having a short fourth 

syllable, and it has already been said that when such is the case, the 

fifth is usually short also.  

 

Lanman, Sanskrit Reader, p. 300, states that in the Sanskrit epic 

śloka, the syllables 2, 3 and 4 in odd pādas may not have the form of 
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an anapæst, ⏑⏑−, or a tribrach, ⏑⏑⏑. In general this is true also in 

Pāli, but it is not invariable, since there are 11 examples of ⏑⏑⏓ for 

the second, third and fourth syllables in the Iti-vuttaka, 13 in 

Dhammapada, 73 in Thera-Therīgāthā, and 47 in Jātaka. 

 

E v e n  P ā d a s .- Turning now from the odd to the even pādas, we at 

once notice a remarkable difference in the character of the second 

foot, since it is here almost invariably of the form ⏑−⏑⏓. In the Iti-

vuttaka among 519 feet, only eight have not this [323] diiambic 

close; these eight verses are 15b, l8d, 20d, 20f, 73b, 75r, 85d, 105b.  

 

The number of hypermetric even pādas is smaller than in odd pādas, 

since there are 12 hypermetric verses in even pādas in Iti-vuttaka as 

compared with 24 in odd pādas. These hypermetric lines will be 

treated later.  

 

The opening foot of the even pādas is variable, although not so 

greatly as the opening foot of the odd pādas. I subjoin an analysis of 

the varieties of third foot in the Iti-vuttaka  

 

Table of third feet, or openings of even pādas. 

 

Group I Group III 

−−−− 110 

−⏑−− 100 

⏑−−− 61 

⏑⏑−− 23 

} 210 

294 

−−⏑⏑ 40 

⏑−⏑⏑ 10  

−⏑⏑⏑ 9 

⏑⏑⏑⏑ 0 
} 59 

} 84 

Group II 

−−−⏑ 51 

−⏑−⏑ 53 

⏑−−⏑ 38 

⏑⏑−⏑ 15 

} 157 

Group IV 

−−⏑− 4 

−⏑⏑− 4 

⏑−⏑− 0 

⏑⏑⏑− 1 

} 9 

 

A comparison of this table with the similar one in Simon’s analysis 

of the other three Pāli works (p. 93), shows that the first group, in 

which all four feet agree in having a long third and fourth syllable, 

contains more than one-half the number of third feet in the Pāli 

śloka. The first syllable is more than twice as often long as short. 
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The second syllable is anceps, with a slight predominance of longs, 

the longs being proportionately more common in the Iti-vuttaka than 

in the other three works.  

 

The second group differs from the first in having the last syllable 

short. There is a preference again here for a long first syllable; the 

second is anceps, the long quantity being more numerous.  

 

When the third and fourth syllables are short, as in group three, the 

second syllable is then long; there are but thirty-three exceptions to 

this rule in all of the four Pāli works combined, a total of 6422 lines.  

 

Certain special rules as regards even pādas may be discovered from 

the above table, as for example the absence of a succession [324] of 

four iambs [⏑−⏑−⏑−⏑−] in the Iti-vuttaka There are, however, 

three instances of this succession of syllables in the Dhammapada; 

twelve in the Thera-Therīgāthā; and twenty-one in the Jātaka. Three 

iambs in succession are also rather uncommon [⏑−⏑−⏑−]; of this 

there are nine instances in the Iti-vuttaka, twelve in the 

Dhammapada, forty-three in the Thera-Therīgāthā, and seventy-one 

in the Jātaka. 

 

In the epic śloka (Lanman, Sanskrit Reader, page 300) syllables 2, 3 

and 4 of even pādas cannot form a tribrach, ⏑⏑⏑, an anapæst, 

⏑⏑−, or amphimacer, −⏑−. Such is not the case in Pāli, since the 

Iti-vuttaka, has nine examples of the tribrach, the Dhammapada 

four, Thera-Therīgāthā eleven, and Jātaka nine; of the anapæst there 

are five examples in Iti-vuttaka, five in Dhammapada, fourteen in 

Thera-Therīgāthā, and seventeen in Jātaka; of the amphimacer there 

are four in Iti-vuttaka, ten in Dhammapada, forty-one in Thera-

Therīgāthā, and seventy five in Jātaka  

 

H y p e r m e t r i c  L i n e s .- A number of the śloka lines in the Iti-

vuttaka are hypermetric [have extra syllables]. In itself this fact is 

not surprising, and the same phenomenon is found in Sanskrit. A 

good treatment of hypermetric verses in Sanskrit is found in 

Hopkins, op. cit. p. 252-261. None of the pādas of the Iti-vuttaka are 

catalectic [have missing syllables], all of the hypermetric verses 

being, therefore, hypercatalectic. While there is usually one extra 
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syllable in lines of this kind, we find four śloka lines of ten and one 

of eleven syllables. As stated before, even pādas are less often 

hypermetric than odd pādas; of the former there are thirteen (18f, 

28l, 29j, 29l, 32f, 42h, 64h, 70h, 75b, 77f, 81f, 99d 112l) and out of 

these thirteen, one line is found three times (32f, 64h, 70h); of the 

latter, the odd pādas, there are twenty-four hypermetric lines (l6c, 

20i, 2li, 29i, 37a, 37g, 61i, 70e, 75e, 75m, 75o, 76y, 76a’, 81a, 85a, 91a, 

91c, 93k, 95i, 99k, 103i, 103s, 106i, 111g; of these 20i and 21i are the 

same). There is one instance (27k) in a passage, probably an 

interpolation, of a hypermetric pāda within a triṣṭubh-jagatī stanza.  

 

As stated above, a line is not treated as hypermetric where the extra 

syllable is due to an epenthetic vowel. For example, such a line as  

 

niccaṁ āraddhaviriyehi (78k)  

 

is scanned −⏑−− ⏑⏑⏑−⏑ I have not counted line 81a  

 

yassa sakkarīyamānassa  

 

as hypermetric, since the second word is most likely a passive [325] 

ppl. of sakkaroti, Sanskrit sat kṛ, where the vowel a in Pāli is 

epenthetic. Similar vowels occur in the Avesta. Another derivative 

of kṛ is found in 103s, where the extra syllable is an epenthetic 

vowel.  

 

A few lines are hypermetric, as Windisch has indicated in his 

introduction, p. viii, because the designation for some particular 

virtue, perhaps, a word of two or more syllables, is contrasted with 

the term for the corresponding vice, of three or more syllables. 

Seven lines (18f, 29i,  29j, 32f, 64h, 70h, 103i) are hypermetric from 

this cause. Thus the line  

 

aḍayhamānena cetasā (29j)  

 

“with uninflamed mind,” refers back to the line  

 

ḍayhamānena cetasā (28j)  
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“with inflamed mind,” in the preceding section.  

 

The fact that a line is hypermetric does not necessarily impugn the 

genuineness of the line. We may take as examples of this the 

following pādas—  

 

dukkhaṁ viharati tādiso (28 l)  

sukkhaṁ viharati tādiso (29 l)  

sukhumaditthivipassakaṁ (81f) 

 

In each of these the regular cadence ⏑−⏑⏓ is present, the first foot 

having an extra syllable; the sense of the passage in each case is 

clear, and the various Mss. are practically identical in the readings of 

each.  

 

A case where a variant reading gives a normal meter is found in 106i  

 

ucchādanena nhāpanena.  

 

This line would have the same sense (“by anointing and by bathing”) 

were we to follow the reading of the Ms. M, namely  

 

ucchādanena nhānena.  

 

E l i s i o n .- Two hypermetric lines have hiatus, and consequently the 

extra syllable may be avoided by supposing elision to have taken 

place; these lines are  

 

appassuto apuññakaro (70e)  

vimutto upadhisaṅkhaye (112 l)  

 

Leaving aside now the above lines in which the extra syllable may be 

accounted for by anacrusis, elision, incorrect reading, or especially 

through contrast of one word in the hypermetric [326] line with a 

word one syllable shorter in another stanza, we have to face the fact 

that there exist some hypermetric lines for which no explanation can 

be given. Such for example are the odd pādas 20i, 27k, 37a, 37g, 61i, 

75e, 75m, 75o, 76a’, 81a, 85a, 91a, 93k, 95i, 99k, 111g, and the even 

pādas 42h, 77f, 99d.  
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Lines of ten syllables are 16c, 91c, both of which are odd pādas; one 

curious line of eleven syllables, an even pāda, occurs at 75b, namely:  

 

na kapaniddhike na vanibbake.  

 

T r i ṣ ṭ u b h  a n d  J a g a t ī .- Of the 112 sections of the Iti-vuttaka 

mentioned in the opening of this paper, 98 were in śloka verse. The 

remaining fourteen are with three exceptions either in triṣṭubh or 

jagatī. The three exceptions are probably later interpolations or 

corruptions of the text, and are written in a mixture of śloka, 

triṣṭubh and jagatī. These are touched upon below. A pleasing 

variety is sometimes produced in triṣṭubh stanzas by the occasional 

introduction of a jagatī verse [line]. This occurs in 38f, 46d, 69c, 69e 

and 84l, while a sporadic triṣṭubh appears occasionally within a 

jagatī stanza, as in 87c and 98c. Alternation of the two meters is 

found in one passage, 47i-h, the first and third lines being in triṣṭubh 

and the second and fourth in jagatī. In the poetical portion of § 100 

we find the first and fourth verses in jagatī and the two intervening 

verses in triṣṭubh.  

 

A metrical examination of 27i-p shows that there is a rhythmical 

irregularity in the passage, as well as textual corruption, as indicated 

by faulty grammar. The stanza in question has seven lines, composed 

respectively in triṣṭubh, jagatī, hypermetric śloka, jagatī, triṣṭubh, 

jagatī, triṣṭubh. As will be seen from the notes on this passage in my 

forthcoming translation of the Iti-vuttaka, several lines are of very 

questionable genuineness, and for that reason none is included in the 

following statistics.  

 

T r i ṣ ṭ u b h .- The commonest triṣṭubh line in epic Sanskrit, as 

pointed out by Hopkins, p. 275, has the form ⏓−⏓− ⏓⏑⏓− ⏑−⏓. 

There are twenty-nine lines of this kind in the Iti-vuttaka The first 

and last syllables are anceps. No example of a long third syllable is 

found; only two lines have a short fifth and only three a long 

seventh. The characteristic scheme of [327] the triṣṭubh verse in the 

Iti-vuttaka is, therefore, ⏓−⏑− −⏑⏑− ⏑−⏓. The caesura is after 

the fourth or fifth syllables, slightly oftener after the former. 

Certain variations from this norm occur, such as  
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38g of the form 

48a “ “ “ 

84h “ “ “ 

38o “ “ “ 

34h “ “ “ 

−−⏑− −−⏑− ⏑−−  
⏑−⏑− −⏑⏑⏑ ⏑−− 

−−⏑− −⏑⏑⏑ ⏑−− 

⏑−⏑⏑ −⏑⏑− ⏑−− 

−−−− −−⏑− ⏑−−. 

 

The last of these lines is remarkable for its succession of six long 

syllables. In this particular case it is to be noted, however, that only 

the best Ms., M, reads ī in the third and sixth syllables; all the other 

Mss. have ĭ. Grammatically the long vowel is required.  

 

The two lines, 38h and 109b— 

 

taṁ ve muniṁ antimadehadhāriṁ 

yokakkhemaṁ āyati patthayāno, 

 

are irregular only in having the fourth syllable short [??]. It is 

possible in Pāli, when the caesura comes after a short syllable as in 

these two lines, for the syllable in question to receive metrical 

lengthening. 

 

Only one triṣṭubh is hypercatalectic  

 

paripuṇṇasekhaṁ apahānadhammaṁ (46a) 

 

in which instance the first syllable may be taken as anacrusis [having 

an extra syllable at the beginning of the line], as the line is normal in 

other regards, although it may be noted that the second part has the 

rare form ⏑⏑⏑−.  

 

The line yo ca satimā nipako jhāyī (34g) may perhaps be treated best 

as a cataleptic triṣṭubh, with the irregular opening of a first pæon, 

−⏑⏑⏑.  

 

J a g a t ī .- Turning next to the jagatī, or line of twelve syllables, we 

find that here, too, the Iti-vuttaka follows a definite metrical 

scheme, which is represented  
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⏓−⏑− −⏑⏑− ⏑−⏑⏓ 

 

Of this type there are twenty-nine. The third and fifth syllables 

might be represented as common, but there is found a very strong 

preference for a short third and a long fifth. Twelve lines are 

different from this norm, or are hypermetric. 

 

C a e s u r a .- The caesura in the jagatī as in the triṣṭubh falls either 

after the fourth or fifth syllable, but the jagatī differs [328] from the 

triṣṭubh in having a preference rather for the caesura to fall after the 

fifth syllable.  

 

It is possible also that in jagatī verse, as mentioned before in treating 

of the triṣṭubh, a short syllable may receive metrical lengthening if 

followed by the caesura, as for example in the line  

 

tayo pana akusale nirākare (87b).  

 

Other instances of a short syllable before a caesura, where the norm 

requires a long one, are found in lines 44c, 47e and 100a.  

 

Two hypercatalectic jagatīs occur, of which the first,  

 

anupādisesā pana samparāyikā (44e) 

 

may be treated as a normal jagatī with anacrusis. The other line, 

however,  

 

nibbānadhātū anissitena tādinā (44b),  

 

even though it has the regular opening and close of a jagatī, contains 

in the middle portion a superfluous long syllable. There is no hint of 

a Ms. corruption, and we have no help from variant readings. Cf. 

Hopkins, p. 287 and p. 468.  
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I r r e g u l a r  j a g a t ī s .- Certain lines in jagatī passages are neither 

normal nor hypercatalectic, as for example,  

 

tesaṁ so attho paramo visujjhati (98g)  

ātāpī bhikkhu nipako jhānalābhī (47j). 

 

In both of these cases also we have no assistance from variant 

readings, and cannot, therefore, allege Ms. corruption as an 

explanation of the metrical difficulty. [Both of these lines have the 

Vedic opening −−−−] 

 

T e x t u a l  c o r r u p t i o n .- There do exist, however, two or three 

stanzas in the Iti-vuttaka in which Ms. corruption is apparent. In 

these few cases, not only is one line irregular, but a longer succession 

of bizarre metrical effects is found. In 47f and g, for example, we 

find  

 

samāhito mudito vippasanno ca 
kālena so sammā dhammaṁ parivīmaṁsamāno, 

 

or substituting the quantities for the words, we have 

 

⏑−⏑− ⏑⏑−− ⏑−−⏑ 

−−⏑− −−−− ⏑⏑−− ⏑−− 

 

These lines are metrically hopeless, and there is no help to be 

obtained from variant readings. Still other passages offering [329] 

metrical difficulty are 38j-o, and 69. The fifth line of the first of 

these passages, viz.  

 

sokāvatiṇṇaṁ janataṁ apetasoko 

 

or giving its quantities  

 

−−⏑− −(⏑⏑)⏑⏑− ⏑−− 

 

might be emended so as to read taṁ instead of janataṁ, by which 

emendation the line would become a regular triṣṭubh. The 

justification of this emendation is strengthened, perhaps, by the 
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occurrence of the same word janataṁ three lines previous. If the 

emendation be allowed, then, the first two lines are in jagatī, the last 

four in triṣṭubh.  

 

In the second of these two passages, viz. 69, a-h, a corruption of the 

text is certain.  

 

yassa rāgo ca doso ca 

avijjā ca virājitā 
so-maṁ samuddaṁ sagahaṁ sarakkhasaṁ, 

ūmibhayaṁ duttaraṁ -accatāri 

saṅgātigo maccujaho nirūpadhi 
pahāsi dukkhaṁ apunabbhavāya 

atthaṅgato so na samānam -eti 

amohayi maccurājan- ti brūmīti. 
 

The first two lines are in śloka, the third is a regular jagatī, the 

fourth is a triṣṭubh with the rare opening −⏑⏑−, the fifth line is a 

regular jagatī, the sixth is a triṣṭubh with the uncommon middle foot 

⏑⏑⏑−, the seventh again a triṣṭubh, and the last one a triṣṭubh of 

the very strange form  

 

⏑−⏑⏑ −⏑−− ⏑−⏓. 

 

C o n c l u s i o n .- Pending a comparative study of the meters of the 

different Pāli works much more far reaching than has yet been 

made, nothing can be said regarding the relative age of stanzas of 

the Iti-vuttaka written in śloka, triṣṭubh, or jagatī.  

 

All three of these meters are much more free than the corresponding 

rhythms in classical Sanskrit, as is to be expected. The śloka has 

changed in a marked degree from the Vedic type, yet it has at the 

same time distinct differences from the epic śloka. It is impossible to 

say whether the Pāli śloka is a direct outcome of Vedic imitation, 

and it is likewise impossible to postulate any connection or rapport 

with the later stages of [330] Sanskrit metrical development, as it 

might well be true that certain metrical preferences, for example, a 

long first syllable, are due to the idiosyncrasies of the language.  
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A more positive result of our analysis is the discovery that the eleven 

and twelve-syllable meters show less variety than the śloka. Each has 

in Pā1i a well-fixed form, with fully as much regularity of syllabic 

quantities as has epic Sanskrit (cf. Hopkins, p. 273-320), if indeed 

there is not even more. But this statement must not be applied to Pāli 

in general until many other works have been analysed. The fact that 

the Iti-vuttaka employs jagatī as often as triṣṭubh might seem to 

point to a late date, but whether this equal occurrence of triṣṭubh and 

jagatī is the result of chance or intention, no one can say.  
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The origins of the āryā metre 
by 

Prof. K.R. Norman1 
 

[Ed: I have expanded most of the abbreviations used in the 

original for ease of reading] 
 

1. Introduction 
 

[203] 1.1. As is well known, the āryā metre is very common in Jaina 

Prakrit texts, and it is perhaps not far off the mark to call it the 

’favourite metre’ of early Jaina authors. When European scholars 

first began to study Jaina texts they were perplexed by the metre, 

with its distinctive ’irregular’ sixth gaṇa (bar) in the second line, and 

much time and effort was devoted, especially by Jacobi,
2
 to 

examining the way in which the metre had developed from the 

earlier tradition of Indian metrics. 

 

1.2. In his study of Tamil poetry,
3
 aimed at defining the cultural 

milieu in which it was composed and the relationship with 

equivalent types of Sanskrit and Middle Indo-Aryan, George L. Hart 

has made an interesting and new suggestion about the way in which 

the āryā metre came into being, completely rejecting the generally 

accepted idea that the āryā metre was developed,
4
 together with 

other gaṇacchandas metres from earlier mātrāchandas metres. He 

points out that when the āryā metre is recited in modern-day 

Mahārāṣṭra, the usual pattern of 4, 4, 4/4, 4, 4, 4, 2//4, 4, 4/4, 4, 1, 4, 

                                                      
1
 from Buddhist Philosophy and Culture (Essays in honour of N.A. 

Jayawickrema), Colombo 1987, pp. 203 - 214, reprinted with the 
permission of the editor Prof. David Kalupahana. 

2
 H. Jacobi, “Über die Entwicklung der indischen Metrik in nachvedischer 

Zeit”, ZDMG 38, 1884, pp. 590-619, and “Zur Kenntniss der Āryā”, ZDMG 

40, 1886, pp. 336-42. 
3
 George L. Hart III, The poems of ancient Tamil: their milieu and their 

Sanskrit counterparts, University of California Press, 1975 (= Hart). 
4
 Hart, p. 206, note 7: “It appears virtually certain that the Pāli 

gaṇacchandas metres must have come from a southern source.” 
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2// is replaced by 4, 4, 4/4, 4, 6, 4//4, 4, 4/4, 4, 6, 1//, i.e. “the sixth 

caturmātra of the first line comes together with the first two mātrās 

of the seventh to make two triplet rhythms that are together given 

the time of a regular caturmātra, while the last caturmātragaṇa of 

the second half absorbs the short syllable before it and one mātrā of 

the long syllable after it to produce a similar unit with two triplet 

rhythms.”
1 This analysis enables Hart to suggest a connection 

between the āryā metre and a number of Tamil metres which are 

made up of feet of either four or six mātrās (metrical instants). 

 

1.3. A number of objections may be levelled against Hart’s 

suggestion. The type of āryā schematized above is the classical form 

of the metre with a long vowel of two mātrās at the end of each line. 

In the form in which the āryā is found in Pāli and Prakrit, the final 

syllable of each line is anceps, i.e. either long or short, so that the 

final gaṇa often has only one mātrā, not two.
2 This means that when 

the ’borrowing’ from gaṇas, which Hart describes, takes place, there 

will be only three mātrās left in the last gaṇa in the first line, and the 

final single mātrā at the end of the second line would disappear 

altogether. 

 

1.4. Another objection to Hart’s suggestion arises from the relative 

chronology of the texts in which the āryā metre occurs. Hart was 

considering only the āryā verses of Hāla’s Sattasāi, which he dated to 

the 2nd or 3rd centuries A.D.,
3 while [204] he dated the Tamil texts 

to the 1st to 3rd centuries A.D.
4 Although he mentions the existence 

of standard āryā verses in Pāli, he rejects Warder’s dating for the 

                                                      
1
 Hart, p. 204. 

2
 There is sometimes a tendency in Jaina texts composed in the āryā metre 

to lengthen the final syllable, e.g. of 3rd singular indicative endings in -ai 
to -aī but since this is also found in the cadence of śloka pādas where such 

lengthening is not required by the metre, it would seem to be a Jaina 
scribal idiosyncracy, and not the result of an attempt to conform to the 
classical āryā pattern. In any case, the lengthening of such particles as 

ca/ya, pi/vi, and ceva seems not to occur. 
3
 Hart, p. 207. 

4
 Hart, p. 9. 
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texts in which they occur,
1
 preferring the 3rd or the 2nd centuries 

B.C., and he maintains that this is late enough for them to have been 

influenced by Tamil.
6 

He makes no reference to āryā verses in Jaina 

texts, and in particular he makes no mention of the earlier form of 

the āryā metre called old gīti,
2 which occurs in a handful of very 

early Prakrit and Pāli texts. He does not discuss the occurrence of 

the veḍha metre
3
 in early prose texts in Prakrit, Pāli, and Buddhist 

Hybrid Sanskrit. 

 

1.5. Already in the old gīti and veḍha metres the acceptance of the 

amphibrach /⏑−⏑/
4
 in certain gaṇas had been standardized. This is 

in contrast to the Tamil metres, where according to Hart the rhythm 

“is not commonly allowed”.
5
 Although he quotes Marr as saying that 

the rhythm is possible,
6
 he does not make it clear whether it occurs 

more frequently than the example(s) he quotes. In any case, it is 

clear that this rhythm is as rare in Tamil poetry as it is common in 

Prakrit. 

 

1.6. It seems clear that we must conclude that the simple hypothesis 

that the āryā metre in Middle Indo-Aryan is borrowed from Tamil 

cannot be upheld, and its origin must be sought elsewhere. I am 

convinced that Hart was able to make his suggestion, ill-founded as I 

believe it to be, because (despite the large amount of work which has 

been done on the problem of the origin of the āryā metre) there is no 

single modern study devoted to the question. The work already done 

tends to be scattered through the pages of journals, and books 

devoted to the study of metre have only a portion devoted to the 

                                                      
1
 Hart, p. 206: “It seems to me that the dates which Warder gives for the 

first use of the new metres in Pāli are much too early.” 
2
 See § 3.l-9 below. 

3
 See § 4.1-6 below. 

4
 I use /⏑/ for a short vowel, /−/ for a long vowel, and /⏓/ for a vowel 

which is anceps (long or short). 
5
 Hart, p. 204, The statement is repeated on p. 206. 

6
 Hart, p. 204, note 5. 
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āryā metre, and are moreover restricted to its occurrence in a single 

language or dialect.
1
 

 

1.7. In this paper, offered in honour of Professor N.A. 

Jayawickrama, I wish to state briefly the facts relating to the āryā 

metre in Middle Indo-Aryan, to put together the views of earlier 

scholars on the matter, and to give further evidence for rejecting 

Hart’s suggestion. I hope that a treatment which aims at referring to 

all the major evidence, albeit very briefly, will help to fill the gap I 

have just mentioned. 

 

2. The mātrāchandas metres 
 

2.1. The Vedic metres seem to be chants, with /− / contrasted with 

/⏑/. In the mātrāchandas and gaṇacchandas metres however, /− / is 

contrasted with /⏑⏑/, which seems to imply a musical basis to the 

metres.
2
 In the absence of any other explanation for this change 

which took place in IA metres at some date after the compilation of 

the Ṛgveda, it seems reasonable to assume that it was due to the 

indigenous peoples of North India, who combined their music with 

the IA metres, and produced what we may call ’folk metres’. 

 

2.2. The mātrāchandas metres seem to show a halfway position 

between the Vedic metres and the gaṇacchandas metres, because the 

licence to substitute /⏑⏑/ for /−/ is restricted to the first half of the 

pāda (= the opening). In the second half (= the cadence) the form is 

fixed to /−⏑−⏑⏓ / (vaitālīya), /−⏑−⏑−⏓/ (aupacchandasaka), or 

/−⏑⏑−⏓/ (vegavatī).
3
 

 

                                                      
1
 e.g. A.K. Warder, Pāli Metre, London 1967 (= Warder), §§ 195-237. 

2
 Warder, §§ 26, 121, 148. 

3
 Warder, § 119. There are a few examples of the alternation between /⏑⏑/ 

and /−/ in the cadence, e.g. Thī 379a; Sn 83c, 371c, 372c, 533b, 536d, 538d 

[Abbreviations of titles of Pāli texts are as in the Epilegomena to Vol. I of 
the Critical Pāli Dictionary (= CPD)]. 
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[205] 2.3. Many authorities agree
1
 that the mātrāchandas metres are 

derived from metres found in the Vedas, with the alternation 

between /−/ and /⏑⏑/ introduced, e.g. an anuṣṭubh pāda 

/−−−−⏑−⏑⏓/ with resolution of the third long syllable into two 

shorts gives the vaitālīya prior pāda /−−⏑⏑−⏑−⏑⏓ /. The 

variation in the length of the opening between the prior and 

posterior pādas of the mātrāchandas metres can also be paralleled in 

the mixed metre verses of the Ṛgveda.
2
 

 

2.4. The mātrāchandas metres in Pāli and Prakrit are found only in 

texts
3
 which, for various reasons, are thought to be old and 

composed at an early state of the Buddhist and Jaina religions, when 

they were still confined to the Magadha region. Warder suggests that 

the name māgadhikā, which is sometimes given to the vaitālīya 

metre, probably implies that the metre was invented in Magadha.
4
 

 

2.5. The Pāli tradition responsible for transmitting texts in 

mātrāchandas metres seems to have been ignorant of those metres, 

and consequently mutilated them badly.
5
 The Jaina knowledge of the 

metres does not seem to have been much better.
6
 This is presumably 

because in both traditions the metres dropped out of use at an early 

date, and knowledge about them disappeared. Knowledge of the 

mātrāchandas metres did, however, remain in North India after 

Buddhism and Jainism moved further afield, and we find texts 

containing mātrāchandas metres in Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit and 

                                                      
1
 See Warder, § 143 foll. 

2
 Warder, § 120. It is noteworthy that, even when verses are made by 

mixing vaitālīya and aupacchandasaka pādas, a prior vaitālīya pāda is 

always followed by a posterior aupacchandasaka pāda. 
3
 See Warder, § 217 for Pāli (Dhp, Ud, Vv, Pv, and A, beside Sn, Th, Thī, 

Cp, Ap, S, Ja, and D). For Ardha-Māgadhī see L. Alsdorf, “Uttarajjhāyā 
Studies”, IIJ VI, p. 111 (Sūyagaḍaṁga, Uttarajjhāyaṇa, and Dasaveyāliya). 

4
 Warder, § 117. 

5
 Warder, §§ 18, 127. 

6
 Alsdorf, IIJ VI, p. 116. 
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classical Sanskrit, although there they have fixed forms, and lack the 

flexibility which we find in Pāli and Prakrit.
1
 

 

3. The old gīti metre 
 

3.1. If a vaitālīya prior pāda is sung in four-beats-to-a-bar time, then 

there are bars (gaṇas) of /−−/,/⏑⏑−/, and /⏑−⏑/, with a syllable 

left over. If a vegavatī prior pāda is sung in a similar way, then there 

are bars of /−−/,/⏑⏑−/, and/⏑⏑−/, with a syllable left over. If an 

aupacchandasaka prior pāda is sung in this way, then the extra 

syllable in the cadence gives another bar of four beats /−−/. 

 

3.2. If the second gaṇa in a vegavatī prior pāda, sung in this way, is 

’syncopated’ from /⏑⏑−/, to /⏑−⏑/, to make a contrast with the 

third gaṇa, which is also /⏑⏑−/, then we can see how the 

gaṇacchandas metres evolved from the mātrāchandas metres,
2
 with 

the amphibrach /⏑−⏑/ already in the second gaṇa. 

 

3.3. If a vegavatī prior pāda is followed by a vegavatī posterior pāda, 

then the additional long syllable (or two short syllables) at the 

beginning of the posterior pāda combine(s) with the syllable left over 

at the end of the prior pāda (as seen in § 3.1) to form a fourth gaṇa, 

while the remainder of the pāda falls into a gaṇa pattern exactly as 

in § 3.1.
3
 A ’syncopated’ gaṇa in the same place in the pāda as 

described in § 3.2 will give another amphibrach in what is now the 

sixth gaṇa:  

/−−/⏑−⏑/⏑⏑−/*//−/−−/⏑−⏑/⏑⏑−/*/. 

                                                      
1
 Warder, § 152. 

2
 Warder (§ 203, 225) follows Jacobi in supposing that the old gīti evolved 

from the vaitālīya, but it seems necessary to assume a development from 

the vegavatī. It is, however, possible that Warder is using the term 

“vaitālīya” to include vegavatī. Since Hart is suggesting an entirely 
different development, it is not surprising that he finds (p. 206 note 7) 

“Warder’s attempt to derive the Pāli gaṇacchandas from what he supposes 
to be an earlier mattachandas ... wholly unconvincing.” 

3
 Alsdorf (IIJ II, p. 252) quotes Jacobi as noting that apart from the initial 

mātrās before the “fifth gaṇa”, the posterior pāda is identical with the 

prior pāda. 
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[206] 3.4. This is precisely the pattern of the old gīti metre. This 

name, which is the one used by Warder,
1
 seems preferable to the 

name ’old āryā’ which was used by Jacobi, and following him by 

Schubring and Alsdorf,
2
 because both lines are the same, as in the 

case of the classical gīti. In this paper I shall follow Warder, even 

when I am quoting the views of the afore-mentioned German 

scholars. 

 

3.5. That this is indeed the origin of the old gīti metre is shown by 

the fact, first pointed out by Jacobi,
3
 and echoed by Alsdorf,

4
 that in 

the old gīti the first syllable of the fourth gaṇa, i.e. the one before 

the caesura, is anceps, which is a certain sign that it was originally 

the last syllable of a pāda. 

 

3.6. When the second half of the line starts with one long or two 

short syllables, after a short syllable at the end of the first half, then 

the fourth gaṇa contains only three mātrās. When we include the 

possibility of the second half of the line starting, exceptionally, with 

a long and a short syllable, or even two long syllables, after a long 

syllable at the end of the first half, we find that the mātrā count of 

the fourth gaṇa can be anything between three and six mātrās. The 

recitation of such a line by the modem Mahārāṣṭra method 

(described in § 1.2) would then, of course, be impossible. This fact 

helps to confirm the incorrectness of Hart’s suggestion. 

 

3.7. Where the first half of the line ends in a short syllable, and the 

second half starts with a long and a short syllable, then we have 

another amphibrach /⏑−⏑/ giving amphibrachs in the second, 

fourth, and sixth gaṇas. As, in the course of time, under the 

influence of the fact that the other gaṇas had four mātrās, the four-

mātrā pattern of the fourth gaṇa became the standard one, then with 

a shift of the position of the caesura we have the classical gīti metre. 

In my examination of the old gīti verses of the eighth chapter of the 

                                                      
1
 Warder, § 198. 

2
 H. Jacobi, ZDMG 38, 1884, p. 596; W. Schubring, Ācārānga-sūtra, Erster 

Śrutaskandha, Leipzig 1910, p. 60; L. Alsdorf, IIJ II, pp. 249 foll. 
3
 Jacobi, ZDMG 38, 1884, p. 596. 

4
 Alsdorf, IIJ II, p. 252. 
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Uttarajjhāyaṇa-sutta,
1
 I showed how in several verses changes could 

be made very simply, metri causa (= m.c.), to give the amphibrach 

pattern. With the standardization of the amphibrach pattern /⏑−⏑/ 

in the second, fourth, and sixth gaṇas, came its exclusion from the 

first, third, fifth, and seventh gaṇas. 

 

3.8. The old gīti metre occurs in three suttas in Ardha-Magadhī
2
 and 

three in Pāli,
3
 and in a handful of individual verses. These suttas and 

verses appear in texts which for various reasons are considered to be 

old,
4
 and to belong to the earliest strata of Buddhist and Jaina texts, 

and we may therefore conclude that like the verses in the 

mātrāchandas metres (§ 2.4) they were probably composed in the 

Magadha region. 

 

3.9. The old gīti metre appears not to exist outside these texts. The 

reason for this must be that it is a transitional stage of the metre. 

Probably its period of greatest use was at a time even before the 

composition of these early Middle Indo-Aryan texts, and it was just 

going out of use when they were composed. The classical gīti metre, 

into which it evolved, was not greatly used, as far as can be judged 

from the extant Middle Indo-Aryan literature.
5
 It was, perhaps, 

somewhere other than Magadha or Mahārāṣṭra, [207] which are the 

regions from which most of our early Middle Indo-Aryan texts 

                                                      
1
 In Mahāvira and his teachings, Bombay 1977, pp. 13-14 (where I called 

the metre “old āryā”). 
2
 For Ardha-Māgadhi see Alsdorf, IIJ II, p. 250 (Āyāraṁga 1.9; 

Sūyagaḍaṁga 1.4; Uttarajjhayaṇa 8); for Pāli see Alsdorf, Die Āryā-

Strophen des Pāli-Kanons, Mainz 1968 (Sn 143-52; 915-34; M I 386). 
3
 For Pāli see Alsdorf, Āryā-Strophen, p. 18 (Ja, Ud); Dr Mette has pointed 

out the existence of eight old gīti verses in the Āvaśyaka-Cūrṇi (“The tales 
belonging to the namaskāra-vyākhyā of the Āvaśyaka-Cūrṇi”, IT XI, 1983, 

pp. 129-44). 
4
 For Sn see M. Winternitz, History of Indian Literature, Vol. II, Calcutta 

1933, pp. 92-93; for M see pp. 46-53; for Āyār. see pp. 435-36: for Sūyag. 

see pp. 438-41; for Utt. see pp. 466-70. 
5
 For the Sattasaī we have: gīti (274), udgīti (598), upagīti (521, 593, 698). 

For Pāli we have: gīti (Th 91; Thī 216, 505), udgīti (Th 359), upagīti (Th 

489, 587, 588, 589, 591). 
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come, where much of the experimentation with the gīti-based metres 

took place, and where the gīti remained in use until classical Sanskrit 

times. 

 

4. The veḍha metre 
 

4.1.  Akin to the gaṇacchandas metres, and considered to lie between 

the old gīti and the classical gīti and āryā metres in date of 

development,
1
 comes the veḍha, a type of rhythmical prose found in 

the very oldest prose texts in Ardha-Māgadhi, Pāli, and Buddhist 

Hybrid Sanskrit,
2
 in the so-called varṇakas.

3
 Winternitz expressed 

doubt as to whether the veḍha was in fact a metre,
4
 but the 

quotations given by Dr Mette
5
 make it clear that the Indian tradition 

did in fact so regard it. 

 

4.2. Jacobi was the first to discover and examine the veḍha,
6
 of 

which he found some hundreds of examples in the Jaina canon. 

According to his investigations, it would seem that a veḍha should 

have an even number of gaṇas, not less than four and extendable to 

                                                      
1
 W. Schubring, Worte Mahāvīras, Göttingen 1926, p. 3, says: “Vorlaufer 

der Āryā ist auch der Veḍha.” 
2
 In the Jaina canon they are found in the Samosaraṇa of the Ovavāiya, 

Jinacariya, Nāyādhammakahāo, Samavāya, Paṇhāvāgaraṇaiṁ, and 

Sūyagaḍa; in non-canonical Prakrit they occur in the Vasudevahiṇḍi; in 
Pāli they occur in the Kuṇālajātaka; in BHS they are found in the 
Lalitavistara and Divyāvadāna. 

3
 Sanskrit varṇaka; Prakrit vaṇṇaya. In Jaina texts they are used especially 

in descriptive compounds, which become stereotyped and are omitted in 
the later canonical texts, the word vaṇṇao being written where the 

compounds are to be inserted. 
4
 M. Winternitz, History of Indian Literature, Vol. II, p. 451 note 1: “veḍha 

is mentioned after gāhā and siloga, but it is not certain whether it here 

means a metre.” 
5
 Adelheid Mette, “Veḍhas in Lalitavistara and Divyāvadāna”, WZKS 

XVII, 1973, p. 31 note 56: veḍho chanda-jāti; veḍhāḥ chando-viśeṣāḥ; 
veḍha tti veśṭakāḥ - chando-viśeṣāḥ. 

6
 H. Jacobi, “Indische Hypermetra und hypermetrische Texte”, Ind. Stud. 

XVII, 1885, pp. 389 foll. 
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28, eight being the favourite number.
1
 Each gaṇa should contain 

four mātrās. Varṇakas which consist of only three gaṇas are, 

according to Jacobi,
2
 remains of longer units. 

 

4.3.  The veḍha, like the old gīti has amphibrachs, but in the odd-

numbered gaṇas, not the even ones. Warder has pointed out
3
 the 

similarity in this respect to the later gurviṇī. If we take an 

aupacchandasaka prior pāda, we have seen above (§ 3.1) that sung to 

a four-beats-to-a-bar time it gives four bars (gaṇas). If such a pāda 

has the opening /⏑⏑−/⏑⏑−/, and we assume ’syncopation’ of the 

first gaṇa from /⏑⏑−/ to /⏑−⏑/ to make a contrast with the second 

gaṇa, which is also /⏑⏑−/, then we have an amphibrach in the first 

gaṇa as well as one in the third, i.e. we have a perfect veḍha on 

Jacobi’s pattern: /⏑−⏑/⏑⏑−/⏑−⏑/−−/. This shows clearly how the 

basic veḍha came into existence. The favourite veḍha of eight gaṇas 

is simply the basic veḍha repeated twice.
4
 

 

4.4.  Sen examined the veḍhas in the Paṇhāvāgaraṇāiṁ, and 

concluded from their form, and from the fact that the classical form 

of the āryā metre was beginning to appear in that text, that they 

represented a later form of the veḍha.
5
 

 

4.5. The veḍha occurs in Pāli in the canonical prose of the Kuṇāla-

jātaka,
6
 and has been investigated by Bollée.

1
 He has pointed out the 

                                                      
1
 Quoted by Warder, § 219. 

2
 Jacobi, Ind. Stud. XVII, p. 393. 

3
 Warder, § 219. 

4
 For the “hypermetric” nature of veḍhas whose gaṇas are not a multiple of 

four, cf. the “rhythm continued” verses in Sn (see PJ II 642, 644). 
5
 Amulyachandra Sen, A critical introduction to the Paṇhāvāgaraṇāiṁ, 

Würzburg 1936, p. 10: “... the weakening of the veḍha rules must be 

supposed to separate our text from the ’classical’ veḍha epoch ... the 
occurrence of a few instances of Gāthā [= āryā] brings our text to so late a 

stage in the veḍha epoch as to synchronize with the beginning of the last 

stratum of metrical composition [i.e. those texts in which Gāthā (āryā) of 
the common form predominates]”. 

6
 V. Trenckner (Mil 426 ad 205,10) seems to have been the first to notice 

canonical prose in the Kuṇālajātaka (the only Jātaka in which prose 
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existence of several veḍhas there with odd numbers of gaṇas, up to 

17 in number, which goes against Jacobi’s findings that they should 

consist of an even number of gaṇas. Some of the 18 veḍhas which 

occur in that text lack the first gaṇa,
2
 i.e. the amphibrach /⏑−⏑/ is 

in the even gaṇas. This may be due to corruption. As Bollée points 

out,
3
 it is no wonder that the varṇakas, being in a more obscure 

metre than the āryā, were liable to corruption and addition. Since 

the varṇaka is used in the Kuṇāla-jātaka for stereotyped descriptions 

of flowers, trees, etc., it would not be surprising if other names and 

attributes were inserted
4
 into the compounds by those who did not 

realise that they were metrical. 

 

[208] 4.6. On the other hand, it is not impossible that the Pāli veḍhas 

may represent a genuine variety of the standard veḍha with 

amphibrachs in the even, not the odd, gaṇas, and which therefore 

stands to the standard veḍha in just the same way as the āryā stands 

to the gurviṇī. Possibly, however, they represent a later development. 

Bollée points out
5
 other examples of metrical licence not found in 

the Ardha-Māgadhī veḍhas, which supports the view that the Pāli 

form of the veḍha is slightly later than the Ardha-Māgadhī form. 

 

                                                                                                                     
occurs). H. Oldenberg also refers to the fact (JPTS 1910-12, p. 26 note 3), 
without acknowledgement to Trenckner. E. Leumann seems to have been 

the first to notice veḍhas in the Kuṇālajātaka, probably in 1910, although 
his observation was not published until 1934 (Übersicht über die 

Āvaśyaka-Literatur, Hamburg 1934, p. 4 note *). Warder does not refer to 

veḍhas in Pāli. 
1
 WB Bollée, Kuṇāla-jātaka, London 1970 (= Bollée), pp. 169-72. 

2
 Vedhas, no. 3, 4, 5, and 18 in Bollée’s list. 

3
 Bollée, p. 167. 

4
 Bollée, p. 168. 

5
 Bollée, p. 168. 
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5. The āryā metre in Pāli. 
 

5.1. It is generally agreed
1
 that there was an historical development 

from the old gīti to the classical form of the metre. As Alsdorf 

states,
2
 the classical gīti orginated from the coalescence of the two 

(originally separate) pādas of the old gīti, combined with a shift of 

the caesura. Some trace of the older caesura position is perhaps to be 

seen in those āryā verses which do not have the caesura at the end of 

the third gaṇa, in which case the fourth gaṇa is (almost) invariably 

/⏑−⏑/ or /⏑⏑⏑⏑/.
3
 The other gaṇacchandas metres, including the 

āryā with its truncated second line, were derived from the classical 

gīti by introducing various types of ’syncopation’ and/or rest towards 

the end of the line.
4
 

 

5.2. Further evidence for the belief that the old gīti, by way of the 

classical gīti, is the origin of the gaṇacchandas metres is given by the 

fact, pointed out by Warder,
5
 that six of the nine classical 

gaṇacchandas metres have gīti as part of their name. The fact that 

their names are derived from gīti suggests that the metres themselves 

were derived from the gīti metre. 

 

5.3. Hart, however, suggests
6
 that by the time the āryā and gīti 

metres appeared in Pāli, Pāli literature had been exposed to Southern 

elements in Central India, and perhaps in Ceylon as well.  

                                                      
1
 Warder, § 227, quoting Jacobi. 

2
 Alsdorf, IIJ, II p. 252. 

3
 Alsdorf, Thera- and Therī-gāthā, 2nd edition, London 1966, Appendix II, 

p. 234. 
4
 Warder, (§ 228) rejects the idea of a musical “rest” in favour of 

syncopation. 
5
 Warder, § 203. 

6
 Hart, p. 207. 
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He is able to make such a suggestion because, as stated above (§ 1.4), 

he reject’s Warder’s dating of the new metres to the 5th and 4th 

centuries B.C.,
1
 and favours dates in the 3rd or 2nd centuries B.C. at 

the earliest.
2
 

 

5.4. It has already been stated (§ 3.8) that the old gīti metre occurs in 

Pāli only in old texts, which can be dated much earlier than the 3rd 

or 2nd centuries B.C., and can reasonably be assumed to have been 

composed in the Magadha region. Even verses in the classical form 

of the āryā metre occur in texts which can be assumed to have been 

composed before the time of the Third Council,
3
 which took place c. 

250 B.C. during the reign of Aśoka. There is, in fact, abundant 

evidence that the gaṇacchandas metres were not in general use in 

Pāli outside Magadha. 

 

5.5. It is clear that the knowledge and understanding of the old and 

classical forms of the gīti and āryā metres were lost at a 

comparatively early date. The total number of verses in 

gaṇacchandas metres in Pāli is about 450,
4
 and there is a tendency 

for them to be corrupted into the śloka metre, which was the more 

common metre [209] in later Pāli texts. This tendency was aided by 

the fact that some pādas can be scanned as both gaṇacchandas and 

śloka, as Alsdorf notes.
5
 There was, however, no tendency for śloka 

pādas to be corrupted into gaṇacchandas pādas. 

 

5.6. As Alsdorf states,
6
 the āryā metre fell into disuse in Pāli after 

the ’emigration’ of the language from India to Ceylon. The only 

examples of āryā verses known to me in pre-sixth century A.D. non-

canonical Pāli are in texts which are probably to be regarded as of 

                                                      
1
 A.K. Warder, /ntroduction to Pali, London 1963, p. 358. 

2
 Hart, p. 207. 

3
 See Norman, EV1, London 1969, pp. xxvii-xxix, and EV11, London 1971, 

pp. xxvii-xxxi.  
4
 Alsdorf, Thera- and Therī-gāthā, 2nd edition, London 1966, Appendix II, 

p.233. 
5
 ibid., p. 234. 

6
 ibid., p. 233. 
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North Indian origin or authorship, e.g. there are āryā verses in the 

Netti-pakaraṇa,
1
 and the introductions and conclusions by 

Buddhaghosa to his commentaries are also in the āryā metre.
2
 

 

6. The āryā metre in Prakrit 
 

6.1. As in the case of Pāli, the development from the old gīti to the 

later form of the metre must have taken place early on in Prakrit, 

for the classical form of the āryā metre is already found in the oldest 

texts of the Jaina canon.
3
 The Uttarajjhāyaṇa-sutta has over 100 

āryā verses, although some may be later interpolations,
4
 and the 

nijjuttis (some of which are regarded as canonical) are almost 

entirely in the āryā metre. Whereas the use of the āryā metre in Pāli 

ceased when Buddhism migrated from Magadha, there was no break 

in the Jaina tradition, and the āryā metre became the favourite 

metre of Jaina authors. 

 

6.2. The metre was also used in Hāla’s Sattasaī, a secular text in 

Mahārāṣṭrī. Hart, as stated above (§ 1.4), dates this text to the 2nd or 

3rd centuries A.D.,
5
 but I see no reason for not dating, at least some 

portions of it, to an earlier date. I see no cause to reject a theory than 

an anthology was made by a king called Hāla in the 2nd century 

A.D., but the date of the collection has no bearing upon the date of 

the composition of individual verses, except for those which are 

ascribed to the compiler of the anthology himself. The linguistic 

evidence which has been used to date the material is by no means as 

conclusive as some scholars have thought. Keith
6
 placed most 

emphasis upon the weakening of consonants in the Sattasaī (i.e. the 

development to -y-), and claimed that this could not have happened 

                                                      
1
 Nett 1-5 (pointed out by Leumann, according to Nett pp. xxii foll.). The 

text is probably Northern according to Ñāṇamoli (The Guide, London 

1962, p. xxviii). 
2
 e.g. Sv 1-2; Ps I 1-2; V 109-10; Spk 11-2; III 308; Mp I 1-3; V 98-99. 

3
 W. Schubring, Worte Mahāvīras, Göttingen 1926, p. 3. 

4
 L. Alsdorf, The Āryā stanzas of the Uttarajjhāyā, Mainz 1966, pp. 5-8. 

5
 Hart, p. 207. 

6
 A.B. Keith, History of Sanskrit Literature, London 1928, p. 224. 
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until A.D. 200. According to Mehendale,
1
 however, the change 

occurs in inscriptions of the 1st century B.C. There is now evidence 

that it occurred in pre-Pāli Prakrit,
2
 and so the linguistic evidence 

could support an origin as early as the 3rd century B.C. 

 

6.3. The āryā metre was widely used at a later date in Mahārāṣṭra by 

Jaina authors, and were it not for the existence of the Sattasaī it 

would seem probable that the knowledge of the metre was brought 

with Jainism to that country from Magadha. The earlier, however, 

we date the Sattasaī the less likely it is that this was so, and we must 

consider other possibilities. Clearly the metre could have developed 

independently in the two countries, or it could have originated in 

Mahārāṣṭra and thence been taken to Magadha, or it could have 

originated in a third country and been introduced into both from 

there. 

 

7. Conclusions 
 

[210] 7.1. We must assume that when the Indo-Aryans entered India 

from the North-West at some time in the second millenium B.C., 

they found North India populated by peoples who spoke Dravidian 

languages. As the Indo-Aryans conquered the country, and imposed 

their language upon the subject peoples, certain aspects of the 

Dravidian languages and culture inevitably remained and left their 

mark upon the invaders. It is to this Northern Dravidian influence
3
 

that we can ascribe the Dravidian words which we find in early 

Sanskrit, rather than to borrowing by the Indo-Aryans from the 

Dravidians whom they found as their southern neighbours in 

classical times.
4
 

                                                      
1
 M.A. Mehendale, Historical grammar of inscriptional Prakrits, Poona 

1948, 

pp. 210-13. 
2
 See K.R. Norman, “Four etymologies from the Sabhiya-sutta, § 7.1, in 

Buddhist Studies in honour of Walpola Rahula, London 1980, and Lüders, 

Beob., §§ 88-115. 
3
 T. Burrow, “Sanskrit and the pre-Aryan tribes and languages”, in 

Collected papers on Dravidian linguistics, Annamalainagar 1968, p. 325. 
4
 ibid., p. 326. 
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Thai7.2. Among the cultural influences, which the Indo-Aryans 

adopted from the Dravidian sub-strate they absorbed within 

themselves, were music and metre. The imposition of the 

brahmanical religion upon the subjected peoples led to their 

knowledge of Vedic metres, but their tendency to sing rather than to 

chant, and to make use of musical syncopation, led to a flexibility 

being introduced into the old Vedic metres in a way which 

completely transformed them. 

 

7.3. Under the influence of the indigenous music which allowed an 

alternation of /⏑/ and /⏑⏑/, the Vedic metres developed into the 

mātrāchandas metres. The same music, with four beats to a bar, led 

to the division of the newly developed mātrāchandas metres into 

bars with four beats in each (gaṇas), some of which could be varied 

considerably in form, while others (sometimes the odd bars, and 

sometimes the even ones), were much more restricted in form. 

Certain patterns of these bars gave the form of the old gīti metre. 

From this developed the classical gīti, from which came the āryā 

metre. 

 

7.4. In the gaṇacchandas metres which we find in the earliest Pāli 

and Prakrit texts available to us, which we can confidently date to 

the earliest period of Buddhism and Jainism, i.e. the 5th and 4th 

centuries B.C., and locate in Magadha, we find that the use of the 

amphibrach /⏑−⏑/ was already established in fixed positions. This 

must rule out any direct connection with the Tamil metres, where the 

use of amphibrachs is very limited, as we have seen above (§ 1.5). 

 

7.5. Although our evidence for the early use of the āryā metre is 

virtually confined to Magadha (Pāli and Ardha-Māgadhī) and 

Mahārāṣṭra (the Sattasaī), it is not necessary to assume that the āryā 

metre was evolved in one or other of these two countries and then 

carried to the other. Whichever way the movement went, it is clear 

that the metre must have been known in the areas between the two 

regions. This opens up the possibility that the place of origin of the 

metre could have been in some third place. 

 

7.6. If we assume that the development just described (§ 7.3) was 

centred upon an area somewhere between Magadha and Mahārāṣṭra, 
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then we can assume that the metres were carried eastwards and 

westwards, probably by travelling folk musicians [211] who used the 

metres for secular purposes. When the metres reached Magadha and 

Mahārāṣṭra, the period of experimentation in their use was nearly 

over, and in their early forms (old gīti and veḍha) they did not find 

great favour. There are only limited traces of the old gīti metre in 

texts derivable from Magadha, as stated above (§ 3.8), and no 

example of the metre is found in texts from Mahārāṣṭra. Even the 

mātrāchandas metres upon which the gaṇacchandas metres were 

based did not prove very popular in those areas. There are only 

limited traces in texts from Magahda, and none in those from 

Mahārāṣṭra. 

 

7.7. It seems likely that the experimentation which led to the later 

forms of the gaṇacchandas metres, including the classical gīti, also 

took place outside Magadha and Mahārāṣṭra, for as stated above (§ 

3.9), the gīti and allied metres, except for the āryā, are rare in both 

Pāli and Prakrit. Nevertheless these metres remained in use 

somewhere outside the two regions, and were used again much later 

in classical Sanskrit. 

 

7.8. The āryā metre won the battle to be the most popular 

gaṇacchandas metre. It could, by coincidence, have done this 

independently in both Magadha and Mahārāṣṭra, but it seems likely 

that it won the battle outside these two areas, and was carried into 

both of them. It arrived in Magadha in time to be adopted by both 

the Buddhists and the Jains, probably because it was a folk metre, 

which therefore appealed to both religions because it represented a 

rejection of the brahmanical metres, just as they favoured non-

brahmanical Middle Indo-Aryan dialects rather than the 

brahmanical Sanskrit. 

 

7.9. The Buddhists adopted the āryā metre just before they closed 

their canon and took it to Ceylon. They had not had sufficient 

experience of the metre before they left for it to have become part of 

their literary tradition, and they consequently made no further use 

of it, with the exception of the texts mentioned above (§ 5.6). The 

Jains remained in North India, adopted the āryā metre and made 

great use of it. 
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7.10. The āryā metre arrived in Mahārāṣṭra in time for it to have 

become the dominant metre for secular poetry long before the 

Sattasaī was compiled, which accounts for the almost complete 

exclusion of other metres from that text. 

 

7.11. Although in the first section of this paper I rejected Hart’s 

suggestion about the origin of the āryā metre from Tamil metres as 

being untenable, it is nevertheless clear that some indigenous 

(Dravidian) influence played a part in its origin. Perhaps the 

difference of our views can be summed up by saying that by Hart’s 

thesis the relationship between the gaṇacchandas metres and the 

Tamil metres would be that of mother and daughter (or perhaps of 

sisters); by my reckoning they are no more than very distant cousins. 
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Journal of the American Oriental Society 66, 1946, pp. 197-206) 

 

Note to the Electronic Edition  
 

Some additions have been made for the electronic edition, 

they have been placed inside curly brackets {}.  

These include the Headings, the original page numbers, and a 

repetition of the rules at the beginning of the examples which 

exemplify them, so as to make reference to the rule easier. 

 
All other material given in round () and square [] brackets, is the 

Author’s own. 

 
Edgerton’s only footnote gave a list of abbreviations and a 

bibliography, which is reproduced just below for convenience. 

Some of the abbreviations and quotations have been regularly spelt 
out in the electronic version, and so they are omitted from the list as 

given here. 

 
Note that Edgerton’s vocabulary sometimes differs from that used 

elsewhere on this website, most notably in calling syllables short and 

long metrically, whereas we prefer to refer to them as being light or 
heavy. The first few times this occurs in the text I note it, but not 

thereafter. 
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{Abbreviations and Bibliography} 
 

(note that all references are to page and line of editions cited, except 

as stated under Bhad and Samādh below): 

 

AbhBAW = Abhandlungen der Bayerischen der Wissenschaften 

Bhad = Bhadracarī, edited Watanabe, Leipzig, 1912 (referred to by 

stanza number) 

BHS = Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit 

Dbh.g = The Gāthās of the Daśabhūmika-Sūtra, edited Rahder and 

Susa, Eastern Buddhist 5.337-359 and 6.51-84 (reprinted with 

pagination 1 - 58; I cite first the pagination of the reprint, then in 

parenthesis that of the original) 

Divy = Divyāvadāna, edited Cowell and Neil, Cambridge, 1886 

Geiger = W. Geiger, Pali, Strassburg, 1916 

Gv = Gaṇḍavyūha, edited by Susuki and Idzumi, Kyoto, 1934 + 

IF = Indogermanische Forschungen 

KP = Kāśyapa Parivarta, edited Staël-Holstein, Shanghai, 1926 

Laṅk = Laṅkāvatāra Sūtra, edited Nanjio, Kyoto, 1923 

LV = Lalita Vistara, edited Lefmann (lefm.), Halle, 1902 (sometimes 

also Calc = Lalitavistara, edited Rajendralala Mitra, Calcutta, 

1877) 

Mmk = Ārya-Mañjuśrīmūlakalpa, edited Gaṇapati Sastri, 3 vol., 

Trivandrum, 1920-5 

Mv = Mahāvastu, edited Senart, 3 vols., Paris, 1882-97 

Pischel = R. Pischel, Grammatik der Prakrit-Sprachen, Strasburg, 

1900 

RP = Rāṣṭrapālaparipṛcchā, edited Finot, St. Petersburg, 1901 

Samādh, followed by two simple numbers, = chapter (8, 19, 22) and 

section or verse of K. Régamey, Three chapters from the 

Samādhirājasūtra, Warsaw, 1938; Samādh, followed by ‘p.—l.—’ 

= (page and line of) Samādhirājasūtra, edited Das & 

Vidyābhūsan, Calcutta, 1896 

SBE = Sacred Books of the East 

Śikṣ = Śikṣāsamuccaya, edited Bendall, St. Petersburg, 1897 

SP = Saddharmapuṇḍarīka, edited Kern and Nanjio (= KN), St. 

Petersburg, 1912 (occasional citations from WT = edited 

Wogihara and Tsuchida, Tokyo, 1934) 

Sukh = Sukhāvatīvyūha, edited Müller and Nanjio, Oxford, 1883 
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Suv = Suvarṇabhāsottamasūtra, edited Nobel, Leipzip, 1937 

Wackernagel = J. Wackernagel, Altindische Grammatik 

Weller = F. Weller, Uber die Prosa des Lalita Vistara, Leipzig, 1915 

 

{Preliminary Considerations} 
 

[197] 1. The meter of Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit verses throws a flood 

of light on the phonology of the language, and must therefore be 

carefully analyzed. Unfortunately it has always been misunderstood. 

Even [198] the scholars who have come closest to understanding it 

have distorted the facts by introducing irrelevant considerations. For 

example, Kern and Nanjio (SP Preface xi) assert: ‘Regularly there is 

a secondary pause after the fourth or fifth foot [read ‘syllable,’ of 

triṣṭubh-jagatī pādas] ...; before the pause a short syllable has the 

value of a long one.’ And Watanabe, Bhad 26: ‘die einam Iktus 

vorangehende Silbe verliert leicht etwas an Dauer,’ i.e. may be 

treated as short, even tho long. There is absolutely no truth in either 

of these assertions. I shall henceforth ignore all previous discussions, 

none of which have much importance, and merely state what seem to 

me the principles governing the meter, in their relation to phonology 

and to the orthography actually found in our texts. 

 

2. These matters were first set forth (very briefly) by me in an article 

entitled ‘The Meter of the Saddharmapuṇḍarīka,’ in the Kuppuswami 

Sastri Commemoration Volume [Madras, 1936], pp. 39-45. 

Everything there stated applies in principle to all BHS verses, except 

that many meters occur in other texts which are not found in SP. 

 

3. For the most part, BHS meters are quantitive, as are most classical 

Sanskrit meters. Fixed successions of long and short syllables {i.e. 

light and heavy syllables} are required in them, to approximately the 

same extent as in Sanskrit. In so far as such schemes apply, they 

apply rigidly. There are, I believe, no exceptions. Seeming 

exceptions are due either (1) to orthographic habits which 

misrepresent the actual pronunciation (somewhat in the tradition of 

Vedic verses), or (2) to corruptions in the tradition as found in our 

manuscripts and editions. 
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4. In spite of the obvious corruptions which distort all known 

manscripts of our texts, it is generally possible without emendation 

to eliminate the second class of seeming exceptions, in the case of 

texts for which several manuscripts are available. In other words, the 

correct reading is, in the overwhelming majority of cases, found in 

some manuscript of most texts, when the readings of several 

manuscripts are reported. Unfortunately all the editors, even the 

best, have so uniformly misunderstood the metrical prionciples 

involved that their editions need to be constantly corrected from 

their critical notes. 

 

5. It must be added that the Mahāvastu tradition is unique in the 

extreme corruption of its manscripts. This is clearly recognized by 

its editor, Senart, in his Preface, i.ix. With a conscientious fidelity 

which we must acknowledge with appreciation, Senart records the 

exact readings of all six of his manuscripts as far as i.193.12, and 

after that of the two which he found the best and most 

representative. They are all so desparately (and in large measure 

uniformly) corrupt that it is quite pardonable that Senart failed to 

understand from them the principles of the meter, which can really 

be proved only from other texts. Once these principles are thus 

established, it does indeed become possible often to correct Senart’s 

text by restoring the readings of his manuscripts, or some of them, as 

quoted in his notes. But very often this is not the case, and the text of 

Mv must either be emended, or at least recognized as corrupt, far 

more than is true of any other text for which we have a reasonably 

responsible edition with critical apparatus. 

 

6. We revert now to the first class of seeming exceptions to metrical 

regularity, those in which the traditional orthography clearly 

misrepresents the pronunciation. 

 

7. By far the most important of these is the writing, as in Sanskrit, 

with intial consonant clusters of words which were evidently 

pronounced in Middle Indic fashion, with single initial consonants. 

This is so obvious that it could not escape, and has not escaped, the 

attention of any serious observer of the language. No one could read 

more than a few verses of any of the earlier BHS texts (such late 

texts as the Divyāvadāna require further study; the Divyāvadāna as 
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printed in inconsistent and cannot be regarded as clear) without 

recognizing many such cases. No precise and correct formulation 

and interpretation of the facts has, however, been made. 

 

8. This is not the only, tho it is the most obvious and omnipresent, 

way in which the usual orthography of our BHS manscripts and 

editions misleads us as to the actual pronunciation. Others will 

appear in the statement of the metrical structure to which we now 

proceed. It must be understood that the rules about to be stated relate 

to actual pronunciation, not necessarliy to conventional 

orthography. But when the latter is different, this fact will be made 

clear. 

 

9. As stated above, most BHS metrical units contain rigidly fixed 

successions of long and short [199] syllables. The most important 

exception (a partial exception, as in Sanskrit) is the anuṣṭubh or 

śloka. Also, the first syllable of the triṣṭubh-jagatī pāda may be 

either long or short. The āryā and its varieties, as in Sanskrit, are 

based on a count of morae (grouped in units of four), not of long and 

short syllables. And occassionally, in some texts (notably LV), we 

find other (Prakritic) meters based on a count of morae. Not all of 

these are clear in structure. 

 

10. With certain minor restrictions, two short syllables may be 

substituted for a long; and conversely, in some meters (but not in the 

triṣṭubh-jagatī, at least normally), a long for two shorts (§36). 

 

11. With a few exceptions of the sort just indicated, I think that it 

can reasonably be asserted that BHS verses, as originally composed, 

permitted no exceptions whatever to the quantitively fixed scheme 

of meters. 

 

12. This is, of course, equally true of Sanskrit metrics. But in the 

means adopted to apply this principle, BHS differs radically from 

Sanskrit. 
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{General Rules} 
 

13. The general facts of BHS phonology and metrics, in so far as 

their relation to each other seems to me interesting and important, 

will now be briefly stated, in the part of the article ending with §35. 

Examples, so far as seems necessary, will be given later §§36-77. 

Statements on the orthography of our texts, and its relation to actual 

pronunciation, will also, for the most part, be posponed to the later 

place. Cross references will be provided between the two parts. 

 

14. It is virtually certain that, as in Middle Indic, clusters of more 

than two consonants did not exist, at least in normal pronunciation. 

(§§37, 38) 

 

15. At the beginning of a word, not more than one consonant could 

precede the first vowel. (§§39-47) 

 

16. A (two-consonant) cluster was always divided, the first consonant 

belonging to the preceding syllable. 

 

17. A single consonant always belonged to the following syllable—

except anusvāra, if this be considered a ‘consonant’ (see presently). 

 

18. A syllable that ends on a consonant is closed. In practice this 

means a syllable in which the vowel in followed by two consonants 

(or a double consonant). (§48) 

 

19. A syllable containing a nasalised vowel (or, a vowel followed by 

anusvāra, which in BHS means the same thing) is also closed, even if 

a vowel follows it. (§§49-52) 

 

20. All closed syllables, and all open syllables ending in long vowels, 

are long {heavy}. 

 

21. All open syllables ending in short vowels are short {light}. 

 

22. Contrary to standard Sanskrit usage, the metrically required 

quantity of a syllable may be, and very commonly is, provided by 

phonetic alterations which never, or rarely, occur in prose. 
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23. Such alterations are specially common at the end of words. In 

general, the constituent parts of a compound word, particularly a 

noun compound, count, or at least may count, as separate ‘words’ in 

this connexion. (§§43-47) 

 

24. Most commonly, when the last syllable of a word is required to 

be long, a short final vowel is replaced by a long. So a is replaced by 

ā, or by o; i by ī or (perhaps) e; u by ū or o. (§§53-61) 

 

25. Instead of lengthening of the final vowel, doubling of a following 

initial consonant may be used as a means of lengthening the final 

syllable. (§62) 

 

26. Or, thirdly, the final short vowel may be nasalized, with the same 

effect. (§63) 

 

27. The reverse of all three of these processes may be employed to 

shorten a final syllable which is prose would be long (always or 

usually), but which is required to be short by the meter. 

 

28. So a naturally long vowel may be shortened metri causa: ā is 

reduced to a, ī to i, ū to u, e to i, o (which frequently represents 

Sanskrit -as) to u or a, and even au to u. Sometimes, but rarely, e and 

o are written in final position where the syllable is short; they may 

then have been pronounced as short e and o, or perhaps as i and u 

respectively. (§§64-68) 

 

29. Or a word-final  consonant is dropped. Cf. (13) §§18 and 48. In 

the prose of most texts, a final consonant of Sanskrit is regularly 

written. In verses there is less consistency; but in the middle of a 

pāda, before a word beginning in a consonant, a final Sanskrit 

consonant is regularly written if the syllable is required by meter to 

be long. The manuscripts [200] and editions usually observe the rules 

of Sanskrit consonantal sandhi. Perhaps what was actually 

pronounced was a consonant assimilated in Middle Indic fashion (as 

if internally) to the following intial consonant. But if the syllable is 

metrically short, the final consonant is dropped (and the vowel 

before it, if long, is shortened). (§69) 
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30. Or, when a short syllable is required, a final nasal consonant may 

be dropped (with shortening of the vowel if it was long); or a final 

nasal vowel denasalized. (§70) 

 

31. Generally speaking, all the above phonetic alterations may occur 

also in the interior of a word. (A ‘word’ here is defined as including, 

potentially at least, a constituent part of a compound word; §§45-47.) 

But they are much less common there. 

 

32. Lengthening and shortening of internal vowels m.c. is not rare. 

(§§71,72) 

 

33. But no nasal vowel (anusvāra) occurs before another vowel in the 

interior of a word. 

 

34. Also: it is true that before consonants in the middle as well as at 

the end of a word, nasal vowel or short vowel plus anusvāra (or, plus 

nasal consonant of the class of the following consonant) varies freely 

with short unnasalized vowel plus consonant cluster (and at least 

could vary with long vowel, in theory). These alternations are 

however relatively infrequent. Furthermore, no syllabic quantitative 

difference is involved, and meter therefore plays no role. And 

otherwise there is hardly any variation between nasalisation and 

lack of it, internally. In short, this alternation seems rarely, if at all, 

to be employed for metrical convenience internally, but only, or 

almost only, in final-initial juncture. (§73) 

 

35. Both doubling of single consonants and its converse, reduction of 

clusters to single consonants (presumably thru an intermediate stage 

of Middle Indic assimilation between the consonants), occur in the 

middle of a word, but much more rarely than in final-initial 

juncture. These alterations are utilized for metrical convenience, but 

appear to be not invariably conditioned thereby. (§§74-77) 
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{Examples} 
 

36. (On §10. {With certain minor restrictions, two short syllables may 

be substituted for a long; and conversely, in some meters (but not in 

the triṣṭubh-jagatī, at least normally), a long for two shorts}) The 

scheme of the triṣṭubh is ⏓−⏑−−⏑⏑−⏑−× ; the jagatī is like it 

with substitution of ⏑× for the final × {i.e. ⏓−⏑−−⏑⏑−⏑−⏑×}. 

Two shorts may be substituted for the first (optionally long) syllable; 

also for the fourth or fifth, but never for the second, eighth, or tenth 

(at least in SP, and I believe the same is true in all normal BHS 

triṣṭubh-jagatī). The substitution is much commoner in the first 

syllable than in the fourth or fifth; 67 cases, against 10 in the fourth 

and 4 in the fifth, in SP Chapter 3 (143 stanzas, 572 pādas). In most 

of the more elaborate meters of LV, two shorts seem to be rather 

generally allowed to replace any long, and much more rarely a long 

may replace two shorts. This is also the usual practice in all the older 

BHS texts (as to Divyāvadāna cf. §7 {the Divyāvadāna as printed in 

inconsistent and cannot be regarded as clear}). 

 

37. (On §14. {It is virtually certain that, as in Middle Indic, clusters 

of more than two consonants did not exist, at least in normal 
pronunciation.}) The writing of three-consonant clusters, tho quite 

common in the manuscripts and editions, is doubtless merely 

artificial, an imitation of Sanskrit orthography. Occasionally 

Sanskrit clusters of more than two consonants are simplified in 

spelling. In Mv ii.249.16 the manuscripts present a form of 

*utspharati as utphāritvā or uṣphāritvā (Senart reads upphāritvā). 

Mv i.15.10 has maccha for matsya. For the Sanskrit root bharts-, 

BHS repeatedly writes bhats-; for Sanskrit vardhra, it writes vadhra 

(recorded also in Sanskrit) and vaddha; for ucchraya-, it writes 

ucche-; for yantra and yantrita, it writes janta and jantita; for 

prakṣveḍ-, prakṣeḍ-; etc.  

 

38. But more important is the indirect evidence. Since not more than 

one consonant could begin a word (§15), it is reasonable to infer that 

not more than two could form an internal cluster. Moreover, 

epenthetic vowels are rather frequently used to separate even two-

consonant clusters, as in Middle Indic; ratana for ratna (very 

common), turiya for tūrya, etc.  
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39. (On §15. {At the beginning of a word, not more than one 

consonant could precede the first vowel.}) The orthography of the 

manuscripts and editions only rarely accords with this, as in tharu = 

tsaru Mv ii.74.3; cavati, cuti = cyavati, cyuti Mv iii.42.18; Gv 230.25, 

etc.; koḍa = kroḍa SP 95.3 (kr- in one manuscript); piyāla = priyāla 

Mv ii.60.16 etc.; paṇidhī = praṇidhī LV 163.16; payyaka (Pali 

identical) = *prāryaka Mv ii.426.16, and others. 

 

40. Usually initial consonant clusters are written as in Sanskrit. But 

this is merely conventionalized orthography, in imitation of 

Sanskrit. This is proved by the meter. If the preceding syllable ends 

in a short vowel, that syllable is metrically short, regardless of the 

number of consonants written at the beginning of the following 

word: ca kṣetraṁ SP 9.2; prārthenti jñānaṁ 11.8; ca sparśayitvā 12.4, 

etc. (the syllables ca, -ti, ca are [201] short). In the first chapter of SP 

(100 stanzas) and in the Bhadracarī (65 stanzas) I have counted 67 

such cases (not including compounds, see below). 

 

41. In some of these the vowel of the preceding syllable is shortened 

metri causa (§28 {So a naturally long vowel may be shortened metri 

causa: ā is reduced to a, ī to i, ū to u, e to i, o (which frequently 
represents Sanskrit -as) to u or a, and even au to u. Sometimes, but 

rarely, e and o are written in final position where the syllable is 

short; they may then have been pronounced as short e and o, or 
perhaps as i and u respectively.}); sarvi (for sarve) prāvrajan SP 

23.8; bandhitva (for bandhitvā) kṣaṇasmi 23.11; sattvāna (for 

sattvānāṁ, genetive plural) cyutopapādaṁ 24.2; etc. Contrariwise, if 

the preceding syllable is required by meter to be long but ends in a 

naturally short vowel (i.e. one which is short not only in Sanskrit but 

regularly in BHS prose), that vowel may be lenghtened metri causa 

(§24 {Most commonly, when the last syllable of a word is required to 

be long, a short final vowel is replaced by a long. So a is replaced by 
ā, or by o; i by ī or (perhaps) e; u by ū or o.}), just as easily before 

what is written as an initial consonant cluster as before a single 

initial consonant: vineṣyatī prāṇa- SP 27.15 (so all Nepalese 

manuscripts; Kashgar recension vineṣyate; both editions vineṣyati, 

but this is Kern-Nanjio’s false emendation; onlu -tī or -te is 

metrically possible here). In short, metrical shortening and 

lengthening of final vowels takes place before intial (written) 
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clusters exactly as before intial single consonants. This must mean 

that the clusters are graphic only; a single consonant was 

pronounced. 

 

42. Apparent counter cases, in which a short final vowel occurs in a 

metrically long syllable before an intial consonant cluster, are 

extremely rare. Some really concern noun compounds (see below). 

Thus in SP 9.8; 10.7; 15.5 read ihasthita instead of iha sthita; cf. the 

Sanskrit compounds ihastha, ihasthāna. (The actual pronunciation 

may have been something like ihat-thita.) In Chapter 1 of SP and in 

Bhad there are only about four other cases: -kandareṣu praviśanti SP 

12.1, where the syllable written -ṣu must be long; similarly SP 27.8; 

28.4; and mama praṇidhānaṁ Bhad 46, -ma being a long syllable. 

But at least equally numerous, indeed more so, are cases like mama 

hitakāmā Bhad 24, where -ma must also be a long syllable, tho the 

following word begins with a single consonant. No v.l. is here 

recorded, but we must certainly emend, probably to mamā, which is 

written elsewhere is such cases. In Bhad 46 we may similarly emend 

to mamā praṇidhānaṁ, or else understand mamap-paṇidhānaṁ (§25 

{Instead of lengthening of the final vowel, doubling of a following 

initial consonant may be used as a means of lengthening the final 

syllable.}) or the like. And so in all similar cases, regardless of 

whether one consonant or more is written at the beginning of the 

next word. 

 

43. In the seam of verb compounds, and in their noun derivatives, 

conditions are in general as in the middle of a word. So abhijña- SP 

12.4; abhistavantīha 12.6; prasthita 13.2, 10, etc.; anusmarāmi 23.3; 

parityajantaḥ 24.13, and so on; the syllable containing the final 

vowel of the preverb is made metrically long by the consonant 

cluster at the beginning of the verbal root. Cf. Pali abhiññā etc. But 

particularly when one preverb is prefixed to another, it may behave 

as if it were a separate word. So in anuprārthayamāno Bhad 48 the 

syllable -nu- is short; cf. such Pali forms as anupavisati besides 

anuppa- for Sanskrit anu-praviśati. Simplification of a double 

consonant (Sanskrit consonant cluster) in the seam of a close{d} 

compound may occur m.c., {see} §77. 
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44. In compounds of the root grah with preverb ending in a short 

vowel, -gg- seems to have been regularly pronounced (as it is 

regularly written in Middle Indic) even in forms which the BHS 

manscripts and editions write with single -g-, imitating Sanskrit 

orthography. (The analogy of grah- forms has led to this habit in 

forms from Sanskrit gṛh-.) So (in the printed texts) parigṛhīta SP 

89.8; LV 158.12; 190.14; Śikṣ 43.6, 8; pratigṛhīta LV 411,21, -tvā LV 

387.7; pratigṛhṇe Mv i.220.13 = ii.22.14; in all these -gg- was 

doubtless pronounced; certainly the syllable preceding g is long. In 

Samādh p. 49 1.26 aviggṛhītā is actually printed; in Divy 401.18 

nirgṛhīta is printed, which must be a false Sanskritization of *nigg- 

for Sanskrit nigṛhīta ‘checked, humbled.’ 

 

45. But in the seam of noun compounds, while usage varies, in the 

majority of cases conditions are as in final-initial juncture. That is, a 

syllable may be, and usually is, short if it contains a short vowel that 

is final in the prior member of a noun compound, even tho the 

following member begins with what is written Sanskritically as a 

consonant cluster; which can only mean that a single consonant was 

pronounced instead of the intial cluster. So Pali has compounds like 

su-paṭipanna (beside suppaṭi-) for Sanskrit su-prati- (see Geiger 67, 

end); in BHS su-prati- would usually be written, but the syllable su- 

would or at least might be short, indicating the pronunication -pa- 

rather than -pra- after it. E.g. udāra-sthāmā SP 10.3 (-ra- is a short 

syllable) etc.; at least 16 such cases were counted in SP chapter 1, 

against 12 (besides iha-sthita, above) in which the vowel is short but 

the syllable long in this position, as in aṣṭādaśakṣetra- [202] SP 9.3 

(the syllable -śa- is long; pronounced no doubt something like -śak-

khetra- or -sak-khetta-). In Bhad the figures are much more one-

sided: 30 cases where a syllable with stem-final short vowel remains 

short before a written initial cluster in a noun compound, and not 

more than two or three where it seems to be long, counting out six 

occurences of what the edition prints as Bhadra- (or eka-, or bodhi-) 

cari-praṇidhānaṁ, where the syllable -ri- is long, but the true 

reading was surely -rī- or -riṁ- (or -rīṁ-) as read by several 

manscripts in every occurrence (verses 2, 23, 41, 49, 54, 61). 

 

46. The varying treatment of compounds in this respect was no doubt 

originally determined, in BHS as in Middle Indic generally, by 
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whether the compound was inherited as such from a pre-Middle 

Indic stage, in which case the consonant cluster remained (with 

possible assimilation), and the preceding syllable was long; or 

whether it was formed in Middle Indic, in which case the cluster was 

reduced to a single consonant before formation of the compound. 

That is, e.g. Pali (typical) suppaṭipanna goes back to Sanskrit 

supratipanna, but supaṭipanna is a compound of Pali su and Pali 

paṭipanna. No doubt analogy has changed many individual cases (cf. 

Edgerton, On the doubling of consonants in the seam of Pali 

compounds, JOAS 41, 462ff.), and metrical convenience may also be 

concerned (any single consonant could be doubled in this position 

and for this reason, §25 {Instead of lengthening of the final vowel, 

doubling of a following initial consonant may be used as a means of 

lengthening the final syllable.}; cf. Apabhraṁśa mayaṇabbhavaṇa = 

madana-bhavana, Sanatkumāracarita 507, edited Jacobi, AbhBAW 

31.2, München, 1921). 

 

47. That the inheritance of compounds as such was the primary 

reason for retention of consonant clusters at the beginning of their 

posterior members seems confirmed by the marked difference in this 

regard between noun compounds and verb compounds (with their 

noun derivatives). The latter were mainly ancient inheritances, so 

that in them the consonant clusters in question were internal in 

Middle Indic and BHS. The majority of Middle Indic noun 

compounds, on the other hand, were of late, Middle Indic origin, so 

that their posterior members could not begin in more than one 

consonant. 

 

48. (On §18. {A syllable that ends on a consonant is closed. In 

practice this means a syllable in which the vowel in followed by two 

consonants (or a double consonant).}) It is likely that, as in Middle 

Indic a consonant could not exist in absolutely final position, before 

a pause (unless anusvāra be called a ‘consonant’, see just below). To 

be sure it is often written there, but this may be mere imitation of 

Sanskrit orthography. However since the quantity of final syllables 

in verse-pādas is indifferent, the question has no importance for 

metrics, and so metrics throws no light on phonology {here}.  
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49. (on §19. {A syllable containing a nasalised vowel (or, a vowel 

followed by anusvāra, which in BHS means the same thing) is also 

closed, even if a vowel follows it.}) It seems certain that, as in Middle 

Indic, every word-final nasal (if preserved at all) ‘became anusvāra’ 

(in terms of writing); or, as I prefer to put it, resulted in nasalization 

of the preceding vowel: except that before a following initial vowel 

it could remain as a nasal consonant. Such is the case in Middle 

Indic, notably in Pali—prose as well as verse. 

 

50. This option before a vowel is constantly utilized for metrical 

convenience in BHS verses. (I have thought I detected a similar 

custom in the Apabhraṁśa verses of the Sanatkumāracarita, but 

have not studied them sufficiently as yet.) If the word-final syllable 

is required to be long, they write e.g. -aṁ, iṁ, uṁ; if short am, im, 

um (before initial vowel). Meter almost invariably shows that in this 

respect the orthography of the texts corresponds to actual 

pronunciation. E.g. ’haṁ (long) iha SP 61.7; ’haṁ (long) imu 62.11; 

ghoṣaṁ (long) aham 63.3 but in the same line aham adya -am being a 

short syllable; kathaṁ (long) imaṁ (long) adbhutam (short) īdṛśaṁ 

te 313., etc. There are very few counter cases; they should be 

emended, as mere errors of tradition. 

 

51. On the other hand, in word final position before a consonant and 

in sentence-final position, n, m, and ṁ are written rather 

haphazardly, but the variation is probably meaningless; doubtless 

only anusvāra (i.e. a nasal vowel) existed there. Internally before a 

consonant there is also much orthographic irregularity. Not only is 

anusvāra often written for any nasal consonant before another 

consonant; this is true of most ordinary Sanskrit manuscripts. But 

contrariwise, we quite often find n written for nasalization 

(anusvāra) as mānsa = Sanskrit māṁsa, and the like. This may be 

only a hyper-correction, a reflex of the writing of ṁ for final n. At 

any rate I am not inclined to attribute linguistic importance to the 

variations in spelling mentioned in this paragraph. 
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52. I find little evidence tending to show the distinction noted in the 

authorities for both Sanskrit and Prakrit (Wackernagel I §§223-4; 

Pischel 178ff.) between nasal vowels, anusvāra, and anunāsika. 

Practically always, what is written as either anusvāra or a nasal 

consonant makes a syllable long metrically (in the case of a nasal 

consonant, only [203] when a consonant follows). The only exception 

I have noted is the word kuṁbhāṇḍa or kumbhāṇḍa (= Sanskrit 

kuṣmāṇḍa, kūṣmāṇḍa), the first syllable of which is regularly, tho 

not always, metrically short; in customary Prakrit transliteration it 

would be written kūbhaṇḍa (with Middle Indic a for ā in the penult). 

If this somehow represents *kumhaṇḍa, which we should expect as a 

normal Middle Indic development of kuṣmāṇḍa (or kūṣmāṇḍa), we 

may recall Tedesco’s suggestion as to the etymology of Sanskrit mil- 

from *milh- with loss of h (Language 19.7). Here, however, the 

aspiration in bh doubtless is due to the older h for metathetized s. 

 

53. (On §24. {Most commonly, when the last syllable of a word is 

required to be long, a short final vowel is replaced by a long. So a is 

replaced by ā, or by o; i by ī or (perhaps) e; u by ū or o.}) Examples 

are common everywhere. Note that they occur just as regularly 

before what is written as an intial consonant cluster in the next 

word, as before a single consonant; cf. §41. So ā for a, in 

indeclinables: cā for ca SP 57.16; LV 220.9; RP 54.22; hantā for 

hanta LV 110.17; ivā for iva LV 175.22; ihā for iha LV 324.5, etc. In 

inflected forms, any final a is often lengthened; and the stem-final of 

noun-stems in a frequently appears as ā in the prior members of 

noun compounds. 

 

54. We also find o for final a. This has been supposed to be a saṁdhi-

combination of final -a with the particle u (Kern, SP translation 

[SBE 21], Introduction xvii; La Vallée Poussin, MadhK 166 n. 4; 

Hultzch, Inscriptions of Asoka, lxxiii). The same scholars connect 

BHS co (m.c.) = ca with Asokan cu, which appears to be adversative, 

meaning ‘but’; it is replaced in Girnar Asokan by tu, and was 

explained by Michelson (IF 23.261) as a blend of ca and tu. In any 

case it never appears as co, and BHS has no cu. In passing: u is 

attached to ca only once in Ṛg Veda (6.66.3) according to Grassman, 

never in Atharva Veda according to Whitney; and there is no record 
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of u after ca in BR or pw {sic, both unidentified references}, which 

state that is classical Sanskrit u occurs only after atha, na, and kim. 

 

55. In my opinion there is no possibility of any connexion between 

BHS co and Asokan cu, whatever be the origin of the latter. BHS co 

is purely metri causa for ca and means just what ca means. We find 

many other cases of final o m.c. for a, and in most of them a particle 

u would be inconceivable. This metrical alteration is a reflex of the 

frequent use of final a for Sanskrit as (Middle Indic regularly and 

BHS commonly o), in most cases metri causa; but there is also some 

morphological confusion; e.g. the 1st plural verb endings -mas (-mo) 

and -ma, which is BHS are no longer distinguished as in Sanskrit. 

This condition led in BHS to the rather free use of final o as a mere 

metrical lenghtening for a, on a par with ā. 

 

56. The frequency of this problem varies in different texts, if we 

accept the testimony of the manuscripts and editions. In SP it is 

common, even in the Kern-Nanjio edition, and would be still 

commoner in a proper edition; often Kern-Nanjio read -a 

unmetrically when the metrically correct -o is read by most or even 

all of the manuscripts. It is also common in Gv, but less common in 

LV, and rather rare in Mv. 

 

57. A few examples: co SP 13.15; 14.12; LV 43.3; Gv 213.17; 254.18; 

Śikṣ 260.10; adyo = adya SP 118.13; 169.14; LV 92.8; 283.2 (Lefmann 

emendation adyā); ivo = iva LV 333.16; iho = iha Śikṣ 4.15; Gv 

384.8; hanto = hanta Dbh.g 7 (343).14; 21 (357).16; pañco = pañca SP 

14.11; sapto = sapta Gv 255.23; daśo {= daśa} SP 67.14; 98.10 

(manuscripts); teno = tena SP 119.1; 195.4; yeno {= yena} Sp 92.2; 

231.16; keno {= kena} SP 175.5 niveśanasyo = niveśanasya SP 114.2 

(manuscripts); tasyo = tasya SP 118.12, and often: Mv ii.377.9 = 

378.3; jinasyo = jinasya SP 194.7 (so with v.l.); Gv 255.22; yasyo {= 
yasya} SP 165.2; mamo = mama SP 326.4; Gv 231.18; gaccho = 

gaccha Gv 208.11; anuśikṣatho Gv 481.22 (m.c. for anuśikṣatha, 2nd 

person plural imperative, instead of more usual anuśikṣathā). 

 

58. Examples of ī for i, m.c.: pratī LV 119.7; hī SP 97.4; Gv 240.19; 

yadī SP 305.13; apī LV 46.3; koci = koci(d) = Sanskrit kaścid Mv 

i.166.10 (followed by vowel; vv.ll. koci, kocid, both unmetrical); in 
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noun inflection occur such forms as adhvanī for adhvani (locative 

singular), trīṇī = trīṇi and other neuter plurals; in verb inflection the 

endings mi, si, ti, nti, hi are very often lengthened to mī etc., m.c.  

 

59. Whether e occurs strictly m.c. for final i is not certain. Often the 

verb endings se and te for si and ti are probably due to meter (e.g. 

bhavate, jahate Mv ii.382.16; pravadase iii.346.2). but morphologic 

alternation (middle : active) of course also plays a part. Otherwise I 

have noted only one or two doubtful cases. 

 

60. Examples of ū for u, m.c.: tū SP 97.7; suṣṭhū SP 213.4; khū (= khu 

for khalu) SP 308.9; jātū LV 120.9, 10; in compounds, sū-rata- LV 

110.4; 193.10; sū-dhana (proper name, otherwise Sudhana) Gv 

208.11; 215.14; in inflectional endings, gṛheṣū LV 57.1, and other 

locative plurals; the [204] imperative endings tu, ntu, and the 3rd 

person plural aorist endings ṣu, su, may also lengthen to -ū m.c. 

 

61. In a few instances we seem to find -o m.c. for final -u; they are 

confirmed by a number of similar cases for internal u. So bhāṣato for 

bhāṣatu LV 7.11, and paripūryato = paripūryatu LV 235.19, both 3rd 

person singular imperatives; sādho = sādhu (adverb) LV 41.14; so = 

Pali su (= Sanskrit svid) Mv iii.370.1 (the corresponding Pali verse, 

Jātaka v.141.10, has sū, m.c. for su). 

 

62. (On §25. {Instead of lengthening of the final vowel, doubling of a 

following consonant may be used as a means of lengthening the final 

syllable.}) So: caj (= ca)jino SP 68.7; Samādh 8.28; cat tahī SP 294.5 

(so read with 3 manuscripts, editions cā with one manuscript); kadāci 

pij (= pi for api) jāti- SP 48.8 (so read with WT and all Nepalese 

manuscripts, KN -pi-, unmetrical); daśasud (= daśasu, locative plural) 

diśāsu SP 55.11; 207.11 (here KN -su di-, unmetrically, without v.l., 

but WT -sud di- with their manscript K1); 222.7; in noun compounds, 

daśad-diśāsu SP 32.14; Gv 475.19, 21; daśad-diśe SP 190.13; daśad-

diśi Bhad 1, 9, etc.; mīḍhag-girī LV 197.3 (? so best manuscript A, 

text mīdhaṁ-girī, both = mīḍha-girī); sarvaj-jagābhimukharūpa Gv 

285.9 (name of a Jina; Sanskrit *sarva-jagad-abhimukharūpa). 

 

63. (On §26. {Or, thirdly, the final short vowel may be nasalized, with 

the same effect.})  So: ihaṁ (= iha) śṛṇohi SP 94.2; naṁ (= na) hi LV 
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329.22 (v.l. na hi, unmetrical); sādhuṁ (= sādhu) ti SP 55.12; suṣṭhuṁ 

khalu (read khalū with WT) SP 114.12; śirī ham asmiṁ (= asmi ‘I 

am’; so manscripts; Senart emendation unmetrically asmi) manujeṣu 

saṁmatā Mv ii.57.2 ‘I am glory, highly respected among men’; 

repeated with śraddhāham asmiṁ . . . 57.18; diviṁ (= divi, locative 

singular) gataḥ (or gatāḥ) Mmk 618.26; 625.7; 627.14; anubhūya 

diviṁ (= divi) sukham Mmk 629.16 (here only a locative could be 

construed; this proves that the preceding should not be emended to 

divaṁ). Also at the end of a prior member of a noun compound: 

kṛśaṁtanuḥ = kṛśatanuḥ LV 157.21; śvetaṁśiro LV 188.8; 

dhutaṁguṇa Śikṣ 328.2; saṁparivāram = sa-parivāram Śikṣ 343.15; 

śīlaṁśrutajñāna-susthito (m.c. for śīla-śrutajñāna-susthito; note 

cluster śr- written, but obviously not pronounced, after the stem 

śīla(ṁ)-) KP 36.7; etc. 

 

64. (On §28. {So a naturally long vowel may be shortened metri 

causa: ā is reduced to a, ī to i, ū to u, e to i, o (which frequently 

represents Sanskrit -as) to u or a, and even au to u. Sometimes, but 
rarely, e and o are written in final position where the syllable is 

short; they may then have been pronounced as short e and o, or 

perhaps as i and u respectively.}) Examples of a for ā: tada = tadā SP 

68.1; Mv i.111.16; tatha {= tathā} LV 49.8; Mv iii.136.15; Suv 23.10; 

va = vā LV 111.1; mithya {= mithyā} LV 38.1; ma = mā LV 123.5; 

etc. etc. In noun declension, very commonly for any final ā, whether 

or not followed originally in Sanskrit by a consonant; and for stem-

final ā in the prior member of compounds.  

 

65. Examples of i for ī: idāni Mv i.154.15, and more often dāni SP 

113.3 etc., for idānīm; often in the nominative singular of ī-stems, 

and as stem final of such stems as prior members of compounds. 

 

66. Long ū is a rare final, and I have only noted shortening of it m.c 

only in forms (particularly the nominative singular) of ū-stems (of 

which in Sanskrit the nominative singular ends in ūs); here 

morphological confusion with u-stems may also be concerned. 

 

67. We find shortening of final e to i very commonly in the locative 

singular of a-stems; in mi, ti, si for the pronouns me, te, and (BHS 

and Middle indic) se; in the nominative plural masculine of generic 
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pronouns, as (e)ti for (e)te, sarvi, etc. In verb endings, substitution of 

i for final e usually may be regarded as substitution of active for 

middle endings. Note also saci for sace = sacet SP 448.5, 7; Sukh 22.3 

etc. 

 

68. Examples of u (a) for o (and au): ahu = aho (interjection) SP 62.4, 

16. Otherwise u (and also a, which may of course be regarded as 

derived directly from aḥ etc.) often represents o as generalized 

(Middle Indic) saṁdhi-form for Sanskrit as, in the nominative 

singular masculine of a-stems, the ablative ending tu (also ta) for to 

= tas, and other noun case-endings; also nu for no = nas, enclitic 1st 

person plural pronoun; and in adverbs like bhūyu (and bhūya) for 

bhūyo = bhūyas SP 95.1, etc. We even find sporadically antu and imu 

for antau, imau (duals). 

 

69. (On §29. {Or a word-final  consonant is dropped. Cf. (13) §§18 

and 48. In the prose of most texts, a final consonant of Sanskrit is 

regularly written. In verses there is less consistency; but in the 
middle of a pāda, before a word beginning in a consonant, a final 

Sanskrit consonant is regularly written if the syllable is required by 

meter to be long. The manuscripts and editions usually observe the 
rules of Sanskrit consonantal sandhi. Perhaps what was actually 

pronounced was a consonant assimilated in Middle Indic fashion (as 

if internally) to the following intial consonant. But if the syllable is 
metrically short, the final consonant is dropped (and the vowel before 

it, if long, is shortened).}) As to the writing of final consonants, the 

manuscripts of Mv are exceptional in that very often omit them even 

in prose (e.g. yāva = yāvat i.8.14; 20.4; ci for cit i.328.8; 364.7; etc. 

etc.). In other texts the statement of §29 holds good in general, tho 

not invariably. So tāva SP 92.10, and (in a metrically indifferent 

position) 355.9; ci for cid SP 34.10; Samādh 8.25; LV 37.21 etc.; dhi 

for dhik SP 351.6; samya = samyak Dbh.g. 20(356).15. 
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70. (On §30. {Or, when a short syllable is required, a final nasal 

consonant may be dropped (with shortening of the vowel if it was 

long); or a final nasal vowel denasalized.}) So katha = katham SP 

314.4; LV 233.4; eva = evam LV 55.21; evarūpa = evaṁrūpa is a very 

common compound, SP 83.14; LV 55.9, etc., and is even recorded in 

the prose of LV at 13.22 and 307.13 (so all Lefmann’s manuscripts 

and Weller’s manuscript; hardly to be dismissed as a misprint with 

Weller 16; rather, because it was so common in verses m.c., {that it} 

carried over occasionally into prose diction). Common in 

inflectional endings, usually m.c.: accusative singular masculine and 

nominative-accusative singular neuter of a-stems; mahya for [205] 

mayham, iya and ida for iyam and idam; in 1st person singular verb 

endings, anbhūva = abhūvam, -eya for -eyam in optatives (here 

partly morphological confusion, 3rd person singular form spreading 

to 1st person singular), etc. 

 

71. (On §32. {Lengthening and shortening of internal vowels m.c. is 

not rare.}) Lengthening: anābhibhūto (= an-abhibhūto) SP 69.4; 

anābhibhūḥ SP 128.4; 190.7; ātrirekāḥ (= atrirekāḥ) LV 49.15; 

nirāparādheṣu (= nir-aparādheṣu) LV 342.16; samāyata (= 

samayataḥ) LV 371.19; -pāripūrṇaṁ (= -paripūrṇaṁ) Mv ii.299.19; 

nirābhiramyaḥ (= nir-abhiramyaḥ) Suv 60.1. —bahubhīr (= 

bahubhir) acintyair SP 385.3; su-pīthita (= su-pithita) Gv 55.1; śoṇīta 

(= śoṇita) LV 208.14; īhamutra (= ihāmutra, ‘in this and other 

existences’) Laṅk 268.15. —anūpaliptāḥ (= an-upaliptāḥ) SP 313.3; 

śrūṇate, which is semi-Middle Indic for śṛṇute, which several 

manuscripts read unmetrically); kūhanāṁ Samādh p. 49 1. 22, and a-

kūhaka- Dbh.g. 16(352).18, both for -kuh-. —lokadhātv eyaṁ (for 

iyaṁ) SP 355.4; teṣu, or better teṣa, perhaps for Ardha-Māgadhī tisā, 

Sanskrit tṛṣā, Dbh.g 28(54).3, 11; anopapanna = anupapanna Gv 

334.3; niropadhi = nirupadhi SP 307.1, and similar forms. 

 

72. Shortening: syamu = śyāmaḥ (proper name) LV 166.3 (cf. śyāmo 

Mv ii.220.11, where the story referred to is told); duyamanu = 

dūyamānaḥ LV 166.8; bhasi = (a)bhāṣi, (a)bhāṣīs, aorist of bhāṣ 

‘speak’ LV 235.8; -saṁsarī = -saṁsārinaḥ LV 324.17; ā in verb-forms 

ending in āmi, āmas (āmo), āma is often shortened to a m.c. —suśilā 

= suśīlā LV 114.15; bibhatsa = bībhatsa LV 206.2; bibhatsana {= 

bībhatsana}Gv 213.26; apiḍita = apīḍita LV 361.16; tire = tīre Mv 
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i.70.17; kṣitiśa = kṣitīśa RP 45.7. —bhuta = bhūta LV 54.3; Gv 

334.20; udbhuta {= udbhūta} LV 282.2 (read with manuscripts 

gātrodbhutā); saṁbhuta LV 419.9; Gv 255.12; Śikṣ 347.8; bhuyo = 

bhūyas LV 54.9; puja = pūjāṁ Gv 215.3; śruyāt = śrūyāt Mmk 207.3 

—maitriyo = maitreyo Suv 239.6; praṇitāro = praṇetāro Mmk 

167.17; ukiranti Sukh 49.7, so all manscripts, for okiranti (which is 

read in edition unmetrically, by emendation) = avakiranti. 

 

73. (On §34. {Also: it is true that before consonants in the middle as 
well as at the end of a word, nasal vowel or short vowel plus 

anusvāra (or, plus nasal consonant of the class of the following 

consonant) varies freely with short unnasalized vowel plus consonant 
cluster (and at least could vary with long vowel, in theory). These 

alternations are however relatively infrequent. Furthermore, no 

syllabic quantative difference is involved, and meter therefore plays 
no role. And otherwise there is hardly any variation between 

nasalisation and lack of it, internally. In short, this alternation seems 

rarely, if at all, to be employed for metrical convenience internally, 
but only, or almost only, in final-initial juncture.}) My records 

contain only a single case, which I consider clear, of internal 

dropping of nasal m.c. In Mv i.305.21 we must, I think, read 

prāsādiken’ ijitena, m.c. for iñjitena (-iṁj-); Senart prints iṁjitena, 

unmetrically, but see his note; the manscripts read -kena ijitena or -

kenejitena, agreeing in lack of nasal. Examples of nasalization 

before consonant substituted for double consonant (Sanskrit 

consonant cluster), without change in syllabic quantity, and 

occurring in prose, are mahaṁgata (-tā) Gv 320.19; 349.24; 518.2, for 

mahadgata (which also occurs in BHS) = Pali mahaggata; -

mātraṁjñātā (read -jñatā?) LV 430.3-4, for -mātrajñatā (which also 

occurs in BHS) = Pali mattaññutā. 

 

74. (On §35. {Both doubling of single consonants and its converse, 
reduction of clusters to single consonants (presumably thru an 

intermediate stage of Middle Indic assimilation between the 

consonants), occur in the middle of a word, but much more rarely 
than in final-initial juncture. These alterations are utilized for 

metrical convenience, but appear to be not invariably conditioned 

thereby.}) Double for single consonant internally, for what may be 

metrical reasons, has been noted only in ṛjju = ṛju. In Mv ii.63.15 the 
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reading indicated somewhat corruptly by the manscripts is certainly 

asath’ (or asaḍh’ ?) ṛjjubhūto. Here ṛjju may be used m.c. And in Mv 

ii.80.13 we should doubtless read ṛjjubhūtaḥ for the unmetrical 

ṛjubhūtaḥ. However, Pali ujju (besides uju) seems not to be limited to 

use m.c. —We also find -yy- for -y- after -e-, as in Pali (the -e- being 

presumably short), as in peyya = Sanskrit peya, and in optative verb 

forms in -eyya etc.; but this, of course, cannot be due to metrical 

requirements. 

 

75. Commoner is reduction of a (Sanskrit) consonant cluster (a 

Middle Indic double consonant) to a single consonant when meter 

requires a short syllable. BHS very often uses dukha (sometimes 

written so, more often duḥkha in the manscripts and editions) under 

such circumstances, like Pali (see Childers s.v. dukkho). Forms of 

darś- (Middle Indic dass- daṁs-) may appear as daś-: dinadaśi must 

be read LV 362.13, with several manuscripts including A, the best, 

for the unmetrical dinadarśi of the edition; read in Mv i.43.12 = 

242.22 viyākare atthadaśī (manuscripts unmetrically -darśī) 

malīnāṁ; daśayi Dbh.g. 42(68).19, so correctly edition for darśayi, 

which is an unmetrical v.l. 

 

76. Other cases: śayāto ‘from the bed,’ ablative to śayyā, LV 230.11; 

catuthāya (no v.l. here; Middle Indic recorded only as catuttha); 

vedakamāpanītam Dbh.g 29(55).2, so read with Rahder, vedakammā- 

= Sanskrit -karmā-, which Susa reads, unmetrically (but interpreting 

correctly); bhajiṣyati Mv iii.23.19, so Senart with one manuscript, = 

bhajjiṣyati, Sanskrit bhajy-; (a)thi probably to be read with v.l. LV 

46.18 (for Middle Indic atthi = Sanskrit asti): pratipūrṇa thi ye, ‘who 

are filled (with all virtues)’; the only other metrically possible 

reading in the manuscripts is si ye (meaning?); Lefmann’s siddhye is 

impossible metrically. —In such forms as ădhyeṣami Bhad 10; 

ădhyeṣaṇa Bhad 12 (so printed in edition; the first syllable is 

metrically short), we must understand [206] something like ajhesami, 

ajhesaṇa, m.c. for ajjh-. (The penult of the former word has a by 

metrical shortening for ā, §72.) 
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77. Here, rather than above (cf. §43), belong cases of metrical 

shortening in the seam of close{d} compounds (verb and noun) 

which primarily contain two consonants or a double consonant: 

visaṁdetsuḥ, so read Mv i.220.20 with {one} manuscript (v.l. 

visaṁhetsuḥ), to Pali vissandeti; Senart reads viśyandensu, which is 

unmetrical; tiryagata and tiryagati = tiryagg- Samādh 19.17; Suv 

48.1; RP 27.10; 32.8; madharmaṁ RP 17.15, Finot’s probably correct 

emendation for manuscript mudharmaṁ, = maddharmaṁ; read 

sadharmaṁ Bhad 26 with several good manuscripts, for edition’s 

săddharmaṁ (so printed); read tanimnaḥ Śikṣ 106.13 for edition’s 

tannimnaḥ, unmetrically; utiṣṭha LV 397.1, 10, so read with best 

manuscript, other manuscripts and both editions uttiṣṭha, 

unmetrically; upīḍa = utpīḍa Samādh 19.17 (and contrary to 

manscripts and edition read upādo 19.22, upanno 19.25, for utp-); 

samupādayetsuḥ (Nobel samupādayitsuḥ) = samutp- Suv 151.11; 

utaptavatī Śikṣ 337.12 = uttaptavatī Śikṣ 337.12 = uttap-, ibid. 7; 

utapta = uttapta Dbh.g 41(67).10; vinigatu LV 232.17 = vinirgatu 

(Pali vinigg-); nikaruṇā LV 235.8, apparently with all manuscripts, 

for Pali nikk-, Sanskrit niṣk-; nisaṁśayaṁ LV 316.10 = niḥs-; 

nimūlayitum RP 45.1 = nirm-; etc. 
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